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understood in the educational field and b;y the general
public, is an institution of higher learning, including subjects in the arts,
sciences and professions-such as law , medicine and theology-laboratories,
libraries, and dormitories for resident students, with sufficient financial
resources to operate and maintain such an institution; and with an adequate

A college, as that term is

and competent facult~' of learned persons qualified and
respective subjects

trained to teach the

offered, and possessing degrees from recognized uni-

versities and colleges.
A degree is an academic rank recognized by colleges and universities having

reputable character as institutions of higher

learning and recognized as
to the ordinary

such by standard aecrediting organizations, which conveys

mind the idea of some collegiate, universit~. or scholastic distinction.
Academic degrees are conferred by dul~' authorized , accredited and recognized
educational institutions of higher learning as evidence and in recognition
of prescribed scholastic attainments by students of such institutions, and,
unless so earned and conferred , do not constitute degrees in the accepted
meaning of the term. Moreover,

degrees granted solely for work done

by

correspondence are not accredited and recognized by colleges and universities
or by examining boards of the different professions.

Where a corporation and its president, engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of a correspondence course in audiometry or the fitting of hearing
aids; in circulars distributed to prospective students, and advertisements
in various magazines of national circulation devoted to the healing
(a) Represented, directly or by implication , that said corporation was a rec-

arts-

ognized and accredited college or institution of

higher learning;

The facts being that it had none of the facilities , equipment, or faculty possessed
by such institutions, but was operated by said individual who also consti-

tuted its faculty;
(b) Represented that said

individual was a holder of a number of degrees
audiometry; that their course included basic

pertaining to the subject of

physics, anatomy, physiology and pathology of the ear ,

the psychology of

hearing, the physics of sound , abnormal psychology, etiology and pathology
of diseases of the ear

, and the fitting of hearing

, might obtain either the degree

aids; and that students
of Bachelor of Science in Audiometry or

Doctor of Audiometry;

The facts being

that the degree of " Doctor of Audiometry " is not

known, ac-

cepted or recognized by reputable schools and colleges and is wholly without

validity, and, insofar as said individual was concerned , was conferred by
him upon himself; while said individual did possess the earned degree of
Doctor of Optometry, and the honorary degree of Doctor of Optometric

Science, he was not qualified bj' training or experience to teach either general
or the specific anatomy, ph~' siology and pathology

anatomy or physiology,
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of the human ear, or any other subject in medical science with the exception

of optometry, in which he had had training and experience; and while it
is necessary to receive certain practical training, it is not

necessary to

acquire any academic degrees in order to fit hearing aids properly; and
(c) Falsely represented that the aforesaid corporation ,,- as

accepted or recog-

nized by the Treasury Department of the United States as a non-profit educa tional insti tu tion ;

With tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to their school and its courses

and their purported

academic degrees; and thereby to

cause such public

to purchase their course:
R al d, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth , were all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfflir and decepti veacts and practices

in

commerce.

lViZliam L. Pack hearing examiner.
for the Commission.
1//'1' . Williaf/n L. Pe' ncke
Before

.L1b'.

M?, . John S. Kc/;Vancm-gh of Chicago ,

Ill. , for respondents.

CO:M:PLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act~

and L.y

virtue

of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
having reason to believe that National College

Trade Commission ,

of Audiometry, a corporation

, and Frank

Kee.

, hereinafter

re-

have violated the provisions of said Act
and it, appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint
ferred to as respondents ,

stating its charges in that respect as follows:
p AHA GRAPH 1. Respondent National College of Audiometry is
organized , existing and doing business under and hy

corporation ,

virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois. Respondent Frank

is the president of said corporate respondent and as such ,

lates , controls , and directs the policies

n::eefe

formu-

and practices of said COl' pO-

ration and is responsible for the operation and management thereof.

The office and principal place

of business of both respondents

located at 5024 North Broadway in the city of Chicago and State of

Illinois.

. PAR. 2. Respondents are now ,

past have been

and for more

than two years last

engaged in the sale and distribution in

commerce

among the various States of the United States of a
course of study and instructiol1 in audiometry or the art of fitting
hearing aids , which is pursued by correspondence through the

between and

medium of the United States mails.

During the time aforesaid respondents have caused and do now
cause their said course of study and instructiDn to be transported
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from their said place of business in the State or Illinois to purchasers
the-reof located in various States or the United States other than
the State of Illinois. ' The conduct of said business contemplates and
results in ,

and has

resulted in the transportation or lesson sheets

money orders , checks and other forms or
money, from respondents ~ place or business in Illinois , through and
into other States and from respondents ' customers located in various
States into the State of Illinois. There is now and has been at all
times mentioned herein , a course or trade in said course or instruction so sold and distributed by said respondents in commerce between
and among the various States of the United States , and such course
or trade has been and is substantial.
PAR. 3. A colJege , as that term is understood in the educational
field and by the general public , is an institution or higher learning,
including subjects in the arts , se-iences and professions , such as law
medicine and theology, with adequate equipment in the form or buildings , laboratories , libra.ries and dormitories for resident students , and
sufficient financial resources to operate and maintain such institution;
with an adequate and competent faculty of learned persons qualified
and trained to teach the respective subjects offered by such institutions and possessing degrees from recognized universities and

and other

documents

colleges.

A degree is an academic rank recognized by colleges and universities having a reputable character as institutions or higher learning and which are so recognized and accredited by standard accrediting organizations , and which degree conveys to the ordinary mind the
idea of some collegiate , university or scholastic distinction.
PAR. 4. Respondents , in soliciting the sale or and in selling said course
of study and instruction in audiometry, have made and are making
advertising matter including circulars mailed and

use of printed

distributed to prospective students located in the various States
inserted in various maga-

the United Sttaes , and of advertisements
zines devoted to the healing arts

and having a national circulation

in and by which numerous representations have been and are made
in regard to said course of study and matters and things connected
therewith. Typical of such representations are the following:
National College of Audiometry.
Frank Keefe, O. D. , D. O. S. , D. A. , President.

This program deals with Basic Physics. with the Anatomy. Physiology and
the human ear; the Psychology of hearing and the Physics of
of
Sound. with audiometry. the measurement of hearing loss and the proper pre-

Pathology

scription of an individual hearing aid.
It desired a D. A. (Doctor of Audiometry) Degree
in Audiometry will be awarded without further

213840--54----

or a Bachelor of

payment.

Science

. .
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Hearing Aid Consultants- Do You Know That THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
OF AUDIOMETRY is chartered as a non- profit Educational Institution under

the laws of the State of Illinois;
Is accepted as a non- profit educational institution by the Treasury Department
of the United States;
Is the only institution of its kind (as far as we know) which teaches the complete science of audiometry;
The anatomy, physiology and patholog~' of the human ear; General, abnormal
psychology and the psychology of hearing; general pathology and the etiology and
pathology of diseases of the ear; the physics of sound and audiometry which is
the measurement of the ability to hear; and the proper fitting of hearing aids;
Has the power to confer degrees in Audiometry upon graduation through home

study course by correspondence.

A LARGER INCOl\IE assured because of more satisfied patients'
A greater PERSONAL satisfaction because of more education.
PAR. 5. By means of the foregoing representations and others of
similar import and effect not herein specifically set out , respondents
have represented and implied and do represent and imply that the

corporate respondent is a recognized and accredited college or institution of higher learning in \vhich is taught the science of audiometry
that the president , Frank Keefe , is the holder of a number of degrees
pertaining to the subject of audiometry, that the course or study and
instruction by correspondence ine1ndes basic physics , anatomy, physiology and pathology of the ear , the psychology of hearing, and the

physics of sound; abnormal psychology, etiology, and pathology
and the fitting or hearing aids; that students may
obtain either the degree of Bachelor or Science in Audiometry
Doctor of Audiometry, the latter indicated by the letters D. A;; that
diseases of the ear

they are assured or a larger

income and greater personal satisfaction

by reason of having taken said course of instruction and that

the

Treasury Department of the United States accepts said corporate respondent as' a non- profit educational institution.
PAR. 6. All of the foregoing statements and representations , and
others similar thereto , are false , deceptive and misleading. In truth
and in fact the corporate respondent is not a college in the accepted
sense of that tenll and is not a recognized accredited and accepted.
institution or higher learning: It has none of the facilities, equipment. , or faculty described in Paragraph Three hereof but on the COIl- .
trary, is openited by respondent Frank Keefe who ' also constitutes'
the faculty. The lette-rs " 0. D. " and " D. O. S. " used by said respondent signify that he is a Doctor of Optometry and an Honorary Doctor
of Optometric Science. The degree " Doctor of Audiometry " is not
known , accepted or recognized by reputable schools and colleges , and
is of no validity whatever , and moreover , insofar as respondent is
concerned was conferred by him upon himself.

,"

;:; ;'
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Said respondent Frank Keefe is not qualified by training

or experi-

ence adequately to teach either the fundamental and general subjects
of anatomy and physiology, nor the specific subjects of anatomy, physiology and pathology of the human ear , nor psyc.hology, abnormal
psychology, or any other subject dealing with medic.al science , with
the exception" of optometry or the sciplltific examination of the eyes
for the purpose of fitting glasses , in which said respondent has had
training and experience. 'Vhile it is necessary to receive certain practical training in connection with th~ fitting of hearing aids , it is not
necessary to have extensive training in medical science nor is it necessary to acquire any academic degrees in order to fit hearing aids properly to persons in need of such equipme-ilt. , The. Treasury Department of the United States has not accepted said corporate respondent
as a non- profit educational institution with the implication that such
acceptance means a recognition and approval of the educational qualifications of said school by an agency of the United States Government. In truth and in fact , the Treasury Department has merely accepted the existence of said corporate respondent as a non- profit institution in eonnection with its tax records.
PAR. 7. Academic. degrees as defined in Paragraph Three hereof
are conferred by duly authorized , accredited and recognized educational institutions of higher learning as evidence and in recognition of
presc.ribed , scholastic. attendance by students of such institutions and
unless so. earned and c.onferred , do not constitute degrees in the accepted meaning of said terms; moreover

degrees " granted solely for

work done by correspondence are not accredited and recognized
colleges and universities or by examining boards of the different
professions.
PAR. 8. The practices and use by respondents of the statements and
representations aforesaid have had and now have the tendency and
capacity to anddo confuse , mislead and deceive members of the public

into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true , and to induce th~m to purchase respondents
c.ourses of study and instruction in said commerce on account thereof.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts andpraetices of respondents , as herein
, alleged , are allto the prejudjee and injury ~f the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII

of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and

as set forth in the Commission

Decision of the Commission and

Order to File Report of Compliance , dated April 7 , 1952 , the initial
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Findings
decision in the instant matter of hearing

as set

out as follO\Ys

examiner 'Villiam L. Pack

, became on that date

Commission.

the decision of the

INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIAM L. PACK , HEARlXG EXAl\HNER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Con;mission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on August 17 , 1951 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents

named in the caption hereof , charging thenl with the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of that Act. After the filing by respondents of their answer
to the cOlnplaint , a hearing was held before the above named hearing
examiner , theretofore duly designated by the Commission , at which a
stipulation of facts was entered into by counsel supporting the complaint and counsel for respondents and incorporated in the record

which was duly filed in the office of the Commission. The stipulation
provided that the facts set forth therein should constitute the statement as to the facts in the proceeding, and be the basis for findings as

to the facts and conclusion and an order disposing of the proceeding.
Thereafter , the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration
by the hearing examiner upon the complaint , answer and stipulation
(the stipulation having been approved by the hearing examiner)
(counsel having elected not to submit proposed findings and conclusions for consideration by the hearing examiner or to argue the matter

orally), and the hearing examiner , having duly considered the matter
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes
the following findings as to the facts , conelusion drawn therefrom
and order:

finds that this

FINDINGS AS TO TI-IE FACTS

National College of Audiometry is a cor,
existing
and doing business under and by virtue
organized

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent
poration

Respondent Frank I(eefe is president of the corporation and formulates , controls and directs its poli-

of the laws of the State of Illinois.

cies and practices and is responsible for its operation and management. The office and principal place of business of both respondents
was formerly located in Antioch , Illinois , but is presently located at
5204 North Broadway, Chicago , Illinois. Respondents are engaged
in the sale and distribution of a course of study and instruction in
audiometry or the aTt of fitting hearing aids , the course being pursued by correspondence tln ough the medium of the United States
mails.
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PAR. 2. RespOlldents c.ause and have caused

and instruction , when sold ,

their course of study
of

to be transported from their places

business in the State of Illinois

to purchasers located in various other

States of the United States. Respondents maintain and have maintained a course of trade in their course of study and instruction in
commerce between and among various States of the United States.
PAn. 3. A college , as that term is understood in the educational field
and by the general public , is an institution of higher learning, including subjects in the arts , scienees and professions , such as law , medicine

and theology, with adequate equipment in the form of buildings

laboratories , libraries , and dormitories for resident students , and with
sufficient financial resources to operate and maintain sueh an institution; and with an adequate and competent faculty of learned persons
qualified and trained to teach the respective snbjec.tsoffered by such

institutions and possessing

degrees frani recognized,

universities and

colleges.

A degree is an academic rank recognized by colleges and universities

having a reputable character as institutions of higher learning and
which are so recognized and accredited by standard aecrediting organizations , and which degree conveys to the ordinary mind the idea
of some col1egiate , university or scholastic distinction.
PAR. 4. In soliciting the sale of their course of study and instruction
respondents make use of printed advertising material , inc1uding circulars , mailed and otherwise distributed to prospective students , and
of advertisements inserted in various magazines devoted to the healing
arts and having a national circulation. Among and typical of the
statements appearing in respondents ' advertising are the following:
National College of Audiometry.
Frank Keefe, O. D., D. O. S. , D. A. President.

This program deals with Basic Physics , with the Anatom:y, Physiology and
Pathology of the human ear; the Ps~' cholog~' of hearing and the Ph~' sics of
Sound, with audiometry, the measurement of hearing loss and the proper
prescription of an individual hearing aid.
If desired a D. A. (Doctor of Audiometry) Degree or a Bachelor of Science
in Audiometry will be awarded without further payment.
Hearing Aid Consultant-Do You Know That THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
OF AUDIOMETRY is charted as a non- profit Educational Institution under
the laws of the State of Illinois;
Is accepted as a non- profit educational institution by the Treasury Depart-

ment of the United

States; Is the

only institution of its kind (as

far as

know) which teaches the complete science of audiometry;
The anatomy, ph~'siology and pathology of the human ear; General , abnormal
psychology and the psychology of hearing; general pathology and the etiology
and patholog:V of diseases of the ear; the physics of sound and audiometry
which is the measurement of the

hearing aids;

ability to hear; and the proper fitting of
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Has the power to confer degrees in Audiometry upon graduation through
home study course by correspondence.
A LARGER INCOME assured because of more satisfied patients.
A greater PERSONAL satisfaction because of more education.
PAR. 5. Through the use of these statements and others of similar
respondents have represented , directly or by implication

import ,

respondent is a recognized and accrediteel college
or institution of higher learning in which is taught the science of

that the corporate

audiometry; that the individual respondent is the holder of a number
of degrees pertaining to the subject. ofal1diometry; that the cour8e
of study and instruction includes basic physics ~ anatomy, physiology
and pathology of the ear , the . psychology of hearing, the physics of
sound , abnormal psychology, etiology, and pathology of diseases of
the ear , and the fitting of he, aring aids; that students may obtain

either the degree of Bachelor of Science in Audiometry or Doctor
Audiometry, the latter being indicated by the letters D. A.; that
students are assured of a larger income and greater personal satisfaction by reason of having taken such course of instruction; and that
the corporate respondent is accepted or recognized by the. Treasury
Department of

the Uniteel States

as a non- profit educational

institution.
PAR. 6. These representations are erroneous and misleading. The
corporate respondent is not in fact a. college in the accepted sense of
that term , and is not a rec.ognized , accredited and accepted institution
of higher learning. It has none of the facilities , equipment , or faculty
described in Paragraph Three hereof but , on the contrary, is operated
by the individual respondent who also constitutes the faculty. The
letters "

'~ and

"D. O. S. "

used by such respondent signify that he

is a Doctor of Optometry and an Honorary Doctor of Optometric
Science. The degree " Doctor of Audiometry " is not known , accepte,
schools and colleges , is wholly without

or recognized by reputable

validity, and insofar as the individual

respondent is concerned ,

the

degree was conferred by him upon himself.
The individual respondent does possess the earned degree of Doctor

of Optometry and is also the. possessor of the honorary degree of
Doctor of Optometric Science. He is not , however , qualified by training or experience adequately to teach either the fundamental or general subjects of anatomy or physiology, nor the specific subjects of
anatomy, physiology and pathology of

the human ear ,

qualified to teach psychology, abnormal psyehology~

nor is he
or any other

, with the exception

of optometry or the
eyes
for
the
purpose
of fitting glasses , in
scientific examination of the
subjert in medical seienee

whieh subject he has had training

and experience. 1Vhile

it is neces-
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training in connection with the fitting

, it is not necessary

to have extensive training in

medical science nor is it necessary to acquire any academic degree in
order to fit hearing aids properly. The. Treasury Department of the
United States has not recognized or accepted respondents ' school as a
non- profit educational institution.
PAR. 7. Academic degrees as defined in Paragraph Three hereof
are conferred by duly authorized , accredited and recognized educational institutions of higher learning as evidence and in recognition of
prescribed scholastic attainments by students of such institutions and
unless so eaTned and conferred , do not constitute degrees in the accepted meaning of the term. ~10re6ver , degrees granted solely ' for
work done by correspondence are not accredited and recognized
colleges and universities 0'1' by exmnining boards of the different professions.
PAR. 8. The record

indicates that much of the advertising in ques-

tion has already been discontinued by respondents.

PAR. 9. The acts and practices of respondents , as described above
have the tendency and capacity to confuse , mislead and deceive a. substantial portion of the purchasing public with respect to respondents
school and its course of study and instruction and the purported academic degrees conferred by it , and the tendency and capaeity to cause
such portion of the public to purchase respondents ' course of study
and instruction as a result of the erroneous and mistaken belief so e11-

gende.re.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents as here,inabove set out are all
to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Fed~ra.1 Trade Commission Act.
ORDER
It
i8 m'dered
That the respondents , National College of Audiometry, a corporation , and its officers , and Frank I(eefe , individually
and as an officer of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , repre-

sentatives and employees ,

directly or through any corporate or other

device, in connection with the offering for sale , sale and distribution in
commerce. , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , of respondents ' course of study and instruction , do forthwith
cease and desist from:

1. Representing by offering to grant or confer or through granting
of home study

or conferring upon purchasers of respondents ~ course
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and instruction through correspondence any so-called academic degrees , or by any other lneans, that corporate respondent is an accred-

ited and standard college or institution of higher learning.
2. Using the word " college " or any abbreviation or simulation
thereof , to designate , describe or refer to respondents' school; or otherwise representing directly or by implication

, that the business

con-

ducted by respondents is a college or institution of higher learning.
3. Representing, directly or by implication , that respondent Frank
Keefe is the holder of any accredited and recognized academic degrees
pertaining to the subject of audiometry.
4. Representing that respondents ' school is recognized and accepted
or approved as a non- profit educational institution by the Treasury
Department of the United Stares.
ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COl\IPLIANCE
I t is o1'de'
That the respondents herein shall , wi thin sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the lUanneI' and form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as reo
quired by said declaratory decision and order of April 7 , 1952J.

, "

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING
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IN THE l\IATTER OF

HAMILTON l\IANUF ACTURING CO:MPANY
AXD

MODIFIED CEASE

Docket

3944.

DESIS1' ORDER

Order ,

A. prU

9, 1952

Order modifying the words " which are to be used or may be used" in the Commission s order directed against the sale of lotter~' devices, on September
7, 1950, 47 F. T. C. 116 at 127 , in accordance with the opinion of the Court

of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Ma11. 1l!actllriug

on January 24 , 1952 ,

in

Hamilton

Com,pallY VB. Federal 'lr rade Comnlission 194 F. (2d) 346,

and the final decree of February 27 , 1952, so as to read selling, " etc., push
cards, etc., " which are designed or intended to be used" , as below set out.

M'l'. J. W. Brookfield , J1' for the Commission.
G'i' eg o-r of ~linneapolis ,
Guf;smer , Carrson ill Mac
J. Bond Srnith

and

Mi' .

Joseph A. Padway,

l\1inn. , and
Mr.
of 'Vashington , D. C. ; for

respondent.
Mr. Joseph A. Pad'Way

and

il11' .

He1'be'l't B. Thatcher

of "\Vashing-

ton , D. C. , for ~finneapolis Printing Pressmen and Assistants Union
No. 20; Bookbinders and Bindery 'Yomen , Twin City Local No. 12
I. B. of B. ; and Stenographers , Bookkeepers , Typists , and Assistants
Union , :Minneapolis Local
No.
17661; intervenors.
~rODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the FederaJ Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission , the respondent' s substitute
answer thereto , in which answer said respondent admitted , with certain exceptions , all of the allegations of fact set forth in the complaint
and briefs and oral argument of co nnsel , and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent
has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , on
September 7 , H);"jO , issued its order to cease and desist; and
Respondent Hamilton :Manufaeturing Company, having filed in the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
its petition to review and set aside the order to cease and desist issued
herein , and that Court having heard the matter on briefs and oral
argument , havillg fully considered the matter , and having, thereafter
on February 27 , 1952 , entered its final decree modifying, and affirming
and enforcing, as modified , the aforesaid order to cease and desist pursuant to its opinion announced on J an'tlary 24 , 1952: ; and
Thereafter , the Commission having reconsidered the matter , and
being of the opinion that its order should be modified so as to accord
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,vith the aforesaid opinion and final decree of the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit;
It is hereby o'l'dered That the respondent , Hamilton Manufacturing
Company, and said respondent' s officers , agents , representatives , and
employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , do forthwith cease and desist from:
Selling or distributing in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , push cards , punchboards or other lotterydevices which are designed or intended to be used in the sale or
distribution or merchandise to the public by means or a game or
chance , girt enterprise or lottery scheme.
It is Iw,th.er o'i'dered That within the. period of time allowed by the
aforesaid final decree or the United States Court of Appeals for the
District or Columbia Circuit , the respondent shall file with the Commission a report in ' writing setting forth in detail the manner and
roi' m in which it has complied with this order.

AMERICAN, TOBACCO CO.
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Order
IN THE MATTER OF

AwIERICAN TOBACCO CO:MP ANY
:MODIFIED CEASE AND DESIST ORDER
Docket

Order modif~ying,

in

4827.

Order ,

April

9, 1952

accordance with stipulation of counsel

and order of the

Court of Appeals for the Seyenth Circuit 011 March 11 , 1952, Commission
original order issued on .Tune 20, HI:Jl , 47 F. C. 1393-which required respondent, " and its officers, representatiyes , agents, and employees , to cease
and desist from specified rnisrepresentation in connection with the offer

and sale of its Luck~'

Strike cigarettes- so

as to delete from said order the

words above quoted, as below set forth.
Before

jJf,;, .

Afr'. John L. Hor'nor'

John R. Phillips , J1'

hearing examiner.

Commission.
Chadbourne , Wallace , Pm'lee ill Whiteside of New York City, and
Covington , B'llrling, Rublee , O'Brian
ShO1'b of 'Vashington , D. C.
for the

for respondent.

:MODIFlED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the amended complaint of the Commission , the respondent'
answer thereto , testimOllY and other evidence in support of and in
opposition to the allegations of said amended complaint , the Trial
Examiner s recommended decision and exceptions thereto , and briefs

and oral argument of counsel; and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has

violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and
having issued an order to cease and desist; and

The American Tobacco Company, a corporation , the respondent
having filed in the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit its petition to review and set aside the order to cease and
desist issued herein; and thereafter counsel for respondent and the
Commission having entered into a stipulation filed in said Court on
March 10 , 1952 , providing that said petition to review shall be disluissed without hearing on the merits; that upon said dismissal the
Commission shall modify said order to cease and desist by eliminating
therefrom the words " and its officers , representatives , agents and employees " after the words " IT IS ORDERED that the respondent
The American Tobacco Company, a corporation ; and that said voluntary dismissal of said petition to review shall be without prej Helice to

any subsequent application by respondent to the Commission for any
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any other provisions of said order to cease and desist

and shall not be construed by the Commission to limit its power to
make any such modification pursuant to section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act and Rule XXVII of the Commission s Rules of
Practice; and the Court having on :March 11 , 1952 , entered an order
dismissing the petition to review ,

without hearing upon the merits

in accordance with the terms of the stipulation of counsel; and
. Thereafter , the Commission having reconsidered the matter , and
being of the opinion that its order should be modified so as to accord

with the aforesaid stipulation of counsel and order of the United

States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit;
It is o'l'de'1'ed
That the respondent , The American Tobacco Company, a corporation , directly 01' through any corporate or other device
in connection with the offering for sale , sale , and distribution in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , of its Lucky Strike brand of cigarettes , do forthwith cease and
desist from representing, by any means , directly or by implication:
(1) That among independent tobacco experts , Lucky Strike cigarettes have twice as many smokers as all other brands of cigarettes
combined; or that any greater proportion or number of independent
tobacco experts or of a.ny other group or class of people smoke Lucky
Strike cigarettes than is the fact...
. (2) That independent tobac~o experts who smoke Lucky Strike
cigarettes do so because of their knowledge of the grades or quality
of the tobacco Pllrchased by the respondent for use in the manufacture
of Lucky Strike cigarettes.
(3) That Lucky Strike cigarettes or the smoke therefrom contains
less acid than do the cigarettes 01' the smoke therefrom of any of the
other leading brands of cigarettes.
( 4) That Lueky Strike cigarettes or the smoke therefrom is less
irritating to the throat than the ciga.rettes or the smoke therefrom of
any of the other leading brands of cigarettes.
( 5) That Lucky Strike cigarettes or the smoke therefrOll1 is easy
on one s throat or will provide any protection against throat irritation
or coughing.
(6) That Lucky Strike cigarettes or the smoke therefrom contains
less nicotine than do the eigarettes or the smoke therefrom of any of
the four other leading brands of cigarettes.
It
1'8 turt1wI' ordered
That the respondent shal1 , within sixty (60)
days after service upon it of this modified order , file with the Commission a report , in writing, showing in detail the manner and form
in which it has eomplied with this order.

, "
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Where an unincorporated trade association and its eight corporate members,

who manufactured over two- thirds of the malleable iron chain produced in

the United StatesUnlawfully combined and conspired between and

(a)

among themselves and others

to restrain and eliminate competition in the sale and distribution of said
product in commerce; and pursuant to said combination and conspiracyCooperatively effected agreements to fix and maintain , and did fix and maintain , prices at which various types of malleable iron chain were sold and
offered for sale by said member manufacturers; and

Where said Institute , in the course of said combination

and conspiracy-

(b) Functioned through its " Classification

Factors Committee
Committee
and " Committee on List Prices , the activities of which were, respectively,
to establish standards and specifications of products , to d~vise factors or
multipliers to be applied against average costs for the purpose of determining selling prices , and to propose for use b~' its members list prices for malle-

able iron chain; and
Where each of said member manufacturers, as a part of the aforesaId combination and conspiracy(c) For pricing purposes maintained two geographic territories or divisionsnamely, the 'Vestern or Pacific Coast Territory and an Eastern Territorywhich were substantially identical for all and within which their trade dis-

counts were substantially identical; with the result that
quotations and prices calculated in accordance with

delivered price

said zone

delivered

price system were identical for all customers of the same class located in
the same geographic zone;
(d) Adopted and used the practice

of allowing freight charges to destination on
shipments of various types of malleable iron chain in excess of 100 pounds,
which aided in the attainment of identical delivered prices; and
Where one member , one of the largest manufacturers of malleable iron chain in
the United States and a leader in the industry(e) In many instances announced and published p.rices and changes in prices
and in trade discounts on certain items, determined

by a formula or system
by the other

previously agreed upon by all, which were thereafter followed
member manufacturers; and
Where said corpora te members-

exchang~d among their competitor members , and through the
medium of said Institute , current or future prices or conditions of sale , and
made bids and quoted prices con~istent with such price information; and
Similarly exchanged information which concerned prices charged particular
customers and volume of produet , ~ales find shipments , where the identity

(f) Filed and

(g)
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of the purchasers could he determined from snell information , So as to aid
in securing compliance with prices, terms or conditions of sale; and
(h) Through the medium of their said Institute collected , compiled, circula ted"
and exchanged between or among themselves rates or transportation

charge

information which was used in compllting prices and price quotations:
Held That such combin3 tion , Ul)(ler~ta ndings , acts , lH' actices , ere"~ under the

were all and singularly unfair and to the prejudiceof the public and against public policy because of their dangerous tendency
unduly to hinder competition in the sale in commerce of said lH' oduct , and
create monopoly in themselves therein , and, therefore , constitute unfair
methods of COl1111etition in commerce and unfni l' or dec' eptivE' a et~ or prnccircumstancE's set forth,

tices therein.

11/1' .

L. E. O'reel ,

, and

J

Covington ill But'ling,

:Manufacturers Institute ,

Pope ill Balla1'd

J.lll' . Leslie S. ilIiUel'
for the Commission.
of vVashington , D. C. , fool' ~1a1leable Chain

and its officers.
Ill. , for Link- Belt

of Chicago ,

Co. ,

and various

other respondents.

i1h, . Ii al'kel' H. Hltt:son
and
Portei' , Stanley, Tl'elft"lI r;el'
Platt
of Columbus , Ohio , for The J effrey ~lallufacturing Co.
lVood , TVarnel' , Tyn' elZ& Bl'IlCe of :Milwaukee , \Vise. , for Chain

Belt Co. andBadger~IaIl.eable& Nlanllfacturing Co.
jJll' . John B. N 0 J'dlw It , Jp.
ing Co. ,

of Tiffin , Ohio , for \Vebstel' :Manufaetur-

Inc.

linter , Ii arvanag l~ Jl cLallg h tin ill Bond
~lalleable Castings Co.
Sidley, Au8t-in ,

Burgess

S'l7'dth

of Peoria.

of Chie-ago , 111. ,

, Ill. , for Peoria

for ~lo1ine :Malle-

able Iron Co.

Bell , Boyd , 11/ aI's hall

Lloyd

of Chie-ago ,

Ill. , for Deere & Co.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority yested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission ,

having reas on

to believe that the parties

named in

the caption hereof ,

and more particularly described and referred to
hereinafter as respondents , have violated the proyisions of Section 5
of said Act, and it appearing to the Conunission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues
its complaint, stating its charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The charges as hereinafter set forth are to the effect
that respondents have. combined and conspired to lessen competition
and to restrain trade and commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commi~sion Act , in the sale of malleable iron chain;
that said respondents accomplished the

c.ombination and conspiracy
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through agreements , understandings and concerted action

among

themselves and with others; and that each respondent named herein
has used and is using trade restraining and unfair methods of com-

petition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce in
fllrtherance of and to make more effective the objectives of said
combination and conspiracy.
PAR. 2. (1) ~lalleable Chain ~Ianufacturers Institute , hereinafter
referred to as respondent Institute , is an unincorporated trade association with its office and principal place of business at 11 South La
Salle Street , Chicago , Illinois. The membership of respondent In-

stitute is made up of eight manufacturers

of malleable iron chain

hereinafter referred to as corporate respondents.
The following is a description of the corporate

respondents , in-

cluding their respective corporate status and their principal

office and

plaee of business: (2) Link- Belt

Company, an IlJinois corporation
307 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago , Illinois; (3) The Jeffrey :Manu-

faeturing Company, an Ohio corporation , First Avenue and Fourth
Street , Columbus , Ohio; (4) Chain Belt Company, a "'isconsin eorporation 1600 "'est Bruce Street, Milwaukee , 'Visconsin; (5) 'Vebster Manufacturing Company, Inc. , an Ohio corporation , Tiffin , Ohio;
(6) Badgel Malleable &. M:anufacturing Company, a 'Visconsin corporation , 223 North Chicago Avenue , South :Milwaukee , 'Viseonsin;

Company, an Illinois corporation
Alexander Street, Peoria , Illinois; (8) :Moline Malleable Iron Company, an Illinois eorporation , St. Charles , Illinois; (9)
Deere & Company, an Illinois corporation 230 South Clark Street
Chieago , Illinois , operating a wholly owned unincorporated subsidiary, trading as Union ~Ialleable Iron 'Vorks of Deere &. Company,
EastMoline , Illinois.
The following individual respondents are. officers of respondent In(10)
A. C. Fellinger , Chairman , c/o Link- Belt Company, 519
stitute:
Holmes Street , Indianapolis , Indiana; (11) L. E. Brill , Vice- Chairman , c/o The Jeffery ~lanufacturing Company, First Avenue and
Fourth Street. , Columbus , Ohio; (12) ~IaTk Patterson , Secretary,
South La Salle Street, Chieago , Illinois; (13) Gorton Fauntleroy,
Treasurer , c/o Mo1ine~lalleable Iron Company, St. Charles , Illinois.
(7) Peoria :Mal1eable Castings

at the foot of

PAR. 3. The corporate respondents ,

in the course and eonduet of

their business ,

have regularly sold and shipped malleable iron chain
to purchasers at points in the several States of the United States , and
in the District of Columbia ,

other than the State

of origin of the

shipment , in a regular current and flow of commerce , as " commerce.
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Aet..
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Respondent Institute, though not engaged in commerce , is and has
been cooperating as a eo-conspirator with corporate respondents and
individual respondents herein in carrying out the

unlawful acts in

commerce , as are herein alleged.

Respondent corporations are the only m. anufacturers in the United
States engaged in ' manufacturing malleable iron chain and because

of the adoption and use of methods , practices and policies hereinafter
described , active and substantial competition in the sale of malleable
iron chain has been lessened or eliminated.

PAR. 4. Respondents have unlawfully combined and conspired and
are now parties to an unlawful combination and conspiracy between

and among themselves and others to hinder , frustrate , suppress , re-

strain and eliminat~, competition in the sale and distribution of

malleable iron chain in commerce;
Among the acts , methods , practices and policies engaged in by respondents pursuant to and in furtherance of the combination and
conspiracy hereinabove alleged are the following:
1. Respondents have agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and
nlaintained prices at which malleable iron chain is sold and offered
for sale by corporate respondents.
2. The aforesaid agreements to fix and maintain prices was effected
through the co-operative activities of corporate respondents , among
t'hemselves and through the operation of their trade association , respondent Institute , and its officers.
3. Respondent Institute , in the course of the combination and conspiracy alleged , has functioned through its "Classification Committee
"Factors Committee " and "Committee on List Prices " the activities
of which were to establish standards and specifications of products
to devise factors or multipliers to be applied against average costs for
the purpose of determining selling prices , and to l)ropose for adoption
publication and use by members of respondent Institute list prices for
malleable iron chain.
4. Respondents have agreed to fix and maintain and have fixed and
maintained substantially- identical trade discounts and identical ter-

ritorial divisions for the application of trade discounts in the territories designated by respondents as the Eastern Territory, the Rocky
~10untain Territory, and the ",Vestern or Pacific Territory of the

United States , each of which has its own schedule of trade discounts
and all of which serve the purpose of devising a zone pricing system.
5. Respondents have agreed upon and , pursuant thereto , have placed
into use substantially the same terms and conditions of sale , and have
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adopted and used the practice of allowing freight charges to destination on shipments in excess of one hundred (100) pounds , in order
to establish identical delivered prices.
6. Respondents , by agreement and understanding, have adopted and
used , and now use , a price leadership plan whereby generally respondent Link- Belt Company, one of the dominant manufacturers of malleable iron chains , leads in the announcement and publication of price
and trade discount changes in connectioll with the sale of malleable
iron chain. Pursuant thereto , such prices and changes in prices and
trade discounts as announced and used by said Link- Belt Company
have been and are adopted and followed by the other corporate

respondents herein.
PAR. 5. The inherent effects of the adoption and use by respondents
of the practices and activities hereinabove alleged are that:
1. Price competition is and has been eliminated and trade is and
has been restrained between corporate respondents in the sale of
malleable iron chain.
2. Identical list prices , trade discounts , territorial divisions for the

application of trade discounts

, terms and conditions of sale , and

delivered prices have resulted.
3. Unreasonable hardships and burdens have been and are placed

upon the purchasing public because the public is deprived of the right
and opportunity to purchase malleable iron chain from any corporate
respondent at prices competitive to , at variance with , and lower than

the prices quoted and charged by other corporate respondents.
4. The adoption and use by corporate respondents of the practice
of allowing freight charges , the establishment of arbitrary geographical zones , and the use of certain trade discounts applicable to customers within the boundaries of these geographical zones have resulted
in purchasers being denied natural advantages

and benefits which

would have otherwise accrued to them.
PAR. 6. The combination , conspiracy, agreements and understandings of the respondents and the acts , practices , pricing methods , devices

and policies herein alleged

are unfair and to the prejudice of the

pubIic; depriye the public of the benefit of competition; have dangerous tendencies and capacities to unlawfully restrain commerce in said
products; have actually hindered , frustrated , suppressed , and eliminated competition in the sale of said products in cOlllil1erce , and
constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts
and prnetic.es in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
21 RR40-- 54----
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CONSENT SETTLEJ\IENT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
1949 , issue. cl and subse-

the FedeTal Trade Commission , on j)Iay 18 ,

quently served its complaint on the respondents named in the caption
hereof , charging said respondents with the use of unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce
in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The respondents desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by the
Consent Settlement procedure provided in Rule V of the Commission
Rules of Practice , solely for the purpose of this proceeding, any review thereof , and the enforcement of the order consented to , and conditioned upon the Commission s acceptance of the Consent Settlement
hereinafter set forth , and in lieu of the answers to saiel complaint heretofore filed and which , upon acceptance by the Commission of this settlement , are. to be withdrawn from the record , hereby:
1. Admit all the j Llrisclictional allegations set forth in the complaint.
Commission may enter the matters hereinafter
to the facts , conclusion , and order to cease
and desist. It is understood that the respondents , in consenting to
the Commission ~ s entry of saiel findings as to the faets , conclusion
2. Consent that the

set forth as its findings as

nd order to cease and desist , spel:ifically refrain from admitting or
denying that they have engaged in any of the acts 01' practices stated
therein to be in violation of law.

3. Agree that this Consent Settlement may be set aside in whole
part under the conditions and in the manner provided in Paragraph (f) of Rnle V of the Commission s Rules of Practiee.
The admitted jurisdictional facts , the statement of the aets and
practices which the Commission had reason to believe were unlawful
the conclusion based thereon , and the order to cease and desist , all of
which the respondents consent may be entered herein in final disposition of this proceeding, are as follows:
01' in

FDiDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. (1) ~Ialleable

Chain ~Innufa('tnrer~ Institute , here-

inafter referred to as respondent Institute , is an unincorporated trade
1 The Commission s " Notice " announcing and promulgating
publii"hed herewith . followi" :

the con~ent settlement as

The consent settlement tendered by the parties in tllis proceeding. a com' of which is

served herewith , was accepted b~' the Commission on April 10, 1952, and ordered entered
of record as the Commission s findings as to the facts, conclui"ions. and order in disposition
of this proceeding.

The time for filing' report of compliance
date of service hereof.

pursuant to the

afoJ'ei"nid ClrdE-r runs from the
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assoeiation with its office and prineipal place of business at 11 South
La Sa, He Street , Chieago , Illinois. The membership of respondent
Institute at all times referred to in the eomplaint was made up of eight
manufacturers of malleable iron ehain , hereinafter referred to as
corporate respondents.

The following is a deseription of the eorporate respondents , ineluding their respective corporate status and their principal offiee and plaee
of business: (2) Link-

Belt Company, an Illinois corporation ,

307

Illinois; (3) The tT eft' rey :Manufaeturing Company, an Ohio corporation , First Avenue and Fourth Street
Columbus , Ohio; (4) Chain Belt Company, a \Viseonsin corporation
1600 "\Vest Bruce Street , l\lilwaukee , 'Visconsin; (5) Webster lVlanufacturing, Inc. , an Ohio eorporation , Tiffin , Ohio , referred to in the
, complaint as 'Vebster l\ianufaeturing Company, Ine.; (6) Badger
N. ~fichigan A venue ,

Chicago ,

:Mal1eable & l\1anufacturing Company, a 'Yisconsin eorporation , 223
North Chicago Avenue ,

South l\filwaukee , Wisconsin; (7)

:Malleable Castings Company, an Illinois corporation , at the

Peoria
foot

Alexander Street ~ Peoria. , Illinois; (8) l\Ioline. l\lalleable Iron Company, an Illinois eorporation , St. Charles , Illinois; (9) Deere & Company, an Illinois corporation , :Moline , 111inois , trading as Union Malleable Iron vVorks of Deere & Company, East :Moline , Illinois.
The following individual respondents are now or were during the
time. referred to in the complaint officers of respondent Institute: (10)
A. C. Fellinger , Chairman , % Link- Belt Company, 519 Holmes Street
Indianapolis , Indiana; (11) L. E. Brill , Viee- Chairman , % The Jeffrey l\lanufact.uring Company, First Avenue and Fourth Street , CoImnbus , Oh!o; (12) ~lark Patterson , Secretary, 11 South La Salle

Street ,

Chieago

, Illinois; (13) Gorton Fauntleroy, Tresaurer

l\foline :Malleable Iron Company, St. Charles , Illinois.

PAn. 2. At all times referred to in the eoniplaint the corporate
respondents , in the course and conduct. of their business , have regularly sold and shipped malleable iron ehain to purchasers at points in
the spvera.l States of the United States , and in the District of Columbia
Otlle.l' t ban the State of origin of the shipment , in a, regular current.
commerce , as " commerce :' is defined in the Federal Trade
of
Commission Act.
RespoJH1ent Instjtnte. though not engaged in comnwrcp : at all times
and flow

referred to in the eomplaint eooperated as a co-eonspirator with

corporate respondents and individual respondents herein in carrying
out tlH'- unlawful aets in commeree as are herein found.
PAR. 3. Respondent corporations manufacture substantially in excess
of
6(\% of the, malleable iron chain produced in the United States , and
because of the adoption and l1se of methods , practices , and policies
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actiye and substantial competition in the sale

of malleable iron chain has been lessened or eliminated.

PAR. 4. Respondents , at all times referred 10 in the complaint , have

unlawfully combined and conspired between and among tllemselves
and others to hinder , frustrate , suppress , restrain and eliminate com-

petition in the sale and distribution of malleable

iron chain in

commerce.

Among the acts , methods , practices and policies engaged in by reand
conspiracy hereinabove found are the following:
1. Respondents haTe agreed to fix and maintain , and have fixed
spondents pursuant to and in furtherance of the combination

find maintained , prices at which various types of malleable iron ,chain

have been sold and offered for sale by corporate respondents.
2. The aforesaid agreements to fix and maintain prices were effected
throug"h the cooperative activities of corporate respondents .among
themselves and through the operation of their trade association

and its officers.
3. Respondent Institute , in the course of the aforesaid combination

l'e8pondent Institute ,

and conspiracy, has functioned through its "Classification Committee
"Factors Committee anc1 "Committee on List Prices " the activities of
which "\ere to establish standards and specifications of products , to
devise factors or multipliers to be applied against average costs for
the purpose of determining selling prices , and to propose for adoption
publication and use by members of respondent Institute list prices for
malleable iron chain.

4. Each of the corporate

respondents , for pricing purposes , has

maintained two geographic territories or divisions , each of which has
had a different schedule of trade discounts and has served the re-

spondent in its maintenance of a

zone pricing system. The two

geographic territories or divisions so maintained Ly each of the corpOl' ate respondents have been a ""\Vestern or Pacific Coast Territory and
an Eastern Territory. At all times referred to in the complaint , the
""\Vestern or Pacific Coast Territory of all the eo~' porate

respondents

except Badger :Malleable &: l\Ianufaetnring Company and Deere &
s~ ComCompany, trading as Union :Mallenble Iron ""\Yorks or Deere
pany, has been comprised of the States of Oregon , ",Vashington , California , Idaho , Nevada , and Arizona , and the Eastern Territory has
been comprised of the remainder of the contiilentfll United States.
The ,Yestern or Paeific Coast Territory of respondent Badger lYLllleable & ~l'anufact11l'ing Company. has been comprised of only the States
of Oregon , 1Yashington , and California. However , this respondent
has not made sales to customers located in the States of Idaho , Nevada
and Arizona. The""\V estern or Pacific Coast Territory of respondent
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, trading as Union ~Ialleable Iron ""\Vor1\:s

Company, inehlded ,

Deere &

Utah , l\lontana , and New l\lexico. I-Ioweyer , this respond-

of

States

of

in addition to the six States above named , the

ent's sales during the past ten
of

Territory, outside the States

years to customers in its vVestern

Oregon , ""\Vashington , and California

have not been consequential. In each geographic area where two or
of
the respondents have been making quotations and transacting

more

business , their discounts , terms and conditions
of
sale have been
811 bstantially i(lentical.
From the foregoing, the Commission concludes that the geographic

all the corporate respondents were thereof
fore substantially identical; the trade discounts applicable within each
of
the aforesaid geographic territories or divisions were also substan-

territories or divisions

tially identicnl for all the

respondents; prices calculated and deter-

mined pursuant to and in accordance with this zone delivered price
system resulteel in identical delivered price quotations and prices by
of
the same class located
all the corporate respondents to all customers

in the same

geographic zone; and the adoption and

maintenance

and
of
a supplement to the over-all combination , conspiracy, and planned

the aforesaid zone pricing system constituted a part

of

common course

and parcel

action by which the price fixing agreements here-

inbefore described were effectuated.
of

5. Each
tice
types

of

the corporat,

e respondents adopted and used

of

malleable iron chain in excess

of 100

shipments

respondents adopted the practice before others adopted it.

mission concludes that

the prac-

various
pounds , although some

al1owing freight charges to destination on

of

The Com-

this practice aided the respondents in the at-

and
of
found.
supplement to the, over-all conspiracy hereinabove
the dominant manuof
6. Re~pondent Link- Belt Company was one
of
malleable iron chain in the United States from the standfacturers
tainment

point

of

of

identical delivered prices and constituted a part

size and was a leader in the industry.

Prices and changes in

prices and in trade discounts on eertain items , determined by a formula
01' system previously agreed upon by all the respondents were , in many
instances , announced and published by respondent Link- Belt Company and thereafter adopted , used , and followed by the other corporate respondents manufacturing those items.
, 7. Respondents have filed , exehanged , distributed , and relayed
among their competitors , named herein as eorporate respondents , and
the respondent Institute , price information
of
through the medium
of
sale , and have bid
showing current or future prices or conditions
information
which
and made price quotations eonsistent with the price
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was filed , exchanged , distributed , and relayed among corporate respondents and through the medium of respondent Institute.
8. Respondents have filed , exchanged , distributed , and relayed
among their competitors, named herein as corporate respondents , and
through the medium of the respondent Institute , inforlllarion concerning prices charged particular customers and information concerning volume of production , sales , and shiplnents where the identity
of the purchasers could be determined from such infonnatioll so as
to aiel in securing compliance ,,' ith announced prices , terms 01' eondi-

tions of sale.

9. Respondents , through the medium of respondent Institute , have
collected , compiled , circulated , and exchanged between or among corporate respondents rctte or transportation charge information \vhich
was used in computing prices and price quotations.
PAR. 5. The combination ,

conspiracy, and the agreemeJlts ,

under-

standings , acts , practices , pricing methods , systems , devices , and policies , as hereinbefore found ~ have been all Hlld singularly unfair and
to the prejudice of the public and against public policy because of
their dangerous tendency umluly to hinder competition and create

monopoly, and because they have. in fact tended to restrain competition in the sale in commerce of malleable iron chain , and therefore
constitute unfair methods of competition andllnfair or deceptive acts
or practices in

commerce 'within the men. ning of Section 5 of the

Federal Trade Commission Act. as amenc1p(1.
COXCLFSIOX

The acts and practices of respondents , as hereinabove set forth , a 1'8

all to the prejudice of the public and constitnte

unfair me.thods of

competition and ~lnfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce
\vithin the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CE-\BE "\

~D DESIST

~ialleable Chain l\1anufaeturing
association,
its directors , its oflicers
Institute , an unincorporated trade
It i8 mode'red

That respondents ,

and its me.mbers; the members of

its Classification Cu1llmittee

, the

members of its Factors Committee , the members of its Committee
List Prices , or the. members of any other Committee or Committees,
however named , designated , or described , the pnrpose , function , or
operation of which is to do any of the acts 01' things whieh are prohibited by the terms of this order; A. C. Fellinger , L. E. Brill , Mark
Patterson , Gorton Fauntleroy, individually or as officers of respondent Institute , and Link- Be.lt Company, The Jeffrey Manufacturing

,'
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Company, Chain Belt Company, \Vebster :Manufaeturing, Inc. , referred to in the complaint as 'Vebster l\Ianufacturing Company, Inc.
Badger l\falleable and l\lanufactllring Company, Peoria J\lalleable.
Castings CompallY~ :Moline 11alleahle Iron

Company, Deere & Com-

pany, trading as Union l\Ialleable Iron vVorks of Deere & Company,
corporations , and their respective officers , representatives , agents and
employees , in , or in connection with , the offering for sale , sale and
distributiOli of malleable iron chain in commerce. ,

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act ,

as " con1111erce "

is

do forthwith cease

and desist from entering into , continuing, cooperating in , or carrying
out any planned common course of action , understanding, agreement
combination 01' conspiracy behyeen any two 01' more of said respondents , or between anyone or more of said respondents and another or
others not parties hereto , to do or perform any of the following
things:
1. Quoting or selling at prices calculated or determined pursuant
, or in aceorclance with , any zone delivered price system; or quoting
or selling at prices calculated or

determined pursuant to ,

or in ac-

cordance with any other system or formula which produees identi~al
price quotations or prices , or whieh prevents purehasers from finding
any advantages in price in dealing with one or more of the respondents
as against any of the. other respondents;
2. Establishing, fixing, or maintaining prices , diseounts , terms or
conditions of sale or adhering to any priees , diseounts , terms or eonditions of sale;
:3. Formulating, devising, -adopting or using uniform list prices or
uniform delivered prices for malleable iron chain;
4. Establishing or maintaining geographieal areas or zones wherein
pul'~hasers are quoted uniform prices , diseounts or terms of sale;
5. Establishing or maintaining priee differentials or discount differentials between different geographical areas;
6. Filing, exchanging, distributing, or rel~ying among the eorporate
respondents , or any of them , or any of their representatives , or
through respondent J\lalleable Chain l\lanufaeturers Institute , or
through any other medium or eentral agency, price information showing current or future

prices or conditions of sale of any particular

respondent , or bid or price

quotation submitted or to be

submitted

, other than in particular single
transactions involving the sale of malleable iron chain by one ~or-

on any prospective piece

or business

porate respondent to another eorporate respondent where neither the
price to be eharged by either respondent to the ultimate eustomer , nor
the identity of such customer , is specified;
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7. Filing, exchanging, distributing or relaying among the corporate
respondents , or any of them or any of their representatives , or through

respondent :Malleable Chain ~lallufacturers Institute , or through any
other medium , central agency or publication , information concerning
pric.es charged particular customers or information concerning volume

(If production , sales or shipments where the identity of the purchaser

can be determined from such information and whic.h has the capacity
or tendency of aiding in securing compliance with announced prices
terms , or conditions of sale;

8. Collecting, compiling, circulating or exchanging between or
among respondents or any of the.m rates or transportation charges
nsecl or to be used in computing prices or price quotations; or using,
directly or indirectly, 'any such information so collected , compiled , or
received , in computing price quotations;
9. Adopting, using, or in any way following any price quotations
announced by particular respondents , or any of them , whereby quotat~ons are made uniform or matched;
10. Establishing standards or specifications' when the action taken
or information exchanged is for the purpose of fixing or maintaining
prices or has the tendency to fix or maintain prices or otherwise secure
compliance with announced prices , terms , or conditions of sale;
11. Doing or causing any of the things listed in the preceding para-

graphs (1) to (10) and the doing of which is forbidden in this order
through action of respondent :Malleable Chain ~:fannfactl1rers Institute , or any subdivision or committee of said Institute , or any other
individual , corporation or organization;
Provided , however , that nothing contained in this order shall be
construed as prohibiting the establishment or maintenance of any lawful bona fide agreements , discussions , or other action solely between
allY corporate respondent and its directors , officers and employees , or
between the officers , directors ,

agents or employees

of any corporate

respondent and relating solely to the carrying on of that corporation
sale and separate business , or between any corporate respondent and
any of its wholly-owned subsidiaries , when not for the purpose or
with the effect of restraining trade and 'when for the purpose and
effect of promoting competition.
It is f'U.rther 01'del' ecl That the respondents shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order ~ file with the Commission

a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in

which they have complied 'with this order.
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~L\.LLEABLE CHAIN l\:L1.NUFACTURERS INSTITUTE
COVINGTON AND BURLING

(sgd)
By (sgd)

J.

HARRY COVINGTON

Title:

0 ou1u3el.

Title:

0 ounsel.

Title:

Counsel.

Date: February 28 , 1952.
A. C. FELLINGER
( sgcl )
COVINGTON AND BURLING

By (sgc1)

J.

HARRY COVINGTON

Date: February 28 , 1952.
L. E. BRILL

(sg-d) COYINGTON AND BURLING
By

(sgd)

HARRY COVINGTON

J,

Date: February 28
(sgd)

, 1952.

,VEBSTER l\1ANUFACURING , INC.
B. NORDIIOLT ~ JR.

J.

Date: Feb. 21,

(sgd) Badger

By

Title:

1952.
l\lalleable &;

P7' es.

and

sel.

0 O'U11.

l\lanufacturing Company,

BADGER J\fALLEABLE&: l\lANUFACTURING COMPANY
(sgd) "VOOD , ,VARNER , TYRRELL &: BRUCE
(sgcl) , RICHARD H. TYRELL

Date: Feb. 14.
By: (sgcl)

Title:

Counsel.

1952.

PEORIA l\lALLEABLE CASTINGS COl\:IP ANY
J. C. SCULLY , JR.
Title:

0 ou'J1.CJel.

Title:

0 onnsel.

Date: Feb. 1D , 1D52.

(sgd) jIoJine l\1alleable Iron Company,

By

:MOLINE l\1ALLEABLE IRON COl\IPANY
(sgc1) SIDLEY , AUSTIN , BUIWESS & Sl\IITI-I
(sgc1)
Al\IES E. S. B.-\ImR

Date: February

15, 1952.

(sgd) Deere, &: Company, Trading as Union 1\1a11eab1e
Iron 'Yorks
of
Deere &: Company,
DEERE &:' COl\IPANY , TRADING AS UNION r.L"I.LLEABLE
IRON 'V ORKS

( sgc1 )

By (sgd)

OF

DEEHE &; COlHP ANY

BELL , BOYD , l\IARSI-IALL 8.; LLOYD
GLEN A. LLOYD
Title:

Date: February 16 ~

If)52.

Counsel.
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(sgd)
By (sgd)

48 F. T. C.

MARK PATTERSON
COVINGTON AND BURLING

J. HARRY

COVINGTON
Title:

Counsel.

Title:

Counsel.

Title:

Counsel.

Date: Februar y 28 , 1952.
GORTON FAUNTLEROY
COVINGTON AND BURLING

(sgd)

By (sgd) J. HARRY

COVINGTON

Date: February 28 , 1952.
LINK- BELT COMPANY

By (sgd)

POPE &; BALLARD

Date: February 11 , 1952.

By (sgd)

THE JEFFREY :J\'UNUFACTURING

COlvIPANY

HARKER H. HrrTsON
Title:

Legal Ooumel.

Date: 2/25/52.
(sgd) Chain Belt Company,
CHAIN BELT COMPANY

( sgd) "\tV OOD, 1V ARNER , TYRRELL &. BRUCE

By (sgd)

RICHARD H. TYRRELL
Title:

Counsel.

Date: Feb. 14 , 1952.

foregoing Consent Settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal Trade Commission and ordered entered of record this 10th day
of April , 1952.
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IN THE M:ATTER

Ol;~

DEJ' A Y STOR.ES, INC.
COMPLAINT , DECISIOS , FINDINGS , AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
YlOLA TION OF SEC. 5 01, AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 19'14
Docket

5793.

Cornplaint, June

1950-Dea-ision, Ap.r. 10,

1952

Although the collection of honest and legitimate debt is a legal and even worthy
aim , it does not justify or make legal the use of means which are false, misleading or deceptive.

As regards the respondent' s

appeal from the hearing examiner s

initial decision

in the instant matter , for reasons below set forth , the Commission was of the
opinion that all the findings as to the facts contained in the initial decision
were supported by reliable, probative , and substantial evidence in the record;
that the conclusions contained therein were colTect; that the order to cease

and desist was proper upon the record and was required to provide proper

relief from respondent' s unfair and deceptive acts and practices; that the
initial deeision was propel' in all respects to dispose of the proceeding; and
accordingly denied the appeal.
'Vhere a corporfltion engaged in the retail sale of clothing and other merchan(Use through a large Humber of stores in some twenty eastern , southeastern

and midwesterll states operated by its wholly-owned subsidiaries;

In seeking to obtain information as to current addresses and employment of persons to whom it had thus sold merchandise on credit through the managers of
Hs retail stores and who were delinquent in their payment , by means of certain form letters(a) Falsely represented through the use of the

words " Personnel Bureau "

in

last
known address and which stated that " due to the shortage of transportation
double postcards which they addressed to delinquent debtors at their

and manpower ,

we are unable

to interview you personally " and requested

the recipient to fill out and mail in the detachable portion which called for
his name , address , employment and marital status and other information,
that it was engaged in tlJe business of operating a personnel management
bureau or employment agency and that the information desired was to be
used in connection with emplo;yment of personnel;
(b) Thereafter represented through the use of another double postcard-upon

which it displayed the words " DEJAY SEltVICE CO. " along with the legend
NOTICE OF GOODS FOR DELIVERY" , followed by the statement "We
are holding a package addressed to ---------- which we have been unable
to deliver because of incorrect address " and " Same will be forwarded upon
receipt of the attached postal card properly filled in , in which provision

was made, under the caption " CONSIGNEE' S NA:\1E AND ADDRESS AS
SHOWN ON SHIPMENT" , for the name , address , and employer of the de-

linquent-that it had a package

for the addressee and that the information

requested was necessary to forward the package to such person; when in fact
the only package available for delivery was one prepared by it; and

Where said corporation ,

following discontinuance of the use of the aforesaid

postcards, in addressing references furnished by a delinquent debtor at the

----------

,...
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time of his purchase from it, and after return by the Post Office of requests
for payment, because the delinquent addressee could not be locatedcertain " J. King , living in
New York , had an important personal letter for the delinquent debtor which
had somehow been left with or misdelivered to him by means of a form
letter, in simulated hand '\vriting which , addressed to one or more of the
delinquent' s references over the aforesaid name, stated " I understand that

(c) Deceptively and misleadingly represented that a

you are a friend of ----------.

I have an important letter for

so please let me have the correct address
mail it to me in the enclosed
envelope; " when in fact " J. King " was its credit manager and the only
letter was the dun returned by the Post Office:
With the result that persons '\yho receiyed said letters and postcards '\", ere led
to believe erroneously that it would be to their advantage to furnish information desired by said corporation which they would not have supplied

had the true facts been revealed.:

HeW That such acts and practices, under the circumstance!; !;et forth , were nIl
to the prejudice and injury of the ImbJic and constituted unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce.

As respects the (lisconUnuance of the use of the double postcards above described,
the voluntary cessntion of the practices inyolved was neither permanent nor

in good faith , since the same practice, for the same purpose and with the
same effect, although milder in form and reduced from sheer falsity to the
level of " misleading and deceptive. " was carried on through respondent'
use of the form letter in simulated handwriting Rhove described; and the
public interest required that such continuing, although less vicious , course

of conduct be stopped.

As respectR respondent' s

apDeal from the initial decision of the hearing examiner
in the instant matter and respondent' s objection to those findings which have
to do with the use of the form letter in simulated personal handwritin g: no
recipient of ordinary or legR than ayerage intelligence would apprehend its

real purpose, namely, to obtain information for the purpose of collecting
money, but would natural1y believe that the signature was that of an individual liYing in New York at an address not known to nnyone except someone intimately familiar with that city to be a business address, with an
debtor
above set out, ; and
the facts in the record ful1y supported the examiner s findings that the

important personal letter for the delinquent

, as

letter and the circumstances surroun(ling its use were deceptive and misleading to the recipient , and that respondent itself recognjzed said letter
as a subterfuge and decoy.

As respects said appeal and rpspondent' s

obje~tion to the examiner s conclusion
that its voluntary cessation or the nse of the forms above referred to " was

neither permanent

nor complete nor.

. . in good

faith. sin~e : th

same

practice for the same purpose and '\vith the same effect, although milder in
form and reduced from sheer fnlsity to the level of ' misleading and: deceptive ' " was carriec1 on through the use of the letter above described and that
the public interest required that such " continuing, although less vicious,
course of conduct be stopped" , it appeared that the respondent did not cease
the practice at which the complaint was directed , but merely changed the

manner in which it engaged

in the practice; and the Commission agreed

with the examiner s conclusion.

:,
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H en1' y p, Alde' and 11fT. F1' ank Flier hearing examiners.
B1' ookfield , J1' for the Commission.

1111' ,

Before

11f1'.
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Gould of New York City, for respondent.

aalZop, Oli1ne'l1ko

COl\IPLAINT

the Federal Trade Commission Act
of
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Pursuant. to the provisions

Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Dejay Stores , Inc. , a
corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated the
provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a
proc.eeding by it

hereby issues
follows:

in respect thereof ,yould be in the public interest

its c.omplaint

, stating its charges in

that respect as

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Dejay Stores , Inc. is a corporation orof
the laws of the
ganized and doing business under and by virtue
of
business loState of Delaware , with its office and principal place
cated at 114 East 23rd Street , in the city of New York , New York.
, PAR. 2. Responc1eilt is no"" and for more than three years last past
has been engaged.in the retail sale of clothing and other merchandise
through a, large number of retail stores loc.ated in practically all of the
Eastern , Southeastern and ~Iid,,' estel'n States. Such stores are operated by wholly-owned subsidiary corporations also organized under
the laws

of

the State

of

Delaware. The

officers

of

said subsidiaries

are the same as the parent corporation. In the course ,of its business
Dejay Stores , Inc. c.auses and has caused its goods and merchandise
to be shipped in commerce between and among the various States of
the United States and there is now and has been for more than three
years last past a course of trade in such

merchandise by said respond-

ent in commerce between and among the various States of the United
States.
PAn. 3. In the course
sells large quantities

of

and conduct of its businessDejay Stores , Inc.

its merc.handise

on a credit basis ,

and when

sales are made on el' ~lit the managers of respondenfs retail stores
seeure information from the purehaser as to the purchaser s place of
employment , residence address , and names and addresses of references. Thereafter , respondent frequently desires to obtain information as to the eurrent addresses and employments of persons to whom
respondent has sold merchandise on c.redit and who are delinquent
in their payments. In order to obtain such information respondent
registered the fictitious names Personnel :Management Bureau
New York
of
Dejay Serviee Company " and " J. IGng :' in the State
and under such names uses and has used and has authorized its various subsidiaries to use certain form letters or communications with

~------------
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typical of which are the follow-

Ing:

A form letter written in simulated handwriting is sent to one or
more

of

the references furnished by the purchaser and reads as follows:
I understand that you are a

friend

--------------------0 I haye an important
letter for______-------------_ so please let
me have the correct address. Thanks.
J. King
P. S. Please write in the address on
line: ---------------------

and mail it to me in the enclosed
second form

of

enyelope,
of

communication consists
of

addressed to the last known address

this

a double postcard

the delinq,uent debtor and reads

ftS follows:

DEJAY SERVICE CO.
114 East 23rd St.

New York , N. Y.

NOTICE OF GOODS FOR DELIVERY

We are holding a package addressed to
--------------------- which we haye been
to

unable

of

deliver because

incorrect

address.

Same will be forwarded upon receipt
the attached postal card properly filled in
of

with the correct address

the above party.

DE.JAY SERYICE CO.

Charge
with return card addressed as. follows:

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
DEJ A Y

SERVICE CO.

114 East 23rd Street , New York ,
(Reverse

of

X

return card)

DEJAY SERVICE CO.
114 East 23rd St. , New York , N. Y.
l)ate-_---_---- ---Shipment

No.

Charge

-------------- ----------- ------------ ---------- ------------------------ ------ - - - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- --- ------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
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CONSIGNEE' S NAME AND ADDRESS AS
SHOWN ON SHIPMEN'l'
N ame- - -- - - - - - -

Address- - -- -

We wi1l deliyer this shipment only to

the above named person when the information requested below is properly
filled in.

Name -- ---

Name in full of consignee
Etesidence ---- -Street and No.
City
Employer -

-------------- Sta

te- ----

Address ------

Package will be sen t

direct to the

person intended for only at
address, and not in care of

their

anyone

else.

NO POSTAGE NECESSARY

A third form

consists of a double postcard addressed to the delinquent debtor at his last known address and reads as
follows:
of communication

Due to the shortage

of

transpor-

tation and man power , we are unable

to interview :you personally.

So plea8e fill out detachable

card

and mail in.
Respectfully yours,

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT BUREAU.

(Return carel)
Personnel Management Bureau

P. O. Box 1599
Sayannah , Ga.
(Reverse of return card)

Name -- --- - - Address - -- -- - - Ci ty

S ta te__- -------

Employed: Yes_- ------ No--__---- Whel'e___-__----

Race- ))ependen ts--Detach and mail immediately.

~larried_____- Single-----Phone--___- --- ---

,,
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Respondent has 11sec1

other

similarnieans of locating delinquent

debtors , but the above cards aTe typical of the methods used.
PAR. 4. Through the use of the letter signed "J. IGng, " respondent
represented that it has a personal or business letteT for the person
named in the letter and that the information "as desired in order to
forward the letter to the person named. In truth and in fact , respondent did not have a letter of any kind for delivery to the addressee
at the time of the mailing of the letter so signed.

Through the use of the name " Dejay Service Company "

and th~

statement " Notice of Goods for Delivel " and the statement ""\Ve are
holding a package which we have been unable to deliveT because of
incorrect address " respondent represented to the addressee thereof
i"hat it had a package for the addressee and that the information requested was desired in order to fonvard the package to addressee. In
truth and in fact , the only package available for delivery was one pre-

pared by respondent.

Through the use of the name "Personnel ~Ianagement Bureau " and
the statement mailed by respondent using that name , respondent represented that it "as engaged in the business of operating a personnel
management bureau or employment agency and that the information
c1esil ed fi' 0111 thB addressee "'as to be used in connection ,, ith employinerit of pei'sonnel. IIi truth and in fact , l espondent does 1101. , nor did
it at the time such communications were mailed , operate a personnel
management bureau or al~employment agency.
The sole and only purpose ofsenc1ing out the afol'esaidletters and

cards was an attempt to obtain the addresses

and places of

employ-

ment of persons owing delinquent accounts to respondent.
PAR. 5. Persons who received said letters and postcards above described were led to erroneously believe that respondent had a package

or letter addressed

to thel11 or to

the person named therein or that

employment office or personnel management bureau and that it would be to their advantage to furnish the
requested information , and as a result of such mistaken and erroneous
belief furnished information desired by respondent which they woulc\
respondent maintained an

not have otherwise supplied had the true facts been revealed.
PAR. 6. The acts and practices of respondent , as herein alleged , are

all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute,unfair and
commerce in violation of the Federal

deceptive aets and practices in

Trade Commission Act.
ORDERS AND DECISION OF THE COl\Il\IISSIOX

Order denying appeal from initial decision of hearing examiner
and decision of the Commission and order to file report of compliance
Docket 5793 , April 10 , H)52 , follows:

,"
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This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the rethe hearing examiner
of
spondent' s appeal from the initial decision
of

herein and upon briefs and oral argument

of

and

said appeal.

to

in opposition

coun~el in support

Respondent makes byo contentions in its brief. First , that the form

letter presently used by the respondent in its attempt
to

formation as

the current addresses

of

to

obtain in-

delinqnent debtors does not

constitute, false , misleading, or deceptive statements or representations

such form letter c1oes not constitute
unfair or cleceptiye acts or practices. Second , that because the l'E',
spondent voluntarily ceased using certain forms it previously used
and that , therefore , the use

110 order

of

against their use is ,,-al'l'anted.

graphs 1 and :2

Specific

exception is taken to

the finc1il1gs as to the facts; to paraconclusions; and to the order in the initial
of

Paragraphs Eight and Kine
of

the

decision.
The hearing examiner s findings to "\"hich specific exception is taken

are to the effect that the form letter presently used by the respondent
of
delinquent
the addresses
to
obtain information as
debtors , and the circmnstanees surrounding its use , are misleading and
of
such form letter , and that the respondent
deceptive to the recipient
itself recognizes such letter as a subterfuge and a decoy. The form
letter presently used by the respondent is in simulated hanchvriting
and is signed by " J. King. " The letter contains the statements
I have an important
of
understand that you are a friend
in its efforts to

let me have the correct address.
Jetter for so pleaserespondenfs
retail stores is unable to
the local manager

of

one

of

",Yhen
10catB
York office

he sends to the respondent' s New
Decoy Hequest. " Respondent then sends the above- described form
letter to references furnished by the delinquent customer at the tim

a delinquent customer ,
a "

credit \Vas

obtained. There

is nothing in the letter to indicate its real

purpose or that the sender is in any way connected "\vith the. respondent.
The only letter the re.sponclent has for the delinquent debtor is one,
"\vhic.h respondent has sent to the delinquent debtor and' whic.h has
been returned. These and other facts in the record fully support the.
hearillg examiner s findings that the. letter and the c.ircumstances
to
the recipient and
surrounding its use are deceptive and misleading
subterfuge
and decoy.
recognizes
said
letter
as
a
that the respondent
s
findings to
to
the
hearing
examiner
does
not
except
Respondent
c.ontained
by
the
respondent
the effect that the forms previously used

false deceptive , and misleading representations , but does except
such
of
the use
of
hisconcInsion that respondent's voluntary c.essation
good
faith
"\yas
it
in
forms " was neither permanent nor complete nor
since. the same practice for the samepul'pose and \Vith the same effect,
213840- 54--
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although milder in form ~ind reduced from sheer falsity to the level of
misleading and fleceptive ~ has been and is being cHrriecl on by
through its use of the letter described in Paragraph Six of:the :1: *
.Findings as to the Facts. The public interest requires that this continuing, although less vicious course of conduct , be stopped. '~ The
Commission agrees with this conclusion. The respondent did not
cease the practice at "which the complaint was directed , bnt merely

changed the manner in which it engaged in the practice.
The Commission is of the opinion that all of the filHlings

as to the

facts contained in the initial decision are supported by reliahle , probative , and substantial evidenC'e in the record; that the cone1usions
, contained therein are eorrect; and that the order to cease and desist

is proper upon this record and is required to proyide propel' rplief
from respondenfs unfair and deeeptive acts and practices.
The Commission , therefore , being of the opinion that the respondpnt' s appeal is withont merit. and that. the initial decision of the hear-

ing examiner is appropriate in all respects to dispose of this pl'oeeed1l1g:
I tis OJ'del'ed That the responclenfs appe,tl from tlw initial decision
of the hearing examiner be , and it hereby is , denied.
It

i8

fwi'ther orde1'

That the initial deeision

of the hearing ex-

aminer , a eopy of whieh is attached , shall , on the 10th day of April
1952 , become the decision of

the Commission.

It i-8 fw,the' l' onleped That the respondent shall , within sixty (60)

upon it of this order , file with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
da:ys after service

which it has complied with the order to cease and desist.
Said initial decision , thus adopted by the Commission as its de,cisian , :follows:
INITIAL DECISION BY FRANK IllER , TRIAL EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions or the Federal Trade Commission Act

the Federal Trade Commission on J UIle 29 , 1950 , issued and snbsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon D,ejay Stores

Inc. , a. corporation , charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive
~lCts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said
Act. After the issuance of said coniplaint and the filing or respondent' s answer thereto , a hearing was held at which testimony and other

and in opposition

allegations o:f said
eompla.int were introduced before Henry P. Alden , a trial examiner
theretofore duly designated by the Commissjon. Thereafter , on 1\1:ay
evidence in support of

to the

DEJAY STORES ,
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, 1951 , the said trial examiner formally closed the proceeding and
on May 31 , 1951 , he retired from the Government service. On June 6

the Commission designated Frank Hier as trial examiner in the
place and stead of the said Henry P. Alden. Thereafter , the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by the undersigned substituted trial examiner on the complaint , answer thereto , testimony
and other evidence , proposed findings as to the facts and conclusion
presented by counsel and proposed order presented by counsel in support of the allegations of the complaint , and said substituted trial
examiner , having duly conside-red the record herein , finds that this
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the following
findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn therefrom , and order:
1951 ,

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Dejay Stores , Inc. , is a corporation organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its office and principal place of business 10eated at 114 East 23d Street , in the City of New York , New York.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now , and for more than three years last past
has been , engaged in the retail sale of clothing and other merchandise

through a

large number of retail stores located in approximately

Southeastern , and l\lidwestern States. Such
stores are operated by wholly-owned subsidiary corporations also organized under the laws of the State of Delaware. The officers of said
subsidiaries are the same as the parent corporation. In the course of
its business , Dejay Stores , Inc. , causes and has caused its goods and
merchandise to be shipped in c.ommeree between and among the various
States of the United States and there is now and has been for more

twenty of the Eastern ,

than three years last past a course of trade in such merchandise by said

respondent in commercebet~Yeen and among the various States of the
United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , Dejay Stores , Inc.
sells large quantities of merchandise on a credit basis , and when sales
are made on credit , the managers of respondent's retail stores secure
information from the purchaser as to the purchaser s place of employment , residence address and names and addresses of references. Thereafter , respondent. frequenet ly desires to obtain information as to current addresses and employment of persons to 'whom respondent has
sold merchandise on credit and who are delinquent in their payments.
To obtain said information the respondent has used certain form
letters.

--------- - --------- ----- - ----------- ----- --,-----~-~-~-- ------~ --~- ----- ------- ---~---:-------- ---------- ------------------------- ---- -------------------------------~------
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PAR. 4. Prior to 1943 , but not since; respondent has thus used a double post card addressed to ' a. delinqueilt debtor at his last known ad-

dress which reads as follows:
Due to the shortage of transportation and man power , we are unable to interview

you persOlwlly.

~o please I'm out detaehulJle card fluel mail ill.

Hespectfully yours,
PERSONNEL MANAGE~1E::\T BUUEAU.

(Re.ti.ll' n card)
el'BOllnell\lanagement Bureau
P. O. Box 1599'

Savannah , Ga.

, (Heverse of return

card)

N HIne

Address --- --City___-- ---- - -- -

----------- State__

Employed: Yesn____-- , Non ,-_- Wl1ere__---Race__-_--_--__-- ___n_nn_____-- Mal'l'ied--_n------- Single______-----Phone- -- -

Dependents- Detach and mail immediatel~'

PAR. 5. Prior to 1946 , but not since ,

respondent has thus used

a

double post card addressed to a delinquent debtor at his last known
address which reads as follows:

DEJAY, SERVICE co.
New York , N, Y.
NOTICE OF GOODS FOR DELIVERY
114 East 23rcl St.

We are holding a package addressed to we have been unable to deliver because of in-

----------------- which

correct address.

Same will be forwarded upon receipt of the attached postal card prop-

erly filled in with the correct address of the aboye party.

DEJAY SERVICE CO.

Charge C. O. D.
with return card addressed as follows:

BUSINESS REPLY CARD

DEJAY SERVICE CO.
114 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.
(Reverse of return card)

DEJ.AY SERVICE CO.

114 East 23rd St. , New York, N. Y.
Da te-

Shipment No.

Charge

C. 0, D.

-------------------------- -----------------------------

---------- ---

---- -------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------ -- ---- ---- ------------ --------- ------------ --------------------- ------------------------- -- ----- ---- --- ------ :-
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CONSIGNEE' S NAME AND ADDRESS AS
ON

SHOWN

SHIPMENT

N allle - -

Address
We will deliver this shipment only to the above nallled person when
the information requested below is properly filled in.
NaIll e- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Kame in full of consignee
Resi d ence--- - -- -- - - - -Street and No.

Ci ty

Sta te__- -- ---------------

Elllployer --

Address ----Package will he sent direct to the person intended for only at their
address, and not in care of anyone else.
NO POSTAGE NECESSARY

and now uses , a form letter in
simulated handwriting, addressed to one or more references furnished
by a delinquent debtor at the time of his purchases from respondent
which reads as follows:
PAR. 6. Respondent has thus used ,

I understand that you are a friend of ---illlportant letter for -------------- ~--------- ~O

------------. I haye an

pleni'iP. let

me hnye the correct,

address. ~' hanks.
J. KING.

P. S. Please write in the address on this line
and mail it to me in the enclosed envelope.
( Both the enclosed enyelope and the transmittal el1n~lopebenr the
address of

J. King, 10th Floor , 114 East 23rd St. , Kew York 10,

X. Y.

PAR. 7. Respondent' s practice , in the llse of the form letter described
above in Paragraph Six , has been , where CI'-edit has been extended and
payments are delinquent for two months 01' more , to write the delin-

quent customer urging him to make prompt payment. If this dun is
returned by the post office because the addressee cannot be located
then respondent sends the form letter described in Paragl' aph Six
above to the references originally supplied by the customer at the
theii' payment.
, in fact , John IGng, the comptroller of respondent , who
llnpaid balances
of
has supervision and responsibility for collections
time he m. ade his purclutses and obtained credit for

J. lCing "

is

due respondent. The purpose

of

such form letter is to obtain

the

current address of the delinquent eustomer from the addressee , ",hose
name was given as a. credit reference. Respondent had no letter of
any kind awaiting delivery to the delinquent customer , except the
dun letter " originally sent him , which ,yas returned by the post office
as undeliverable,
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PAR. 8. Although there. is no representation 01' statement in this form
letter described in Paragraph Six above whieh is literally false , nevertheless , it and the circumstances surrounding its use are deceptive and

misleading to the recipient.

About 500 of these letters are sent out

every month by respondent; resulting in

n bollt' 15

% replies. R2spond-

merchandise is sold to medium or lower ineome purehasers.
Instead of being typed as a, business communication , it is in simulated
personal handwriting, and gives the impression of being a personal

ent' s

communication , rather than a commercial communication. No recipient of ordinary or less than average intelligence would apprehend
its real purpose- to obtain information for the purpose of collecting
money. Such a recipient would naturally believe that " J. King, " an
individual living in New Y or1\: , at an address not known to anyone
except someone intimately

familiar with that city to be

a business

address , had an important personal letter for the delinquent debtor
which had somehow been left with or misc1elivered to J. King. The
letter is a subterfuge , concealing' its real purpose by giving a misleading and deceptive impression of an entirely di:fferent purpose.
PAR. 9. Respondent ,

in spite of the denial of its credit manager

described in Paragraph Six as a subterfuge and
a. decoy. 'Vhen a local store manager is unable. to locate a delinquent
customer to, enforce collection of an unpaid balance , he as a. regular
and current practice sends into respondeneg New York office a printed
form as fo11ows:
l'eeognizes the letter

F 115

STORE --

Datf' ----------

DECOY REQUEST
Home Office:

The following account moyed or skipped ami I cannot trace
it from here. Send decoys as indicated below. Npedless delay
may kill all chances to locate the account.
Mrs.

Acct. No.

1\11'. ----------

Bal. $--------------------

l~oriller ----------

DLP.

Address -----------------------

Miss Print or T~T)e

Full

City and Sta
PLEASE DECOY THE FOLLO"WING

1. -

Name

-- -- --------- - - -- -- - - ---- ---- - - -- ----- --------------------------------- - -- - -----------------.--
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2. - - ---1\lake Notation of This Request on Your Lease Card so That You
Won t Duplicate Request Using Same Decoys. Write Additional Decoys on Reyerse Side.

TYPEWRITE , WRITE OR PRINT LEGIBLY
decoy the following " is filled in the names and addre~ses of references previously given with any nota tion as to their blood 01'
marital relatiom;hit) to the delinquent customer whereupon respondent from
its New York office initiates and uses the procedure hereinabove described in
Paragraph Seven.

Under the legelHI " Please

PAR : 10. Through the use of the double post c.ard described in Paragraph, Five , supra , respondent has rerresenteel to the addressee thereof
that it had a package for the addressee and that the information requested was necessary in order to forward the package to addressee
whereas the only package available for delivery was one prepared

by respondent.

PAR. 11. Through the use of the name " Personnel Management Bureau " and the statement mailed by respondent using that name , respondent represented that it was engaged in the business of operating
a personnel management bureau or employment agency and that the
information desired from the addressee was to be used in connection
with employment of personnel. In truth and in fact , respondent does
not , nor did it at the time such communications were mailed , operate.
a personnel management bureau or an employment agency.
PAR. 12. The sole purpose of the use of the cards described in Paragraphs Four and Five , supra , was an attempt to obtain the addresses
and places of employment of persons owing delinquent accounts to
respondent.

PAR. 13. Persons who received saielletters and post cards above described were led to erroneously believe that respondent had a package

addressed to them or to the person named therein or that respondent
maintained an employment office or personnel management bureau anq
that it would be to their advantage to furnish the requested information , and as a result of such mistaken and erroneous belief furnished
information desired by respondent which they would not have otherwise supplied had the true facts been revealed.
CONCLUSIONS

1. The aforesaiel acts and practic.es of respondent Dejay Stores , Inc.
ashereinahov.efound are all to the prejudice and injury of the public

and constitute unfair and deceptive

acts and practices in

commerce
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within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
2. Respondent' s voluntary cessation of the practices hereinabove described in connection with the cards described in Paragraphs Four

and Five of the above

Findings as to the Facts was neither permanent nor complete nor was it in good faith , since the same practice
for the same purpose and with the same effect, although milder in
form and reduced from sheer falsity to the level of " misleading and
deceptive " has been and is being carried on by it through its use of
the letter described in Paragraph Six of the above Findings as to the
Facts. The public interest requires that this continuing, although
less viCious course of conduct, be stopped.
3. Although the colleetion of honest and legitimate debt is a legal
nd even worthy aim , it does not justify nor make legal the . use of
means which are false , misleading or deceptive.
ORDER.
It is O1'dered

That respondent Dejay Stores , Inc.. , a corporation , its

officers , employees , agents and representatives , directly or through any
corporate or other device

, in connection

with the use in c.ommerce

Federal Trade Commission Act. of
, or any other printed or written
,
letters
double reply postal cards
material of a substantially similar nature , do forthwith cease and
as " commerce " is defined in the

desist from:
1. Using the name "PersonnellVIanagement Bureau, " or any other
word or words of similar import , to designate , describe or refer to
respondent' s business , or otherwise representing, directly or by implication , that respondent is engaged in operating a personnel 111 anagement bureau or employment or placement agency.
2. Using the name "Dejay Serviee Company, " or any Other word
or words of similar import , to designate , describe ,or refer to respondent' s business , or otherwise representing, directly or by implication
that respondent is connected with or in the business of transporting
or delivering goods or packages to the proper recipient thereof;
3. Using post cards , form letters or other material which represents
directly or by implication , that responc1enfs business is other than
that of retailing merc.handise.

Lt Representing, (lirectJ~r or by implication, that persons concerning
whom information is sought through respondent's post. cards or other
material are , or may be , consignees of goods or paclmges , C. O. D..
prepaid or otherwise , in the hands of respondent or that the information sought through such means is for the, purpose of enabling respondent to make delivery of goods or pac.kages to such pel's ons.
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5. Using letters , whether printed , type"written or in simulated handwriting, for the purpose of obtaining the current addresses of delinquent customers , which represent that any person , firm or corporation
other than respondent, or respondent's store from which the customer
purchased the merchandise on which the debt is owning, has a letter
tor delivery to such delinquent customer when his current address is
furnished.
onDER TO FILE REPORT OF COl\IPLIANCE
1 t is fu,

'j,tlwi' ordered That the respondent shall , within sixty (60)

upon it of this order , file with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it has complied with in the order to cease and desist (as required
by afo:re:said order nncl decision of the CommissionJ.
da,ys after service

, .

, ,
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Complaint
IN THE :MATTER OF

SE1VING MACHINE EXCHANGE , I~C. ET ~ \..L.
COl\IPLAINT, DECISION. FIXDIKGS, AXD ORDERS IX REGARD TO' THE AI....
ACT'
OF COXGRESS AI'PJtOYED SEPT.
LEGED VIOLATIOX OF SEC. 5 OF AX
:!6, 1914
Docket

5887.

Co/llji7aiJ/t

J'/Ille 2,'

1951-Deci8iulI 1pr.

H/,

When articles of merclwndise, illtluding sewing- J)lIH:hinE'~ , an' exhibitpd and
offered for sale h~' retailers to the purclH1siIJg public llOt marked or not
adequately marked showing- that they are of foreign origin or if marked
and the markings are coyered

or otherwise

concealed, SUCll

flllb1ic uncler-

stands and belieyes such nrticle:o; to he wholl '- of (loltlestic origin.
There is among the members of the purcha~ing public a substantial numbee
\"ho have a decided preference for prollucts originating in the rnited States
over products originating in \yhole or in Dart in foreign countries , indu(lillg
sewing machine heads.
Where a corporation and its three officers , engaged in the competiti"C' interstate
sale to distributors and retailers of sewing machine heads imported by them
from Japan , and of complete sewing machines assembled through att:lelllllpnt
of a motor to said imported heads, in which proeeRs
Occupied Japan " and " Japan " became covered-

Failed adequatel~T

tile wortls- " :\fade in

to disclose that said heads were made in

Japall. notwith-

standing the presence upon the front of some Qf them of a medallion \vhich
bore in small and indistinct words the iegend " Made in Occupied Japan
or " Japan ; and thereby placed in the hanels or c1ealel"~ a JUeam; and
instrumentality whereby the~v might mislead awl deceh' e the pUl'Cllfl:-\illg
public as to place of origin of said heads;
With tendency and capacity to lead members of the purchasing public into the
erroneQUS belief that their said produds were of domestic origin and thereby
induce purchase of sewing machines of which said heH(ls \yere a IJtut;
whereby trade was unfairly diverted to them from competitors:
H elcZ, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were a

to the prejudice and injury of the public and their competitors,
stituted unfair methods of competition in COllllUel'Ce and unfair

and con-

and deceptive

acts and practices therein.
Before Mr.

111'1'. lVillia1n
:111'.

Leona'J'(l

A.

James
L.
L.

P1l.'l'cell hearing examiner.

Taggart

C1' es7wt!',

and

lIfr.

J. O.

"fTTillia1JI'

for the Commission.

of Philadelphia , Pa. , for respondents.
CO:MPL\lNT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Fede.ral

nlachine
Fineman
,
J
erry
Exchange , Inc. , a corporation , and ,Villis Harris
and :Manual Harris , individually and as officers of said corporation
Trade Commission ,

having reason

to believe that Se'wing

SEWING MACHINE EXCHANGE , INC. ET AL.
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hereinafter referred to as respondents ,

have violated the provisions

of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding
by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues
its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
\RAGHAPII 1. Respondent Sewing 1\1achine Exchange , Inc. , is a
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws
of' the State of Pennsylvania "w'ith its office and principal place of
business located at 4233- 35 Parrish Street , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania. Respondents \Yillis Harris , Jerry Fineman and :Manual Harris

are President , Treasurer and Seel'etary, respectively of corporate respondent and acting as such officers formulate, direct and control
the policies , acts and practices of said corporation. The post office
address of the inc1i"ddllal respondents is the same as that of the corporate respondent.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and have been for Fie"Feral years last
past , engaged in the sale of se,ying machine heads imported by the,
from ,Japan , and cOlnpleted sewing machines of which said heads
are a part , to distributors and also to retailers who in turn sell to the
purchasing public. In the course and conduct of their business respondents cause their said products ) when sold , to be transported from
their place of business in the State of Pennsylvania to the purchasers
thereof located in various other States and maintain , and at all times
lnentioned herein have maintained , a course of trade in said products
in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States. Their volume of trade in said commerce has been and is now
su bstan

tiaI.

When the sewing machine heads are imported by respondents the words "lVrade in Oeeupied Japan " or " Japan " appear on the
back of the vertical arm. Before the heads are sold to the purchasing
public as ft, part of a complete sewing machine it is necessary to
attach a motor to the head in the process of which the aforesaid words
PAR. 3.

are covered by the motor so that they are not visible. In some instances
said heads , when received by respondents , are marked with a medallion
placed on the front of the vertical arm upon which the words " l\lade
in Occupied J apan ~' or
apan " appear. These words are , hmyever

so small and indistinct that they do not constitute adeqnate noticl3
to the pnblic that the heads are imported.
PAR. 4. \Yhen articles of merchandise , inc1nding sewing machines
are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public
and sueh artides are not marked or are not adequately marked showing that they are of foreign origin or if marked and the markings
are covered or otherwise cOllcealed , such purchasing public understands and believes such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.
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There is among the members of the purchasing publie a substantial
number who have a decided

preference for produets originating in

the United States over produets originating in whole
foreign countries ,

or in part

including sewing machine heads.

PAR. 5. Respondents by plaeing in the hands of dealers their said
sewing machine heads and completed sewing machines provide said

dealers a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and
deceive the purehasing public as to the place of origin of said heads.
PAR. O. Respondents in the course and conduct of their business fll'e
in substantial competition in commerce \,ith the makers and sellel':S
of domestic sewing machines

and also sellers of imported se\ying

machines some of whom adequately inform the public as to the source
of origin of their said products.

PAR. 7. The failure of respondents to adequately disc.lose on the
sewing machine heads that they

are manufactured in Japan has the

tendency and capaeity to lead me, mbers

of the purchasing public inj-

the erroneous and mistaken belief that their said product is of domestic origin , and to induce members of the purchasing public to purchase
8ewing machines of which these heads are a part beeause of such
erroneous and mistakenbeliei. As fL result thereof , trade has been
unfairly diverted to respondents from their competitors and sub-

stantial injll~ry has been and is being done to competition in commerce.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein

alleged , are all to the prejudiee and injury of the public and of respondents ' competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition
and unfair anel deceptive aets and practices in commeree within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDERS AND DECISION OF THE COJ\UfISSION

Order denying motion to stay decision
Con1l11ission and order
Docket 5887 , April 15 , 1952 , follows:
cision of the

of the

Commission and de-

to file report

of compliance

The initial deeision of the hearing examiner in this proceeding having been filed , and service thereof having been eompleted on March
, 1952 , and no notice of an appeal having been filed , and the respondents having filed a motion on ~larch 31 , 1952 , that the Commission stay its decision in this matter until decisions are, rendered by the
Commission in certain other proceedings; and
It appearing that the grounds relied upon by the respondents in

support of said motion are that the initial decision of the hearing
examiner was filed prior to the issuance by , the Conllnission of its
order permitting the withdrawaLof a eertification of question to the

SKWING MACHINE EXCHANGE, INC, ET AL.
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Commission by the hearing examiner , and that the respondents are in
close competition with the respondents in certain other proceedings

pending before the Commission and that

a decision adverse to the

prejudice the business interest of the
respondents and create an inequitable situation; and
The Conl1nission having duly considered said motion and the record herein and it appearing that the respondents were in no way prej-

respondents at this time will

udiced as a result of the hearing examiner having filed his initial decision prior to the issuance by the Commissioner of its order permitting
withdrawal of the certification of question and further that there is
, no sufficient reason to warrant the staying of the decision in this proceeding until decisions in certain other

mattel'S have been rendered;

and
The Commission being of the opinion that the initial decision of the
hearing examiner is appropriate in all respects to dispose of this proceeding:

It z:s ordered That the motion of the respondents that the Commission stay its decision in this proceeding be , and it hereby is , denied.
It is frurther orde1'
That the initial decision of the hearing examiner , a copy of which is attached , shall on the 15th day of April , 1D52
become the decision of the Commission.
I t is f'llrther onle1'ed That the respondents herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order, file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied with the order to cease and desist.
Said initial decision , thus adopted by the Commission as its
decision , follows:
INITIAL DECISION BY JAMES A. PURCELL. HEARING EXAl\IINETI

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
on June 27 , 1951 , issued and subse-

the Federal Trade Commission

quently served its complaint in the above-entitled proceeding upon
respondents Sewing l\fachine Exchange , Inc.. , a corporation , 'Villis
Harris , I err)' Fineman and ~faJllial Harris , individually and

officers of said corporation , charging them with unfair niethods of
fll1d deceptive acts and practices in commerce

competition and unfair

in violation of saiel Act. On

August 20 , 1951 ,

answer to the complaint. Thereafter

respondents filed their

, at a hearing held in Phila-

delphia , Pennsylvania , on October 24 , 19;)1 , respondents moved the
Hearing Examiner for leave towithc1raw the afoi' esaid answer and

to file in substitution th2Teof an ailswer adll1itting all of the material
allegations of fact set forth in

the eoll1plaint ,

whieh motion was
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granted on the record and c.onfirmed

-!:~ P. T. C,

by

formal order filed herein on

, 1951. Such substituted answeT reserved to respondents
the right to submit proposed findings and conc.lusions , as provided
by Rule XXI of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and also cerOctober 26

tain other reservations to respondents

not necessary to be here set
which have been re-

forth. Testimony and exhibits were received ,
tained of record ,

no motion to strike having been made by any party,
because of the
filing of the admission answeJ' as above set out. Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by the above- named
IIearing Examiner , theretofore duly designated by the Commission
upon said complaint and substituted an8\\er thereto , proposed findings
awl conclusions not having been submitted on bel1alf of any party to
the proceeding; and said Ileal'ing Examiner , having duly considered
the record herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes the following llndings as to the facts , conclusion
which testill1onv and exhibits are not herein C'onsidere, cl

drawn therefrom , and order;
FINDINGS AS '1'0 THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Sewing ~lachine Exchange ,

Inc. , is

n l:orporation organized and existing uncleI' and by virtue of the laws

Pennsylvania with its office and principal place of
Philadelphia , Pennsylvania. Respondents William (alias diet' us 'Villis) Harris , Jerome
Jerry) Fineman and Emanual
(alias clictus
(alias dict1.l,s l\fanual)
Harris are President , Treasurer and Secretary, respectively of corporof the State of

business located at 4233- 35. Parrish Street ,

ate respondent and acting as such officers formulate , direct and control
the policies , acts and practices of said corporation. The post office
address of the individual respondents is the same as that or

the

corporate respondent.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now, and have been for several years last
past , engaged in the sale or sewing machine heads imported by them
rrom Japan , and completed sewing machines of which said heads are
a part , to distributors and also to retailers who in turn sell to the
purchasing public. In the course mid conduct of their business respondents cause their said products , when sold , to be transported from
their place or business in the State or Pennsylvania to the purchasers
thereof located in various other States and maintain , and at all times
mentioned herein have maintained , a course of trade in said products
in commerce

among and between the various States or the United
volume of trade in said commerce has been and is now

States. Their

substantial.

SEl\TIXG MACHINE EXCHANGE , INC. ET AL.
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PAR. 3. 1Vhen the sewing machine heads are imported by respondents the words " l\1ade in Occupied Japan " or " Japan " appear on the
back of the vertical arm. Before the heads are sold to the purchasing public as a part of a eomplete sewing machine it is necessary to
attach a motor to the head in the process of which the aforesaid
words are eovered by the motor so that they are not visible. In some
instances said heads , when received by respondents , are marked with
a medallion placed on the front of the vertical arm upon which the

words " lVIade in Occupied tT apan " or " T apa.n " appear. These woi'ds
~re , however , so small and indistinct that they do not constitute adeCjllate notice to the public that the heads are imported.
PAR. 4. 'Vhen articles of mel'ehandise , including sewing machines
~re exhibited and oirered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public
and such articles are not marked 01' are not adequately marked show-

ing that t)wy fire of foreign origin or if marked and the markings are
eovered or otherwise concealed , such puchasing public understands
and believes such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.
There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantia)
number who have a deeided

preferenee for products originating in

the United States over products originating
foreign countries ,

in whole or in

including sewing machine heads.

part in

PAR. 5. Respondents by placing in the hands of dealers their said
sewing machine heads and completed sewing maehines provide said

dealers a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and
deceive the purchasing public as to the place of origin of said heads.

PAR. 6. Respondents in the course and conduct of their business
are in substantial competition in commerce with the makers and

sellers of domestic sewing machines and also sellers of imported sewing machines some of whom adequately inform the public as to the
sonrce of origin of their said products.

PAR. 7. The failure of respondents to adequately disc)ose on the
are manufactured in Japan has the

sewing machine heads that they

tendency and capacity to lead members of the purchasing public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that their said product is of domestic origin , and to induce members of the purchasing public to purehase
~ewing machines of whieh these heads are a part because of such erroneous and mistaken belief. As a result thereof , trade has been un-

respondents from their competitors and substantial
injury has been and is being done to competition in commerec.

fairly diverted to

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein found
are a1) to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents
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competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair
and deceptive acts and pnictices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER

Sewing :Machine Exchange
(alias (lict~18 'Villis)
Harris , Jerome
(alias (Uctus
J eITY) Fineman and Emanual
(alias
clictu8
~1anual) Harris , individually and as officers of said corporation
and said respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly
It is o'lYleJ'

That the respondents ,

Inc. , a corporation ,

and its officers ,

and ",Villiam

or through any corporate or other device ,
ing for sale

in connection with the offer-

, sale or distribution of sewing

machine heads for sewing

machines in commerce , as " commerce :' is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
Offering for sale , selling or distributing foreign made sewing machine heads , or se,ying machines of which foreign made heads are a
part , without clearly and conspicuously disclosing on the heads , in

such a manner that it will not be hidden or obliterated , the country of
origin thereof.

ORDER TO FILE REI' ORT OF COl\IPLL-\.NCE

I t is f1('l'the'l' ordered That the respondents herein sJlall , within
clays after service upon them. of this order , file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner

sixty (60)

and form in ,vhich they have complied

with the order

to eease and

desist (as required by aforesaid order and decision of the Commission
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I:~" THE ~1A TTER OF
"'V

ARREN 1V. BURGESS ET AL. DOING BUSINESS AS THE
KN 0 X CO l\1P ANY

COJ\IPLAINT , FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT 26 , 1914

5881.

Docket

Complaint ,

Ma.y

16,

1951-DecIsion , Apr.

18, 1952

Where three partners engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of a number

preparations including their " Chinaroid" rectal balm and
llomind" tablets compound for relief of rheumatic aches and pains; in advertising by various means, directly and by implication(a) Fnlsely represented that said " Chinaroid" constituted an adequate and com.
petent treatment for hemorrhoids and their underlying causes;
The facts being that it would IUlye merely an emollient effect and temporarily
relieve symptoms of said conditions in simple cases;
(b) Falsely represented that use of said preparation ,,' ould serve to shrink sore,
swollen tbsues, help nature heal irritated membranes and allay nenot1sof medicinal

neBS induced by and accompanying hemorrhoids; and

preparation was a competent and
effective relief for arthritis, neuritis, rheumatism , swollen joints, neuralgia,
::;ciatica , and lumbago, and would afford permanent relief from pain thereof;
(d) Falsel;y represented that it was a fast-acting medicine which brought new
hope, happiness and comfort to sufferers from the pain of said conditions;
The fact being that fIllY comfort derived from it would be solely due to the
temporary relief of minor pains afforded by its analgesic effect , and it was
(c) Falsely represented that said " Romind"

not fast-acting;

With capacity and tendency to mislead a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief that its said representations

were true,

and thereby into the purchase of substantial quantities of aforesaid preparations:
11 eld,
That such acts and l)radices, under the circumstances set forth , were all
to the prejudice amI injury of the public and constituted unfair and decep-

tive acts and practices in commerce.

and

Before

11/'1'.

ilb' . R .

P. B ellingeJ'

Everett F.

11 aycNt/t hearing
for the Commission.

examiner.

Davies , Richbe' g, Tydings , Beebe ct:! Landa. of ",Vashington , D. C.
of Los Angeles , Calif. , for respondents.
cO Dl'yden
Sampson
COl\IPLAIKT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Tr,lcle Col1lmission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that 'Van' en "V. Burgess
Linn D. J ohnsoll and Richard T. Aldworth , copartners doing business

under the firm name of The I(nox Company, hereinafter referred
have violated the provisions of said Act , and it

to as respondents ,

appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
213840--

5~79
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would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH
1. Respondents ",Varren "'V. Burgess , Linn D. Johnson
and Richard T. Aldworth are individuals trading as copartners under
the name of The I(nox Company, with their principal place of business located at 1651 North Argyle Street , Los Angeles , California.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for several years last past , have
been engaged in selling and distributing a number of medicinal preparations , among which are two certain drug preparations , as " drug
is defined in the Fec1eralTrade Commission Act , and which are designated by respondents as Chinaroid and Romind.
The formula for Chinaroid as originally furnished by the respondents is as follows:

Each 100 grams contain-

Gram,

Tannic Acid ------------------------------------------Benzoca ine ----

Glycerin - -- - --Lanolin Anhydrous___- - --

30. 667
61. 583

Petrolatull1 Light all1ber______

Phenol (Carbolic Acid) ----------------

100. 00

The formula for this preparation as no\v constituted is slightly

changed to include 0. 25 % quinine and urea
for the use of Chinaroicl are as follows:

hydrochloride. Directions

Use Twice Daily

Remove rubber nipple. Attach key to bottom of tube and turn slightly until

salve reaches end of applicator and exudes. Insert applicator gently into

rectum HUll

turn key attacl1ed to tube one- quarter turn. This provides the

propel'

dose of Cbinaroid. Repeat morning and night as needed to relieve rectal dis-

comfort. If satisfactory

obtained after using for 2 ' weeks , or if
To a void soiling: Should there be
any difficulty from the standpoint of Chinaroid leaking and soiling clothing and
linen this may largely be overcome in most cases through the use of a small
cotton plug, or the wearing of a sanitary napl\:in, The money back guarantee
covers two tubes of Chinaroid to each user.
relief is not

undue bleeding exists, consult a physician.

The preparation Romind is completed as a tablet; the formula
and directions for using the same are as follO\ys :
FORMULA.

Each tablet contains:
Acetphenetidin

Sodium salicylate

Caffeine (anhydrous)

095 gram 01' 1.47 grains pel'

tablet
256 grall1 or 3. 95
tablet

014 gram or . 22
tablet

grains per

grains per
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DIREOTIONS FOR USE

ADULTS: Take h\' o 'Tablets

four times daily: after each meal and imme-

diately before retiring, washed dCl\vn ,'dth a full glass of water. Do not tal~emore than four doses a day. In responsive cases, when not needed for pain.
discontinue use. Children over 12 years of age, follow adult close. Children
6 to 12 years old, one Tablet. Not for children under 6 years old.

Respondents cause the said preparations , Chinaroid and Romind
when sold , to be transported from their place of business

in the State

of California to purchasers thereof located in other States of the

United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain
and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a course of trade
in said preparations in commerce between and among the various

States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents ' volume of business in such commerce is substal~tial , the annual
sales of each of said preparations being in excess of $10 000.
PAR. 3. In the course
subsequent to :Mareh 21 ,

and eonduct of their business

respondents

1938 , have disseminated and have caused the

dissemination of certain advertisements concerning Chinaroid and
Romind by the United States mails , and by various means in eommerce , as ': commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act

for the. purpose of inducing and whieh were likely to induce , directly
or indirectly, the purchase thereof.
These advertisements with respect to Chinaroid include , but are not
limited to those which appeared as follows:
Page 7 of the Houston , Tex., Post for January 22 1950; and
Page 10 of the same newspaper for March 5, 1950;
Page 6 of the Raleigh , N. C., News and Observer for October 23, 1949;
Page 14, Sec. IV of the Dallas, Tex. , News for January 10 , 1950; and
Page 3, Sec. V of the same newspaper for April 16, 1950;
Page 2 of the Amarillo, Tex., Sunday News Globe for September 17,
Page 44 of the Shreveport, La., Times for March 12 , 1950; and

1950;

Page 45 of the same newspaper for October 1 , 1950;
Page 4 , Sec. A of the Little Rock , Ark., Gazette, for November 20,
Page 6 , sec. A of the same ne,,' spaper for September 17, 1950;
Page 27 of the Charleston , W. Va., Gazette for November 6, 1949;

1949; and

Page 12 of the San Antonio , Tex. , Express for September 11, 1940;
B of the Cleveland, Ohio, Plain Dealer for May 15, 1949;

Page 12, Sec,

Page 3, Sec. 2 of the Dallas, Tex" Daily Times Herald for October 9 , 1949;
Page 13 of the Editorial Section of the Portland , Oreg. Sunday Oregonian

for December

4 , 1949;

Page 31, Sec. A of the Oklahoma City Daily Oklahoman for December 4 , 1949;
Page 2 , Sec. 3 of the New Orleans Times Picayune and States for August 27,

1950 :

Page 19 of the Jacksonville, Fla. rimes Union for October

23 ,

1949; and

Page 10 of the same newspaper for February 26, 1950 ;
Pag') 4 , Sec. A of the San Antonio, Tex. , Evening News for November 15, 1949;
Page 10 of the Savannah , Ga. , l\Iol'11ing News for September 10, 1950;
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Page 11 of the Greensboro,

N. 0., Daily
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News for October

15 ,

1950;

Page 18 of the Toledo, Ohio, Blade for December 12 , 1949;
Page 9, Sec. A of the Knoxville, Tenn. , Journal for March 26, 1950.

The advertisements concerning Romind inc.lude , but are not limited
to those which appeared as follows:
Page 7, Sec. A of the Miami , Fla., Daily News for October 25, 1949;
Page 17 of Grier s Almanac for 1949 ;
Page 6, Sec. B of the Albany, N. Y., Times Union for May 21 , 1950;
Page 7, Sec. D of the St. Louis, Mo., Globe- Democrat for October 23, 1949; and
Page 7, Sec. B of the same newspaper for .June 25 , 1950;
Page 3G , News Section Cincinnati Enquirer for October 23 , 1949;
Page 11 , Sec. 5 of the LouisYille, Ky., Courier- Journal for October 23, 1949;
Page 7, Sec. 3 of the Dallas, Tex., Daily Times-Herald for October 9 , 1949;
Page 23 of the San Francisco Chronicle for October 9 ,

1949;

Page 11, Sec. 1 of the Fort Worth , Tex., Star- Telegram for October 9, 1949;
Page 8 of the Greenshoro , N. 0" Daily Ne'ys for OC'tohur 2 , 1949:
Page 2 of the Winston- Salem , X C. , Journal find Senl"inel for ~evtelllber 11
1949 ;
Tex. , Express for Reptelllber 11, 1949;
Page 10 of the Shreveport, La., Times for January 16 1U-19; and
Page 42 of the same lw'\vspaper for 1lay I;), 1949 ;
Page "17 of the ?\e,,- York Sull(1a~. Mirror fur Xovember 6, 1D4!J;
Pnge 2 of the Raleigh , X. C. , Xe,vs and Ohsener for Xun'mlJer 27, 19:10;
18: and
Page 4-A of the Little Rock , Ark. , Gazette for :'\oyemher 1- 1. 1!)..
Page 10, Sec. A of the sam\-' ne,\,\,;:.:paper for XoyeI1l1'E'r Z' , 1949;
Page 22 , Sec. 1 of the Chicago Sl111d;n 'TrihUllt' for Fehrunl'Y 26 , 19;)0;
Page 11, Sec. 2 of the Dallas , Tex. , ~lol'llil1g: :'\e'\'\'s for April Hi , 1950; and
Page 8, Sec. 2 of the same newspaper for ~Iay 15, 1950;
Page 10, Sec. B of the ~\sheyil1e, N. C. , Citizen for April1G, 19GO ;
Page 11 , Sec. A of the Atlanta, Ga. , Constitution for l\lay 7 , 1950;
Page 9, Sec. IV of the Korfolk Virginian Pilot for April 16 , 1950;
Page 25 of the Terra Haute , Ind. , Tribune- Star for June 11, 1950;
Page 12 , Sec. B of the Buffalo , ~. Y. , Courier Express for .June 25 , 1950;
Page 8 of the Houston , Tex., Post for ;J une 25, 1950 ;

Page 3, Sec. A of the San Antonio,

Page 54 of the Sa'\Hnnah, Ga" Morning Kews for May 14 , 1950;
Page 12 , Sec. 3 of the .Jackson , Miss. , Daily News for November

Page 6, Sec.

0 of the Hoehester ,

10, 1949;
N. Y. , Democrat and Chronide for January

, 1950;
Page 12 , Sec. A of the Peoria, Ill. , Journal- Star for February 26 , 1950;
Page 10- B of the Akron , Ohio , Beacon- Journal for March 12 , 1950;
Philadelphia Enquirer for March 6, 1949;

Page 10, Sec. F of the Los .\ngeles Examiner for March 28, 1948 ;

Page 1, Sec. D of the Knoxville, Tenn. , Journal for ~ovember 7, 1948;
Page 12 of the Cleveland , Ohio , Press for March 2 , 1949;
Page 8, Sec. IV of the Erie , Pa. , Dispatch for November 7, 1948 ;
Page 6, Sec. A of the Spartanburg, S. C. , HeraJl1- .T ournal for ~\l)ri1 11 , 1948;
Page 3, Magazine Section of the Salt Lake City Tribune for ~Ia~. 0, 1948;
Page 19 of the Seattle , 'VasIl. , Times for l\lay 9 , 1948 ;
Page 1::' of the Huntington , ",V. Va. , Herald- Advertiser for May 9' , 1948;
Page 16, Sec. A of the Tampa Sunday 'Tri\)une for ~la~' 9, 1948;
Page 1~ , Sec. 1 of the Sioux Git y, Iowa, Sunday ,Journal for April 25 , 1948.
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Subsequent to January 1 , 1948 , similar advertisements of Romind
continuities at the instance of respondents by

were broadcfLst as radio

'V. H. B. Broadcasting COlllpany

from

Stations KRKD of Los

Angeles , KBON of Omaha , N ebrfLska , and others.

Respondents have also disseminated and caused the dissemination
of the advertisements referred to above for the purpose of inducing,
and which were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase
of the said preparations ,

Chinaroid and Romind ,

in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Through the u~e of the said advertisements respondents
have made , directly and by implication , the representations shown in
the following subparagraphs , with respect to Chinaroid , and identified as A and B , and with respect to Romind , identified as C to
inclusive. The said advertisements ,

by reason of such representations

respects anll constitute " faJse advertisements " as that term is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
by reason of the facts set forth below , with respect to China-roid , in
are misleading in material

subparagraphs One alHl Two , and with respect to Rolllind , in Subparagraphs Three to Nine inclusive.
A. That Chinaroid constitutes an adequate and competent treatment for hemorrhoids and the nnclerlving causes thereof.
1. Chinaroid cloes not constitute an adequate or COlnpetent treatment
for hemorrhoids , and would be of no benefit to any of the underlying
causes thereof ,

nor would it lessen their severity or duration , except

that when applied as llil'ectecl to simple uncomplicated hemorrhoids
this preparation , may, by reason of its local anesthetic. , astringent and
emollient effect , temporarily relieve such symptoms as pain , itching,

burning, and irritation.

B. That the use

of Chinaroid will serve to shrink sore , swollen

tissues , help nature heal irritated membranes and allay nervousness
induced by and accompanying hemerroids.

2. The use of Chinal'oid

will not serve to shrink sore ,

swollen tis-

sues; it will not assist nature in healing irritated membranes , and it
will not allay nervousness, regard1ess of the cause.
C. That Romind is a competent and effective treatment for arthritis
rheumatism , slyol1en joints , neuritis , neuralgia " sciatica and lumbago
and its administration will exert a remedial effect upon the underlying
causes of such ailments and conditions to the extent of affording
permanent relief from pain.
3. Romincl is not a competent and effectiye treatment for arthritis
rheumatism , swollen joints , neuritis , neura1gia , sciatica , or lumbago
and its administration ,,"ill not exert a remedial effect upon the under-

lying causes of these ailments and conditions to the extent of affording
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tially the same therapentic effect as
it is limited in its analgesic
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essenaspirin , and taken as directed
amtlgesic with

effect to the temporary relier of minor

aches and pains.
D. That Romind is a rast acting medicine , which brings new hope
happiness and comrort to sufferers rrom the pains or arthritis , rheumatism , neuritis , sciatiea and lumbago.
4. Romind has no therapeutic properties which could give hope
happiness or comfort to those suffering from the pains or arthritis
rheumatism , neuritis , sciatica andlumhago. This preparation is not
a fast acting medicine; moreover , its use could provide only minor
and temporary analgesic effects , and its enteric coating indicates that
any such relief would be delayed in onset ror at least two to rour

hours.
E. That

Romind is an effective remedy for soreness and stiff muscles

uric acid rrom the system , and will
comrortably.
aid one to work and sleep more
5. Romind is not an effective remedy ror soreness or stiff muscles;
it will not assist nature in removing uric acid from the system , an a it
will not help one to work or sleep more eomrortably.

will help nature remove exeess

F. That Romind will cleanse the body and blood or irritating
wastes , poisons and acids , thus inducing -a remedial effect upon the
underlying causes or arthritis and kindred ailments.

6. Romind will not cleanse the body or blood or irritating

wastes

poisons or acids , and will exert no beneficial influence upon the underlying causes or arthritis or kindred ailments.
G. That Rominc1 will stimulate the cleansing -action or the kidneys.
7. Romind will not stimulate the cleansing action or the kidneys
nor will it otherw1se exereise any beneficial effect upon the kidneys
or their activities.
H. That Romind is an effective pain killer , and will enable one to
successfully combat , fight and obtain relief from nerve-racking, stab-

bing, throbbing pains or arthritis , rheumatism , neuritis , sciatica
neuralgia , swollen joints anc1lumbago , and will relieve pains of one
to ten years duration.
8. Romind is not an effective pain killer , and is only mildly palliative; it will not enable one to successfully combat , fight or obtain
relief from the miseries or arthritis , rheumatism , neuritis , sciatica
neuralgia , swollen joints or lumbago , and it will not afford relier rrom
pains of one to ten years duration.
T. That Romind consists of a new rormula , and is a new kind or
treatment.

, '
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9. Romind does not c.onsist of a new fol'mula -and does not c.onstitute

a new kind of treatment.
. PAR. 5. The use

by respondents or the said false advertisements

with respect to Chinaroid and Romind has had the capac.ity and tendenc.y to mislead and deceive , and has misled and deceived a substantial portion or the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the statements and representations contained therein
were true , and into the purchase or substantial quantities of each or
the arorementioned preparations by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belier.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts and practices or respondents , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury or the public. and con- '
stitute unrair and deceptive acts and prac.tic.es in commerce within

the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION OF TI-IE COl\fl\1ISSIQN

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules or Practice , and
as set forth in the Commission s " Decision of the Commission and
Order to File Report of Compliance , dated April 18 , 19:'52 , the initial

matter or hearing examiner Everett
craft, as set out as follows , became on that date the
decision in the instant

F.

Hay-

decision of the

Commission.
INITIAL DECISION BY EVERETT F. HAYCRAFT HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on the 16th day or l\lay 1951 issued

and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents named in the caption hereof , c.harging them with the use
of unfair and deceptive acts and practic.es in commerc.e in violation or
the provisions of said Act. After the issuance of said complaint and
the filing of respondents ' answer thereto , a hearing was held in Los
Angeles , Calirornia , on July 31 , 1951 , at which evidence in support or
the allegations or said complaint was introduced before the abovenamed hearing examiner theretofore duly designated by the Commission. Thereafter , on February 4 , 1952 , a Partial Stipulation of Fac.ts
was entered into whereby it was stipulated and agreed that the said
Partial Stipulation of Faets , signed and exec.uted by counsel for respondents and the attorney supporting the complaint , is to supply the
scientific. faets in this

proc.eeding and is supplemental to and to be

considered in connection with the evidence incorporated in the record

at the hearing held in Los Angeles , California , on July 31 , 1951. Said
evidence , inc.luding the .Partial Stipulation of Facts , was duly recorded
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and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter , the proceeding
by said hearing examiner
on the complaint , the answer thereto , and the evidence , including said
Partial Stipulation of Facts , counsel having waived the filing of proposed findings as to the facts , and conclusions and oral argument not
having been requested; and said hearing examiner , having duly considered the record herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest
of the public and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn therefrom , and order:

regularly came on for final consideration

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents 'Varren W. Burgess , Linn D. Johnson
and Richard T. Aldworth are individuals trading as copartners under
the name of The I(nox Company, with their principal place of business located at 1651 North Argyle Street , Los Angeles , California.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for several years last past have
been , engaged in selling and distributing a number of medicinal prepa,
rations , among which are two certain drug preparations , as " drug
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, and which are designated and described by respondents as " Chinaroid " a rectal balm in a

tube with applicator

for

relief of piles

and hemorrhoids , and

"Romind " a compound in tablet form to be taken internally for relief
of rheumatic aches and pains. Respondents cause the said preparations " Chinaroid" and "Romind " when sold , to be transported from
their place of business in the State of California to purchasers thereof

located in other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia. Respondents maintain , and at all times herein mentioned
have maintained , a course of trade in said preparations in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia. Respondents ' volume of business in such commerce is substantial , the annual sales of each of said preparations being
in excess of $10

000.

conduct of their business, respondents
have disseminated , and have caused the dissemination of , certain advertisements concerning " Chinaroid" by the United
PAR. 3. In the course and

subsequent to 1948 ,

means in commerce , as " commerce " is
Trade
Commission
Act , for the purpose of indefined in the Federal

States mails and by various

ducing and which were likely to induce ,
purchase thereof , as follows:

directly or indirectly, the

HELP YOUR PILES
Don t suffer from painful itching Piles another hour without trying CHINA-

ROID. In a fe\\" minutes CHINAROID usually starts curbing

Pile miseries 3

,"
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ways: 1. Eases pain and itehing. 2. Helps shrink sore, swollen tissues.
irritated membranes find aJIay Pile nervousnE'Ss. Money back

HeJps nature heal

guaranteed unless satisfied.

Ask your druggist for CHTNAROID today.
KILL YOUR PILES?

If the misery of Piles and rectal itching drive yon wild, don

soothing CHIXAHOID from your druggist right now .

t wait , get wonderquickly it usually

See how

brin;;" s wonderfully soothing relief for fiery piles , then helps Nature heal irritated membranes and shrink and reduce swelling of tissues, thus alleviating Pile
nervou,sriess. DerlJand CHINAROID. Money back guarantee.

How to Treat

AINFULPILES
For fast, blessed relief from sore, fiery, itching, simple Piles, get CHINAROID
how fast it usually soothes away pain , soreness, itching,
nenousness. See how it cools fiery burning and helps shrink and heal swollen
from your druggist. See

tissues. Wonder- soothing

CHINAROID must prove a blessing to you or money

back is guaranteed.

Through the use of said advertisements , respondents have made , directly and by implication , the representations:
(a) That " Chinaroid" constitutes an adequate and competent treatment for hemorrhoids and the underlying causes thereof.
(b) That the use of " Chinaroid" will serve to shrink sore, swollen
tissues , help nature heal irritated membranes and allay nervousness
induced by and accompanying hemorrhoids.

The said advertisements , by reason of such representations , are mismaterial respects and constitute " false advertisements " as
that term is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , for the
reason that , in truth and in fact , respondents ' preparation " Chinal'oic1t containing tannic aeid , be, nzocaine , quinine , urea hydrochloride , phenol , petrolatum and lanolin , is a palliative ointment constituting an astringent and local anesthetic and , when used in accordance with directions in simple cases of hemorrhoids , it will have an
emollient effect and will temporarily relieve such symptoms thereof
as paiil , itching, burning and irritation. However Chinaroid" does
not affect the underlying causes of hemorrhoids and , therefore , is
neither an adequate nor competent treatment for hemorrhoids , nor
Jeac1ing in

would it influence

the severity or duration thereof , except for the
palliative relief of the symptoms above mentioned in simple hem-

orrhoids.
This preparation however used , will not serve to shrink sore
swollen tissues and will not aid nature in healing irritateclll1embranes
and will have no effect upon nervousness , regardless of the cause.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents , subsequent to 1948 ,

have disseminated ,

and have caused

the dissemina-
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certain advertisements concerning "Romind" by the United
States mails and by various means , including radio broadcasts , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , for the purpose of including and which were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase thereof , as follows:
tion of ,

ARTHRITIS
Neuritis
Sciatica
Rheumatism PAINS

A fast acting internal medicine called ROJ\IIND , recently developed by the
Laboratory, is now bringing new hope , happiness and comfort
to thousands of sufferers from the pains of Arthritis, Rheumatism , Neuritis,

Knox Control

Sciatica , Neuralgia and Lumbago. ROl\lIND dissolves in the small intestine;
then the ingredients are absorbed into the blood and thus can reach every part
of the body. That' s why it worl;;:s so fast in helping 3 ways: 1. First dose starts
curbing pain. 2. Helps Nature remove excess Uric Acid which often aggravates pains, soreness and stiff muscles. 3. Helps you work and sleep in greater
comfort. Get ROl\lIND from ~' our druggist today. Quick satisfaction or money
back guaranteed.

Would You Pay
To Curb Your

ARTHRITIS PAINS

If so don t

waste a minute but send to your drug store right now for Rc 1:\lIND.
was recently developed in the world- famed Knox Control

This great medicine

Laboratory of California to bring joyous comfort and relief for the pains of
Arthritis, Rheumatism , Neuritis, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Bursitis andd Lumbago.
ROl\IIND usually works with great speed because it dissolves in the intestines
so that the ingredients may be absorbed into the blood and carried qni.cl;;:ly to
every muscle and joint in the body, And as it fights !Jain ROl\lIND also helps
Nature clear out excess uric acid which often makes muscles so sore , ~t.tff and
painful. Don t wait and let your pains make you sorry. Start taking RuMIND
right now and see how quickly it may put you on the road to happier , more comfortable days and restful nights.

DO THIS IF
ARTHRITIS PAINS

DRIVE YOU WILD
Don t waste a minute but send to your drng
This great medicine

was recently developed

store right

now for ROMIND.

in the world- famed

Knox Control

Laboratory of California to bring joyous comfort and relief for the r"fi1HS of
Arthritis, Rheumatism , Neuritis, Sciatica, Neuralgia , Bursitis and LumlJag.
ROl\lIND usually works with great speed because it dissolves in the intea'jnes
quidd:r to
so that the ingredients may be absorbed into the blood and carried
every muscle and joint in the body. And as it fights pain ROl\lIND also helv

Nature clear out excess uric acid which so often makes muscles so sore, stiff and
t wait and let your pains make ~TOU sorry. Start taking ROl\HND

painful. Don

THE Ki"'\JOX CO.
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right now and see how quickly it may put you on the
comfortable days and restful nights.

road to happier ,

more

ARTHRITIS PAINS, CURBED

By Scientificall;y Tested Formula
Recent medical tests by a prominent Chicago physician on a large group who
to ten years prove that most people who suffer from
nerve-racking aches and pains in the back , hands, legs , arms, shoulders and neck
due to Rheumatism , Arthritis, Neuritis, Lumbago, Neuralgia, or ~ciatica may
expect quick and extremely satisfying help from the scientifically laborato:-y

had suffered from one

tested formula called ROl\lIND.

ROl\lIND is one of ' the latest formulas to be developed in the Knox Testing
Laboratory and is a tasteless internal medicine that is absorbed by the blood and
thus reaches every part of the body, usually giving fast help in 3 wa~'s: 1. First
dose starts right to work curbing- pain. 2. Helps nature remove excess acids
and wastes which often cause many aches and pains. 3. Helps you to work
sleep and enjoy life in greater comfort.
If you have suffered a lot and have tried many things without really satisfying relief you owe it to yourself to try RO~IIND before another day goes by.
Ask your drugg" ist for ROj)UND. Your money back guaranteed unless completely satisfied.
Thousands of sufferers from the nagging pains of Arthritis, Rheumatism
Neuritis and Sciatica are gaining new hope, comfort , and happiness with a
recently- developed internal medicine called Romind-ROl\IIND. Romind has a
special coating so that it goes through the stomach and is dissolved in the small
intestine, where the ingredients may be absorbed into the blood and thus can
reach every part of the body. That' s

three ways: 1. The first dose

why it usually works so fast in helping

starts combating the pains of Arthritis and

Rheumatism. 2. It helps Nature remove excess Uric acid which often aggravates
pains and stiffness , and 3. Romind thus helps you to work and sleep in greater
comfort. So don t suffer another clay from the pains of Arthritis and Rheumatism
without trying Rominc1. Unless you find Romind entireJy satisfactory your
money back is guaranteed. To fight the pains of Arthritis, Rheumatism , and
Neuritis remind yoUl'self to get Romind- ROl\:IIND- frOl11 your druggist today.

Through the use of the said advertisements , including radio broadcasts , respondents have made , directly and by implication , the representations :

(a) That " Romind" is a competent and effective treatment for
arthritis, rheumatislll , swollen joints , neuritis , neuralgia , sciatica and
lumbago and its administration will exert a remedial effect upon the
underlying causes of such ailments and conditions to the extent of
affording permanent relief from pain.
(b) That " Romind" is a fast-acting medicine which brings new
hope , happiness and comfort to sufferers from the pains of arthritis
rheumatism , neuritis , sciatica and lumbago.

The said advertisements

and radio broadcasts ,

by reason

of such

representations , are misleading in material respects and constitute
false advertisements " as that term is defined in the Federal Trade
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Com,mission Act , for the reason that , in truth and in faet , respondents ' preparation " Rominc1, " a drug compound in tablet form conta5ning acetphenetidin , sodium salicylate and caffeine , is not an ade-

treatment lor arthritis , rheumatism , swollen
joints , neuritis , -neuralgia , seiatica or lumbago and , taken as directed
it will not afford permanent relief from pain accompanying the said
conditions and ailments. Its two active ingredients are sodium salicyquate or competent

late and acetphenetidin

which are present in sufficient amounts to

effect. and are commonly used
for the temporary relief or the minor pains of the above-m.entioned

pl'oyide an analgesic and antipyretic

conditions for the limited period of time in which snch analgesics are
effective. Accordingly, " Romind" cannot be correctly described as a
pain killer.
"Romind" possesses no therapeutic properties which could hold out
hope of happiness to sufferers from arthritis , rheumatism , neuritis
sciatica or lumbago; and any degree of comfort derived from taking
Romind wou1d be due solely to the temporary relief of such minor
aches and pains afforded by its analgesic effect. These tablets resist
solution in dilute acid but are soluble in dilute alkali and their enteric
coating would delay their effects for about three hours , and thus any
relief at the outset of use would be delayed to this extent , and it is not
a fast-acting nledicine.

"Romind" is not an effective remedy for soreness , except for the
symptomatic relief due to the analgesic action of its ingredients;
"Romind" is not an effective remedy for stiff muscles. It will not
assist. nature or otherwise help in removing uric acid from the syst~nl

comfortably.

and, asid~ from its analgesic effect in possibly allaying certain nlinor
aches and pains temporarily, it will not help one to work or sleep more

Romind" will not cleanse the body or blood of irritating wastes

poisons or acids , and will exert no beneficial influence upon the under-

lying causes of arthritis or kindred ailments; neither will this preparation stimulate the cleansing action of the kidneys , nor otherwise
exercise any beneficial effect upon the kidneys or their activities.

"Romind" is not an effective pain killer. It contains only comnlonly known and widely-used analgesics with gentle and temporarily
palliative properties. The value of "Romind' 'in cases of nerve-racking, stabbing, throbbing pains of arthritis , rheumatism , neuritis , sciatica , neuralgia. , swollen joints or lumbago , and in cases where the individual has suffered such pains for a period of one to ten years ,

is

limited to the temporary and partial relief of pain afforded by its
analgesic ingredients.

THE IL"\OX
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"Romind" and their consequent analgesic. and
antipyretic. action have been well known to the medical profession for
many years; hence , these ingredients in this preparation do not constitute a new formula nor a new sort of treatment.
PAR. 5. The use by respondents of the said false advertisements , including radio broadcasts , with respect to " Chinaroid" and "Romind"
has had the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken
belief that the statements and representations contained therein were
All ingredients of

true and into the purchase of substantial

quantities of each of the

aforementioned preparations by reason of said erroneous and mistaken
belief.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents , as hereinabove
set out, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER

It ,is ordered That respondents vVal'l'en 'V. Burgess , Linn D. Johnson and Richard T. .AJdwol'th , individually and as copartners doing
business in the name of The Knox Company or in any other name
their agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any
corporate or other device , in connection ' with the offering for sale , sale
or distribution in commerce of the drug preparations designated
Chinaroid" and " Romind " or any preparations of substantialJ.y similar compositions or possessing substantially similar properties

whether sold under the said names or any other names , do forthwith

cease and desist from:

1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated , by means of the
United States mails , by radio broadcasts or by any means in commerce,
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , any
advertisement which represents , directly or by implication:
(a) That "Chinaroid" constitutes a competent or adequate treatment for piles or hemorrhoids or would be of any benefit to the unc1erlving causes thereof.

(b) That said preparation could exert any influence upon the sever-

ity or duration of piles or hemorrhoids , beyond that of an astringent
and local anesthetic ill affording temporary relie.f to such symptoms as,
pain, itching, burning and irritation which accompany simple , uncomplicated cases of piles or hemorrhoids.

(j)
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however used , will result in any shrinkswollen tissues , or will assist nature in healing irritated
membranes , or will have any effect upon nervousness , irrespective of
(c) That said preparation ,

age of sore ,

th e cause.
(d) That

"Romind" constitutes an adequate or competent treatment

for arthritis , rheumatism , swol1en joints , neuritis , neuralgia , sciatica
or lumbago , or will permanently relieve pain accompanying said conditions and ailments.
(e) That " Romind" is a pain killer , or possesses any therapeutic
value in , treating the nerve-racking, stabbing, throbbing pains of
arthritis , rheumatism , neuritis , sciatica , neuralgia , swollen joints or
lumbago , regardless of their duration, or is of any therapeutic value
in these conditions

, in ~xcess

ing the diseases

above mentioned as its

of such temporary and partial relief of
er
accompanying
said ailments and conditions as
minor pains and fev
analgesic
and
antipyretic
action.
maybe afforded by its
possesses
any
therapeutic
properties which
(f) That "Romind"
could hold out hope of cure or happiness to persons afHicted with arthritis , rheumatism , neudtis , sciatica, lumbago or kindred ailments.
(g) That "Romind" is fast acting in its effects , or that one taking
said preparation could anticipate any comfort therefrom , in excess
of such temporary relief of minor aches , pains and fever accompany-

analgesic and antipyretic

properties may afford.
(h) That said preparation constitutes an effective remedy or treatment for soreness in excess of the temporary symptomatic relief due

to its analgesic action.

(i) That said preparation constitutes an effective remedy or com-

petent treatment for

stiff muscles , or will help in any manner to re-

move uric acid frombe the
system.
of any value or benefit in

That taking said preparation will
enabling a person to work or sleep more comfortably aside from its
temporary analgesic effects.
(k) That " Romind" will serve to cleanse the body or blood of
waste , poisons or acids , or otherwise stimulate the cleansing action
of the kidneys ,

or exercise any beneficial effect upon the kidneys
any beneficial influence upon the

or their activities , or will exert

underlying causes of arthritis or kindred ailments.

(1) That the ingredients compounded in " Romind" constitute a
new formula or a new kind of treatment.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by any means for
the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , of the drug preparations " Chinaroid"

THE K..."1\TOX CO.
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and "Romind " any advertisement which contains any of the representations prohibited in Paragraph 1 of this order.
ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

It is ordered That the respondents herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied ",ith the order to cease and desist (as
required by said declaratory decision

and order of April 18 , 1952).
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IN THE :MATTEH m~

NATIONAL COACHING SERVICE INSTITUTE, INC. ET AL.
emf PLAINT , FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket

5876.

Con/plaint ,

951-D('ci.~i()n , Ap'/'

May

, 19,

president, who also operated a branch under a

Where a corporation and its

similal. trade name in another city, engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of correspondence courses to prepare stmlents for Civil Service
of their courses through printed postal
cards mailed to prospective purchasers, and through traveling sales agents,

examinations; in promoting the sale

to whom they referred inquiries received(a) Falsely representetl through their said agents that said corporation and
business were connected with the United States Civil Service 01' some other

Government agency, and that

said agents had oflicial connection therewith;
of

(b) Falsely represented that completion

appointment to

their COUl'ses assured

students of

Civil :-len-ice positions or made them eligible for such

appointment;
(c) Falsely rel1resented that they would hoW positions ol'en for stud,~nts who
failed to 11ass Civil f'en-ice examinations, that prospeeti ve students must
take their courses

of

study in order to obtain Civil Service positions , and

that the examinntions giyen by

them were examinations

for

specific l1osi-

tions in Ciyil Service;
(d) Falsely represented that students would receive Chi!

~en-iee lIositiuns im-

mediately or within a few days after successfully completing their courses
and that they might obtain employment in 01' near the cities or towns in
which they resided;
The facts being that the time

actual employment for those who IHwe passed
depends upon a number of factors , such as
of eligible l)erSOns in vnrious Civil Service districts, the rating
availability
of
eligibles, yeternns ' preferences fllul other conditions oyer which neither
they nor the applicants have any control; and neither they nor applicants
of

a Civil Service examination

can determine the 11lace

(e) Falsel~'

of

employment;

students who did not possess the experience,
physical , mental or educational qualifications, or veterans ' status required
for many positions for which they offered training, might ueyertheless find
employment in such positions; and
Falsely represented thnt the United States Civil Service Commission was
(f)
looking to or relying upon them to locate and place employees; and
'Vhere said corporation and individual(g) Falsely iml1lied and represented through the use of the word " Institute " in
their corporate and trade names , that their school was a resident institution
of higher learning;
of the
With tendenc~- and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion
VUl'ehasing public with respect to said school find its courses, and with
respect to fjositions in the United States Civil SelTiee, and thereby induce
represented that

of their said courses:
That such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth, were all
of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
to the prejudice
its purt'hasE'

Held,

practices in

commerce.
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ilh' TV in/am. L, PacJ..~ hearing examiner.
Before
for the Commission.
.lh' lVi17i((il7 L. Pen(11~e
CO:MPLAI NT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to beli eve tha t National Coaching
Service Insbtute , Inc. , a corporation , and Archie Ie Babson , incli-

vidually and as an officer of N ational Coaching Service Institute , Inc.
and also doing bnsiness as National Service Institute and Career
Institute , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated th~
provisions of the said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issnes its complaint ,
follows:

stating its charges in that respect as

-\RAGRAl)H 1. Respondent National Coaching Service Institute
, is a. corporation organized and existing under the laws of the
State of Colorado with its principal office and place of business at 412
Bank Bloek Building, 1026 17th Street , Denver , Colorado.
Respondent Archie K. Babson is an individual and president of said
corporation and as such formulates , controls and manages all of the
affairs of said corporation. Said respondent has also clone business
under the trade name of National Service Institute and is presently
operating a branch of National Coaching Service Institute , Inc. , under
the trade name of Career Institute located at 110 :Market Street , San
Francisco , California ~ which is also the address of said respondent
T 11e.

Archie K. Babson.

PAR. 2. For more than one year last pust , respolldents have been
and are now engaged in the sale and distribution of courses of study
and instruction intended for preparing students thereof for examina-

civil service positions under the United States Government , which said courses are pursued by correspondence through
the medium of the United States mails. Respondents , in the course
and conduct of said business , cause said courses of study and instruc-

tion for certain

tion to be transported from their respective places of business in the
States of Colorado and California to , into and through States of the
United States other than Colorado and California to the purchasers
thereof located in sueh other States and the District of

Columbia.

There has been at a11 times mentioned herein a course of trade in said
courses of instruction so sold and distributed by respondents in commerce bebyeen and among the various States of the United States , and
said course of trade has been and is substantial.
213840-- 54----

* *
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PAR. 3. In connection with the sale of said courses of study and
instruction respondents have made and are making use of printed
advertising matter distributed to prospective students throughout the
United States , in and by which numerous representations have been
and are made in regard to said courses of stndy and matters and

things connected therewith.

Typical

on postal cards distributed to rural

such representations , made
route or Post Office Box holders
of

are the following:
AM VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN CIVIL SERVICE
Please Send Full Informat~on and List of Positions
MANY THOUSANDS OF
RURAL MAIL CARRIER
GOVERNMENT POST MASTER

MEN AND WOMEN 2nd CLASS
Preparatory T l' a i n- 3rd CLASS
ing for Civil Service 4th CLASS

OPPORTUNITIES
POSITIONS

AGES 18

to 50

(To $4479. 00 Yearly to Start) (To $4479. 00 Yearly to Start)

HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY!!!
CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS OFFER CHANCES FOR ADV ANCEl\lENT
AND INCREASED EARNINGS IN GRADE PAY RAISES , LIBERAL PENSIONS, SICK LEAVE WITH PAY and PAID VACATIONS. INSTRUCTIONS NOW BEING GIVEN IF YOU QUALIFY.
Asst. Meat Inspectors
Postal Clerks
Railway Mail Clerks
Mail Clerks
Immigration Service
Customs Service
YVeather Bureau
Storekeepers
Reclamation Service
Veterans
Many Others
Administra tion

Mail Attached Card TODAY
For Full Information

PAR. 4. By means of the foregoing statements and representations
and others to the same effect not herein set out and by the use of the
corporate and trade names National Coaching Service Institute , Inc.
National Service Institute and Career Institute ,

respondents represent

and imply that their said business is "a branch of or connected with the
United States Government or the U. S. Civil Service Commission;

that many positions in the United

States Civil Service , including

those specifically name, d in said advertisement ,

are vacant , or avail-

able to all applicants; that men and women are needed to fill said
vacancies and are wanted by the United States Government to prepare
for civil service positions , and that said positions may be obtained

NATIONAL COACHING SERVICE INSTITUTE ,
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through respondents ' National Coaching Service Institute , Inc. , or
Career Institute; und that the starting salaries for the positions listed
run as high as $4479. 00

per annum.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of said

business as aforesaid

respondents employ numerous sales agents or representatives who
call on prospective purchasers of said courses of study. By means
of oral statements and representations made by said sales agents
respondents represent and imply to prospective students and purchasers of their said courses of study:
1. That National Coaching Service , Inc. , National Service Institute and Career Institute are connected with , or are branches of , the
U. S. Civil Service or the United States Government or some agency

thereof;
2. That respondents '

said sales agents are

ployees of the U. S. Civil Service or have

representatives or

em-

some official connection

therewith;

3. That the completion

of said courses of study mn.kes

enrollees

eligible for appointment to , or assures them of , or guarantees U. S.
Civil Service positions;
4. That enrollees failing to pass Civil Service examinations will
have positions held open for them by respondents;
5. That enrollees must take respondents ' course of study in order to
obtain Civil Service positions;

6. That the examinations

given by respondents are examinations

for specific positions in the Civil Service;
7. That enrollees will receive Civil Service positions immediately
or within a few days after successfully completing said courses;
8. That enrolleees may obtain employment at or near their homes
br within a short. distance therefrom;
9. That enrollees "ho do not have the experience , physical , mental
or educational qualifications , or veterans ' status required in many
positions for which respr:mdents offer training, may nevertheless find
employment in such positions;

10. That the U. S.

Civil Service

Commission is looking to ,

or

relying upon , respondents to locate and place employees;

11. That enrolJment contracts are cancelled

or refunds of

money

paid for tuition are made if enrollees decide to discontinue said courses
or are dissatisfied or have changed their minds.
In many instances said sales agents have rushed prospective purchasers into signing said enrollment contract without affording them
an opportunity to think over and consider the advisability of enrolling,
or reading and understanding the terms of said contract; and in some
instances respondents have demanded payment of tuition fees after
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they had been advised by the prospective purchasers that they
of

signed no note or contract for the payment

PAR. G.

All of

had

such fees.

saiel statements , representations , implic.ations and

practices are grossly exaggerated

, false and misleading. In truth

and in fact , ,yhile there are opportunities for employment in government service , the U. S. Civil Se-rvice Commission does not advertise
for men and wome,

to

fi11 government

positions 01' that

vueallcie~ exi~t

in government service.
The stateme, nts on saidpostal cards " Preparatory training for civil
service " and " Instructions now' being gi-ven if you qllaJifi' imply that

respondents are authorized 01' designated by the U. S. Civil Service to
of
civil service examiqualify and prepare applicants for the taking
nations. ~Iost of the positions listed 011 said postal cards are not. open
to applicallts generally but are either restricted to persons with veteran s status or requiring special physical and educational qualifica-

tions and practical experience.

There is no position known as Assistant ~leat Inspector , 01' positions in the ,Yeather Bureau, Veterans Administration , Customs , or
Rec1amation Services paying $4479. 00 pel' annum filled solely through

competitive examinations. The unqualified represeJltatioll that the
positions listed on sttid posbtl cards have starting salaries as high
$4479. 00 per yectr is grossly exaggerated and mislencling; ",ith respect
to postal service , the entrance salary in Post Offices of the first Hnd
second class is $1.31V2 per hour

and in the railway mail service, $1.41V~
,
employment
is frequently on a temporary 01~
per hour. ~IoreoYer
employees
are
advanced
to regulnr 01' carrieT posi,.
part time basis and

tionsas vacancies OCCUI'. Positions in salary ranges of $44-.70. 00 per
annum require college or professional training or approximate, ly Jive

practical experience. The lowest grade of meat inspector
position begins at $2650. 00 per annum and requires t,vo years of
experience. :Many positions in the Customs and Immigration Service
are restricteel to veterans.
Neither the respondents nor any of their officers , agents or salesmen
are connected in any manner whatsoever ,vith the U. S. Civil Service
the United States Government or any agency thereof. Employees
having completed respollclents ' courses of study are not eligible for
of
that fact , and any assurany position in the Civil Service by reason

years

of

ance , promise or guarantee

to

that effect made by said salesmen is

false. Respondents cannot hold open any position for any e:nrollee

who has Tailed to pass a Civil Service examination for

there is no

requirement by the Civil Service

such position;

Commission to take

respondents ' courses of instruction to qllnlify for Civil Service examinations or positions , and examinations given by respondents are not

NATIONAL COACHING SERVICE I::-.ISTITU'l'
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examinations for specific positions in the Civil Service. Enrollees

who ha:ve completed respondents ' course or ""ho have taken and passed

a Civil Service examination will not in all instances be placed immediately or in a short time in a Civil Service position , the time of actual
employment depending upon a number of factors , snch as availability

of eligible person in varions Civil SelTice districts , the rating of

eligibles , veterans ' preferences , and other conditions over which neither

respondents nor applicants have any control; nor can they determine
employment. There are many positions ill

the locations or place of

the Civil Service that are either limited exclusively to veterans or are

subject to special requirements pertaining to experience and physical
mental and educational qualifications and no one can be employed in
such positions without meeting all requirements. The U. S. Civil
Service Commission does not request or depend on any individuals or
furnish or recommend any employees or

private business to secure ,

applica.nts for Civil Service positions. Respollc1ents do not refund

deposits or money pa.id on account of tuition costs by students or purchasers of said courses , regardless of the reasons given therefor.
A large number of prospects solicited by sa.id salesmen liye inl ural
and farming areas where information regarding Civil Service and
the methods of obtaining employment therein is not readily available.

The representations on saiel postal cards that men and women are
the emphasis on Civil Service and listing of government

~vanted ,

positions , singly and in combination with the corporate and trade
names create the erroneous impression that said cards are official

announcements of the U. S. Civil Service Commission; and this implication is furthered and strengthened by sa.id sa.lesmen making the

statements and representations set forth in Paragraph Five
and in fa. iling to explain the terms

hereof
of the enrollment contract or

afford prospective purchasers the time to read , consider and comprehend said terms.

In many instances

enrollees believe they are sign-

ing a.pplications and are not aware that

they are signing a contract

and H, promissory note.
PAR. 7. The use of the words " National" and " Institute " in the
names National Coa.ching Service Institute , Inc. , National Service
Institute and Career Institute under which respondents ' business is
conducted are misleading in that they imply an official government
connection and the operation of a resident institution of learning with
a stn, ff of competent experienced and qualified educators offering
instruction in philosophy, the arts , sciences and other subjects of

higher learning.

In truth and in fact , respondents do not operate an " Institute " in
Respondents offer no training

the accepted sense of that term.
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instruction in philosophy, the arts , sciences , or other learned subjects.
No basic , thorough or competent instruction is given in residence in
any subject of learning. vVhile respondents may have in their employ
a number of persons possessing degrees from recognized institutions
of learning and teachers ' certificates , the subject matters in which
respondents ' students are prepared are not of the extent properly to be
included in the term of higher

education. In fact ,

respondents

courses of study and instruction consist of a general information type
of Civil Service examination and a number of special lessons in the
lower and non- professional type of examinations for Civil Service

is done by correspondence and consists of mailing
previously prepared lessons and the grading of papers by employees.
Moreover , much of the handling of contracts and grading of lessons is
done \vith machines , the operation of which does not require academic

positions. All work

training or teachers ' certificates.

PAR. 8. The use by respondents of the

statements and representa-

tions aforesaid has had and now has the tendency and capacity to and
does confuse ,

mislead and deceive

members of the public into the

erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations are true , and to induce them to purchase respondents ' courses of
study and instruction in said commerce on account thereof.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
nnd meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION m' THE COl\IJ\IISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the

Commission s Rules of Practice

and as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission and
Order to File Report of Compliance " dated April 21 , 1952 , the initial
decision in the instant matter of hearing examiner 'Villi am L. Pack
as set out as follo~s , became on that date the decision of the
Commission.
INITIAL DECISION BY WILLIA1\I L. PACK , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on :May 2 , 1951 , issued and subsequentJ)' served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents
named in the caption hereof , charging them with the use o.f unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of th0 provisions of that Act. After the filing by respondents of their answer
to the complaint , a hearing was held before the above named hearilJg'
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examiner , theretofore duly designated by the Commission , at which
a stipulation of facts was entered into by counsel supporting the complaint and counsel for respondents and incorporated in the record

which was duly filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter , the
proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by the hearing
examiner upon the complaint , ans'wer and stipulation (the stipulation having been approved by the hearing examiner) (counsel having
~leetednot to submit proposed findings and conclusions for consideration by the hearing examiner or to argue the matter orally), and the
hearing examiner , having duly considered the matter , finds that this
proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the following
findings as to the facts , conclusion dra"\yn therefrom , and order:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent National Coaching Service Institute , Inc.
is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State
01 Colorado , with its principal office and place of business located
at 1026 17th Street , Denver , Colorado. Respondent Archie K. Babson
an individual , is president of the corporation and formulates , controls
and lTlanages all of its affairs. Respondent Babson has also donG busiDess under the trade name National Service Institute and is presently

operating a branch of National Coaching

Service Institute ,

Inc.

under the trade name Career Institute , such branch being located at
110 l\-larket Street , San Francisco; California. Respondents are en-

gaged in the sale and distribution of courses of study and instruction
intended for preparing students thereof for examinations for certain
positions in the United States Civil Service , such courses being pursued by correspondence through the medium of the United States
mails.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
cause and have caused their courses of study and instruction , when
sold , to be transported from their places of business in the States of
Colorado and California to purchasers located in various other States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents

maintain and have maintained a course of trade in their courses in

various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 3. In promoting the sale of their courses of study and instruction respondents use printed postal cards which are mailed to prospective purchasers. Inquiries received in response to such cards are
referred by respondents to traveling sales agents employed by them
commerce between and among

who proceed to call upon the prospects and undertake to sell them the
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courses. It is with certain oral representations alleged to have been
made to prospective students by these sales agents that the present
proceeding is primarily concerned. The record establishes that in a
substantial number or instances the rollowing representations have
been made:
(a) That National Coaching Service Institute , Inc. , National Service Institute

, and Career Institute are connected

with the United

States Civil Service or some other agency or the United States Gov-

ernment.
(b) That respondents ' sales agents are

representatives or employees

or the United States Civil Service or have some official connection
therewith.
(c) That the completion or respondents ' courses or study assures
students or appointment to United States Civil Service positions 01'

makes them eligible ror such appointments.
(d) That students

railing to pass Civil Service examinations will

have positions held open ror them by respondents.

(e) That prospective students must take respondents ' courses or
study in order to obtain Civil Service positions.

(f) That the examinations given by respondents are examinations

ror specific positions in Civil Service.
(g) That students will receive Civil Service positions immediately

or within a rew days after

successrully completing respondents

courses.
(h) That students

may obtain employment in or near the cities or

towns in which they reside.

(i) That students

not possessing the experience ,

physical , mental

qualifications or veterans ' status required ror many
positions ror which respondents offer training may nevertheless find
employment in such positions.
(j) That the UniteclStates Civil Service Commission is looking to
or relying upon respondents to locate and place employees.
PAR. 4. These representations were raIse and misleading. Neither
respondents nor any or their agents are connected in any manner with
the United States Civil Service or any other agency or the United
States Government. Students completing respondents ' courses are
not by reason or that racteligible ror any position in the Civil Service.
Respondents are wholly without power or authority to hold open any
position in the Civil Service ror anyone. There is no requirement
that persons take respondents ' courses in order to qualiry for Civil
Service examinations or positions. The examinations given by reor educational

spondents are not examinations ror specific positions in the CivH Serv-
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who have completed respondents' courses and passed a
Civil Service examination will not, in all instances , be placed in Civil
Service positions immediately or within a. short time. The time of
actual employment depends upon a number of factors , such as availability of eligible persons in various Civil Service districts , the rating
of eligibles , veterans ' preferences , and other conditions over which

ice. Persons

neither respondents nor applicants have any control. Nor can respondents or applicants determine the place of employment. There
are some positions in the Civil Service which are either limited ex-

clusively to veterans or are subject to special requirements pertaining
to experience and to physical ,

mental and educational qualifications

and no one can be employed in such positions unless he meets such
requirements. The United States Civil Service
look to or rely

upon respondents to secure

Commission does not

or recommend any em-

positions.
indicates that respondents have sought in good
faith to prevent misrepresentation by their sales agents and that sales
agents have been dismissed by respondents when it was found that they
had been guilty of making false statements to prospective purchasers.
Respondents place upon the printed forn1 of enrollment agreement
which purchasers are required to sign , a statement to the effect that
respondents are not connected in any way with any Governmental
agency, and this statement also appears on a circular letter and other
advertising material used by respondents in contacting prospective
students.
6. The use by respondents of the word " Institute " in their
A~.
corporate and trade names is itself misleading in that such word implies that respondents ' school is a resident institution of higher learning. , The school is not in fact such an institution but , as heretofore
stated , is a correspondence school engaged in the teaching of courses
designed to prepare students for Civil Service examinations.
PAR. 7. ""Vhile the complaint contained certain charges in addition to
ployees or applicants for Civil Service

PAR. 5. The record

those discussed above, such additional charges are not sustained

the record.
PAR. 8. The acts and practices of respondents , as described above
have the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial
portion of the purchasing public with respect to respondent' s school
and its courses of study and instruction and with respect to positions
jn the United States Civil Service, and the tendency and capacity to
cause such portion of the public to purchase respondents '
as result of

courses as
the erroneous and mistaken belief so engendered.
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CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents , as hereinabove set out , are
all to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive
acts and practices, in commerce within the intent and meaning of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER

It is oTdered That the respondents , National Coaching Service Institute , Inc. , a corporation , and its officers , and Archie Ie. Babson , individually and as an officer of said corporation and also doing business
under the names of National Service Institute and Career Institute
and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , in connection with the offering
for sale , sale and distribution in commerce, as " commerce " is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act , of respondent' s courses of

study and instruction , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the word " Institute " or any simulation thereof as a part
of respondents ' corporate or trade names; or otherwise representing,
directly or by implication , that respondents ' school is a resident institution of higher learning.
2. Representing, directly or by implication:
(a) That respondents ' school has any connection with the United
States Civil Service or any other agency of the United States Government.
(b) That respondents '

sales agents are representatives or employees

of the United States Civil Service or have any connection therewith.
( c) That the completion of respondents ' courses of study assures
students of positions in the Uniteel 'States Civil Service or makes
them eligible for appointment to such positions.
(d) That respondents have any power or authority to hold open
for any person any position in the United States Civil Service.
, (e) That it is necessary that persons seeking Civil Service positions
take respondents '

courses of study

in order to qualify for or obtain

such positions.
(f) That the examinations given by respondents are examinations

for specific positions in the Civil Service.

(g) That all persons completing respondents ' courses and passing
Civil Service examinations will obtain positions immediately or within

a short time.

(h) That positions obtained

in the United States Civil Service will

be at or near the place of residence of the employee.

NATIONAL COACHING SERVICE INSTITUTE "
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(i) That Civil Service positions requiring certain physical , mental or educational qualifications or veterans ' status may be obtained by
persons not meeting such requirements.

(j) That the United States Civil Service Commission is looking to
or relying upon respondents to locate persons to fill positions in the
Ci viI Service.
ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

It is ordered Th~, t the respondents herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon the1TI of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as required by said declaratory decision and order of April 21 , 1952).
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1943-Deci8ioll , Apr.

A1lg.

Massaging of the gums , as understood

by a great majority

, 1952

of the general

public from the use of the word in advertisements as meaning a haphazard
indiscriminate rubbing of the gums with a toothbrush or finger , either with
or without the toothpaste involved in the instant case, is of no value in

making soft gums firm or in the prevention or treatment of gingivitis
pyorrhea.
The term " massage " as used by dentists means II careful stroking 01' squet:'zing
pressure applied to the gums in a

particular area to achieve a specific

purpose , the proper use. of which requires professional instruction.
While the testimony of the eXllert witnesses in the instant case \vas conflicting
as to the value of massaging the gums , even with professIonal instrnctioll
the rn' eponderant weight of the qualified dental opinion was that massaging

them in the sense of indiscriminate rubbing is of no value and , in some
cases, is actually harmful.

Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale of its " Forhan s 'Toothpaste
along with its advertising agent , in advertising in newspapers and periodicals and thL'ough radio broadcasts , directly and by implication(a) Falsely represented that uninstructed massage of the gums with said

toothpaste ,,' ould help make them firmer;

massage and cleaning the teeth with saW toothpaste
would protect the user against gingivitis and pyorrhea and was of value

(b) Represented that such

in the treatment of the former condition; and
(c) Represented that by comparison all other toothpaste.s were " ord i nary
and inferior;
The facts being that the sole value of said preparation was as a cleaning agent;
use thereof in brushing the teeth was of no value in the treatment of
or in the prevention thereof except to the extent that it might

gingivitis ,

help gingivitis caused by accumulation of food particles or other

foreign
materials in places inaccessible to the toothbrush; preponderant weight

of qualified dental opinion was that massaging the gums in the sense of indiscriminately rubbing them was of no value and in some cases was actually

harmful; results achieved through the use of their preparation

were

essentially the same as those achieved through the use of other commercial
toothpastes; and it

was not extraordinary in the sense

inferior;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceiye

that others were

a substantial portion of the

purchasing public into the erroneous belief that such representations were
true and thereby to induce a substantial number of the public to purchase

said preparation:
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That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth , were all

to the prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and de-

cepti're acts and practices in commerce.

As respects the charge of the complaint that respondents had falsely represented
that the use of said

product would protect teeth against decay by removing

from them the acids and acid films which are its cause , the record showed
that brushing the teeth with a dentifrice would remove acid film from surfaces accessible to the toothbrush, and that such acid film was one of the
causes of tooth decay, and the Commission was of the opinion , upon the
record, that these allegations had not been sustained.
As regards the allegations of the complaint that respondents had falsely represented that the use of said toothpaste as a dentifrice would cause the
n~er s teeth to become naturally white , sparkling, bright and lustrous, even
though their natural appearance, even when clean and polished, was dull

and yellowish: it was believed-notwithstanding the fact that all teeth
are not naturally white or brilliant and that said toothpaste would not
alter the original color or luster of the teeth

removal of film ,

debris

though it would, through the

, dirt and surface stains assist in cleaning them-

that exaggerations as to the whiteness and luster which would be achieved
were unlikely to deceive anyone factually, as

by the use of a toothpaste ,

Jong as it was clearly stated that it only cleaned teeth to their

own natural

state, as in the typical representation " cleans dull teeth to their natural
white brilliance ; and the Commission , in the absence of evidence to the
ontrary, found that the allegations' of the complaint with respect to said
matter had not been sustained.

With respect to the allegations that respondents had falsely represented

that

large numbers of dentists had for many years recommended said toothpaste
for the results claimed by respondents in their advertisement: the record
contained no evidence proving that large

numbers of dentists had not

recommended, and said allegation was not sustained.

found to be
were contained in advertisements disseminated prior to the issuance of the complaint and that the record was silent

While the Commission considered the fact that the representations
faJse in the instant proceeding

disseminate similar
Commission also considered

as to ,vhether or not respondents bad continued to
advertising representations since that time, the

the fact that respondents had at no times contended that they were not
continuing to so advertise, and had at all

their said advertisements

times vigorously contended that

were proper and legal ,

and was of the opinion

upon the record, that res'PoncIents were likely to so advertise in the future
unless prohibited by an order of

the Commission; and that, accordingly,

the issuance of such an order was required in the public interest.
Before
lIf1'. John TV. Addison hearing examiner.
for the Commission.
M?. Randolph TV. Branch
Littlefield , il1iller
Cleave8 of New York City, for respondents.

lIlaTga'J'et C.

Go'Lcley,

""Vasey &, Co. , Inc.

of New York City, also represented Erwin
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Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
. Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Zonite Products
Corporation , a corporation , and Erwin , 'Vasey & Company, Inc. , a
corporation , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it ' appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof ,vould

be in the public interest , hereby states its charges

in that respect as

follows:
P ARAGRAPI-I 1. Respondents Zonite Products Corporation and Er-

win , 'Vasey & Company, Inc. , are corporations organized under the

laws of the State of Delaware , and have their respective offices and
principal places of business at Chrysler Building and at 420 Lexington
A venue , city and State of New York.
PAR. 2. Respondent Zonite Products Corporation

is now , and has

been for several years last past , engaged in the sale of Forhan s Toothpaste , a cosmetic preparation as defined in the Federal Trade Commissiori Act. Respondent Erwin , vVasey & Company, Inc. , has been

the advertising agent for re, spondent Zonite Products Corporation
and has participated in the preparation and dissemination of the advertising matter to which reference is made herein.
Respondent Zonite Products Corporation causes the said toothpaste
when sold , to be shipped and transported from its principal place of
business in the State of New York and from its manufacturing plant
in the State of New Jersey, to purchasers thereof located in various
States other than that of the points of origin of such shipments. Said

respondent maintains ,

and at all times mentioned herein has main-

a course of trade in its said toothpaste in commerce between
and among the various States of the United States and in the District

. tained ,

of Columbia.
PAR. 3. Respondents , in the course and conduct of their businesses
have disseminated and are now disseminating and ha, ve caused , and
and now causing the dissemination of , false advertisements concernToothpaste by the United States mails , and by
various other means in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondents have also dissemi-

ing said Forhan s

nated , and are now disseminating, and have caused , and are now causing the dissemination of ,

false advertisements

concerning said For-

han s Toothpaste by .various means , for the purpose of inducing, or
which are likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of the
said preparation in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

' .
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Among, and typical of , the false , misleading and deceptive state-'
l11ents and representations contained in said false advertisements
disseminated and caused to be disseminated : as aforesaid by the United'
States mails , by advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals
by radio continuities and by other advertising literature , are the following:
Examine your gums closely. Are they tender, sore to the touch? Do they'
bleed when ~'ou brush your teeth? Then anyone of these signs may mean that
Gingivitis has started its silent work on you, This mild gum inflammation is,

so common today that foul' out of five may have it. If care isn t takenmay lead to Pyorrhea, ,,' hich only yonr dentist can help. See your dentistthen at home help guard against Gingivitis with Forhan s Toothpaste and'
massage. This time tested Forhan method not only helps gums to be firmerbut also brightens clingy teeth to their natural sparkling lustre. Forhan

costs no more than ordinary toothpastes-so why not enjoy its advantages.
If neglected this may lead to dreaded Pyorrhea , which only your dentist can,
help.
If neglected- Gingivitis

may lead to dreaded

and loosened teeth which often

Pyorrhea , to shrinking gums'
haye to be extracted in the last stages of

Pyol'l'hea,

He was a very successful dentist-and

he

told me of a great many cases where

he had cheeked gingivitis- and in all those cases Forhan s as a gum massage'
and toothpaste has worked out fine.

For home defense in helping guard against Gingivitis massage your gums and

brush your teeth twice daily with Forhan 8 Toothpa8te-mnssaging' gums to'
helps'
be firmer and for cleaning teeth to their natural brightness- Forlmn
remove acid film that so often starts tooth decay, Yet Forhan
than
ordinary toothpastes,

s costs no more'

So guard against Gingivitis- help your gums to be firmer- your

bright and sparkling ,vith Forhan s

You will hear illy four

Toothpaste and massage.
children massaging their gums and

teeth naturally"

brushing theil"

brushing so vigorously and:
earnestly that it seems like a chorus shouting " down with gingivitis,
Forhan s with massage not only helps gums to be firmer , but actually cleans
1/aturalwhitc brilliance.
dull teeth to their own
teeth with Forhan s Toothpaste-massaging and

One best precaution against Gingivitis. .Just put some Forhan s

Toothpaste'

on your finger tip and massage it onto your gums,
Gingivitis helped in 30 days.

Forhan

helps remove acids that cause decay,

No wonder so many dentists for over twenty

years have used and recom-

mended Forhan

PAR. 4. Throngh the

use of the aforesaid statements and

claims,

hereinabove set forth , and others similar thereto not specifically set
out herein , respondent has represented , directly and by implication
that Forhan s Toothpaste when rnbbed on the gums will make the
gums firmer; will protect the user against gingivitis and pyorrhea
and is of value in the treatment of gingiyitis; that the use of Forhan
ToothDaste as a deiltrifice will cause the user s teeth to become natu-

" "
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, and will protect

teeth

against decay by removing from them the acids and acid films which
are its cause; that large numbers of dentists have for many years
recommended it for these purposes , and that by comparison with
Forhan s all other toothpastes are " ordinary " and inferior.
PAR. 5. The foregoing statements and representations are false
and misleading. In truth and in fact, Forhan s Toothpaste , however

applied , ,vill not afford any protection to the user against either gingivitis or pyorrhea and is of no value in the treatment of gingivitis
or any other ailment or condition of the mouth or gums. The firmness of gums is primarily dependent upon the general condition of the

system and supporting mechanism of the teeth ,

and will not be

enhanced , improved or affected by the use of said product either as a
dentrifice , as a rubbing medium or both; the user will not be protected
against gingivitis or other gum troubles nor rendered less susceptible
thereto. Any benefit that may result from rubbing said product on

the gums is due solely to the rubbing and liot to any property of the
sparkle
toothpaste. "Vhether teeth naturally possess " whiteness
qualities
of the
"
depends
upon
the
natural
brightness " and " lustre
qualities;
those
some
people
possess
these
tooth enamel The teeth of
qualities
will
be
cases
none
of
these
of others do not and in such
s
Toothattained , acquired or disclosed through the use of Forhan
paste whether it is rubbed on the gums , used as a dentrifice or both.
Forhan s will not , however used , protect the teeth of the user against
decay. There

is no substantial body of medical

or dental opinion

which holds that Forhan s dentrifiee , when used as directed , will protect the teeth against ac.ids or acid films in the localities where decay

is most prevalent. The only value of Forhan s Toothpaste is as a
not unpleasant adjunct to the use of the toothbrush in cleaning the
teeth. No substantial number of dentists has reeommended Forhan
as a means of accomplishing the results claimed by respondent and
toothpste possesses no inherent superiority in any respect over other toothpastes which warrants the charac.terization of such toothpastes by respondent as ordinary or common
by eomparison with respondents ' product. Forhan s is in no respect
extraordinary.
PAR. 6. The use by respondent of the foregoing false , misleading
and deceptive statements and representations with respect to its said
Forhan s Toothpaste has had , and now has , the c.apac.ity and tendency
, and does , mislead and c1eeeive a substantial portion of the purchasing public int.o the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations were and are true and into the purchase of
set forth herein. Respondent' s
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substantial quantities of

respondenfs toothpaste

because of such

erroneous and mistaken l::elief.

acts and practices of respondent, as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts and practices within the intent and
PAR. 7. The, aforesaid

meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act..
REPORT , FINDINGS AS TO TI-IE FACTS , AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
on August 18 , 1943 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents , Zonite Products Corporation and Erwin , ,Yasey & Company,
Inc. , charging said respondents with the use of unfair and deceptive

the Federal Trade Commission

acts and practices in commerce in violation of the

provisions of that

Act. After the filing of respondents ' ans'wers , testimony and other
evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the
complaint ' were introduced before a hearing examiner of the Commission , theretofore duly designated by it , and such testimony and other
evidence "' ere duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.
Thereafter , this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commission upon the aforesaid complaint , the respondents
answers thereto , testimony and other evidence , the recommended
decision of the hearing examiner and exceptions thereto by counsel

and briefs and oral argument of counsel; and the
Commission , having duly considered the matter and having entered
its order disposing of the exceptions to the recommended decision
for respondents ,

examiner rtnd being now fully advised in the premises , finds thrtt this proceeding is in the interest of the public and'

of the hertring

makes this its l1ndings

as to the

facts and its conclusion drawn

therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO TI-IE FACTS
PARAGR.

\PII 1. Respondents ,

Zonite Products

Corporrttion rtncl

Envin , ,Yasey &; Company, Inc. , rtre corporations organized under

, and

haye their respective ofilces
the laws of the State of Delawrtre
Lexington Avenue and 420
business
at
370
and principal places of
Lexington Avenue , Ne\v York , New York.

\R. 2. Respondent Zonite Products Corpc, l'ation is now , and has

engaged in the sale of Forhan
preparation.
Respondent Erwin , 'Vasey &
Toothpaste , a cosmetic

been for

several years last past

Company, Inc. , has been the aclYertising agent for respondent Zonite
Products Corporation and has participated in the preparation' and
213840-

54-

....
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disseminatio n of the advertising matter , as hereinafter set forth subsequent to January 1
PAR. 3. Respondent Zonite Products Corporation causes the said
tooth paste ,

when sold , to be shipped and transported frl)m its prin-

cipal place of business in the State of

facturing plant in the State of

New York and from its manu-

New Jersey, to purchasers thereof

located in various States other than that of the points of origin of

such shipments; said respondent maintains , and at all times mentioned
herein has maintained , a course of trade in its said tooth paste in
commerce between and among the, various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their businesses , as aforesaid
and for the purpose of indueing the purchase of the cosmetic prep-

aration , designated as Forhan s Toothpaste , respondents have dis8eminated and have caused the dissemination of many advertisements concerning said preparation by the United States mails ,

and by various

means in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act; and respondents have also disseminated and have
caused the dissemination of

many advertisements concerning said

preparation by various means for the purpose of inducing and which
were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparation in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Among and typical of the statements and representations
contained in said advertisements , disseminated and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set forth , principally by insertions in news-

papers and periodicals

and radio announcements , have been the

following:
Sore Bleeding Gums of

GINGIVITIS

Helped in 30 Days!
Even

yo~t

may be victim of gum

inflamllla tion attacking thousands!

If gums are tender, sore or bleed , BE,V ARE! You may have Gingivitis, an
inflammation where gums join teeth and , IF NEGLECTED, often forewarns of
your dentist can help.
only
Pyorrhea which
BUT- you can help guard against Gingivitis this easy way: a recent clinical
enlarlca.bly
helped in
investigation shows over 95% of Gingivitis patients were
30 days by cleaning teeth and massaging gums twice daily with Forhan s Toothpaste-the ORIGINAL toothpaste for massaging gums.
Massage and brushing with Forhan s helps keep gums firmer , healthier; * * *

'"
'" *'"
'" '"
* '"
'"

; .
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Are they tender , sore to touch? . Do they
Then anyone of these signs may mean Gin-

'" '" '" E xamine your gums closely.
bleed when you brush your teeth?

This mild gum inflammation is so
givitis has started its silent work on you.
common today four out of five may have it. If care isn t taken-it may lead to

Pyorrhea which only your dentist can help. See your dentist-then at home
help guard against Gingivitis with Forhan s toothpaste and massage. * * *
Forhan s costs no more than ordinary toothpaste-so why not enjoy its advantages.

Friends-a simple gum inflammation called Gingivitis is attacking thousands
throughout the country. It' s so common today four out of five of us may have
You
it.
yourself may be getting it and at first not even suspect it. Some signs
If neglected this condition may lead to dreaded Pyortende1 , bleeding gums.
rhea , which only your dentist can help. See your dentist. Then at home help
guard against Gingivitis hy massaging your gums with Forhan s Toothpaste.
This effective Forhan s method , developed by Dr. R. J. Forhan , helps gums to be
firmer-'-thus more able to ward off infection. * * * Forhan s is one toothpaste
you can buy today that helps remove acid film that so often starts tooth decay~'et Forhan s costs no more than ordinary toothpastes. Remember-sound
sparkling teeth require firm gums. So help by starting Forhan s and massage at
are

once.

The whole nation is awake to the importance of good teeth- and a good rule
to remember is-good teeth need firm gums-and gums often need care in helping
them to be firmer. The best care of course is to see yonr dentist four times a
year. And in addition a good rule is to massage your gums twice a day with
Toothpaste. Some Forhan s toothpaste on your finger tip massaged

Forhan s

gently onto your gums morning and night to help them be firmer- to help
guard against Gingivitis- the tender ble~ding gum condition to which four out
of five of us may be subject * * *

'" * * He was a very successful dentist-and

I asked him about Forhan
he said-and recomhave used Forhan
seen what fine results it produces too. And

Toothpaste. Excellent-- he said- I
mended it for years. And I hm- e

he told me of a great many cases where he had checked Gingivitis-the sore, tenin all those cases Forhan s as a
gum massage and toothpaste has worked out fine. * * *
der gum condition which most of us face-and

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements hereinabove set forth
respondents have represented , directly and by implication , that unin-

structed massage

of the

gums with Forhan s Toothpaste will help

Inake gums firmer; that uninstructed massage of the gums and clean-

ing the teeth with Forhan s Toothpaste will protect the user against
gingivitis and pyorrhea; that uninstructed massage of the gums and
cleaning the teeth with Forhan s Toothpaste is of value in the treatment of gingivitis; and that , by comparison with Forhan , all other
tooth pastes are " ordinary " and inferior.

------

------------- -------- -- - - -- ---- - ------------------------------------------------- ----------- ---- ------- ---------
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The formula for Forhan s Toothpaste is as follows:
Ingt' edients
Percentage

Precipitated chalk--____----------------------------------------

45.
Sodium soap__-__---------------------------- ------------------ 1.
Zinc soap (~nc stearate and zinc okate) ----------------------- . 9
Glycerine (or other hun1ectants)
35. 0
Flavoring oils (pepperment, menthol and thymol) --------------- .

Mineral oil______---------------------------------------------- .
Gums- - -- - -

. 47
. 07
Certified color______------------------------------------------- . 004

Saccharine__- ---

Sodium Chloride-___------------------------------------------- . 16

VVater (by

difference) -----------------------------------------

15. 196

100. 00

The manufacturing process tolerates variances in the percentages
humectants , and water , of pIns or minus . 5% which has no
material effect on the product , but may give slightly different quantitative values for those ingredients from batch to batch.
PAR. 8. Respondents ' preparation contains nothing the applica.
of chalk ,

bon of which is of therapeutic value in the preyention or cure of any
disease or disorder of the teeth or gums. Its sole value is as a cleaning
agent. The use of this preparation on a toothbrush in brushing the

teeth is of no value in the treatment of inflammation of the gums
(gingivitis) ; its use on a toothbrush in brushing the teeth is of no
value in preventing gingivitis or pyorrhea except to the extent that
it may help to prevent gingivitis caused by accumulation of food particles or other foreign materials in places on the teeth which are
accessible to a toothbrush.
The term " massage " as

used in their above

set-out advertisement

means to the great majority of the general public a haphazard , indiscriminate rubbing of the gums with a toothbrush or finger. ~Iassaging of the gums in this sense , whether with or without the said
preparation , is of no value in making soft gums firm , or in the preyention or treatment of gingivitis or pyorrhea. The term " massage
as used by dentists , means a careful stroking or squeezing pressure
applied to the gums in a particular area to achieve a specific purpose. Its proper use

requires professional instruction.

The testimony

of the expert witnesses is conflicting as to the value of massaging the
gums even with professional instruction. However , the preponderant weight of the qualified dental opinion is that massaging the gums
in the sense of indiscriminately rubbing them is of no value and , in
bome cases , is actually harmful to the gums.
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The results achieved

through the use of respondents '

preparation

are essentially the same as those achieved through the use of other
commercial tooth pastes. It is not extraordinary in the sense that the
properties of competing commereial tooth pastes are inferior.
PAR. 9. The complaint also al1eges that respondents have falsely

represented that the use of Forhan s Toothpaste will proteet teeth
against deeay by removing from them the acids and acid films which
helps
aTe its cause. Respondents represented "Forhan
The
remove acid film that so often starts tooth decay *
reeol'd shows that brushing teeth ",ith a dentifrice

will

remove acid

toothbrush and
that sueh acid film is one of the causes of tooth decay. Upon this
l'eeorcl , the Commission is of the opinion that these allegations of the
film from those surfaces of the teeth accessible to the

sustained.
complaint further alleges that respondents have falsely

complaint have not been
P AR. I0. The

represented that the use of Forhan s Toothpaste as a dentifrice wDl
cause the user s teeth to become naturally white , sparkling, bright
when clean
and polished , is dull or yellowish. A typical representation is "cleans
Interpreted literdull teeth to their own natural white brilliance.
ally, this represents that Forhan s Toothpaste will clean teeth to their
own natural state which is that of white brilliance. All teeth are not
naturaJIy white. nor briniant. The use of Forhan s Toothpaste will
not alter the original color or lustre of teeth though it will , through
the removal of film , debris , dirt and surface stains , assist in cleaning
and lustrous even though their natural appearance, even

them. However ,

in the absence

of evidence to the contrary, it is be-

lieved that exaggerations as to the whiteness and lustre to be achieved
by the use of a tooth paste are unlikely to deceive anyone factually
as long as it is clearly stated that the tooth paste only cleans teeth to

their own

therefore , finds that the
complaint that these representations are deceptive

natural state. The Commission ,

allegation of the

has not been sustained.
PAR. 11. The complaint

further alleges that respondents have

dentists have for many
years recommended Forhan s Toothpaste for the results claimed by
falsely represented that large numbers of

respondents in their

advertisements. The record does not contain
numbers of dentists have not so recom-

evidencE' proving that large

mended Forhan s Toothpaste. Therefore , this allegation of the complaint has not been sustained.

PAR. 12. The statements and representations referred to in Paragraph Six of these findings have been and are false and misleading,
and the advertisements wherein such statements

and representations

were made were false advertisements. Respondents ' use of the afore~
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shid false ' ai1d ni.isleading statements and representations; dis~emi.
l1ftted as aforesaid , has had the tendency and capacity to mislead and
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representations were
true and to induce a substantial number of the public to purchase said
deceive a substantial portion of the

and mistaken belief.
PAR. 13. The Commission has considered the fact that the

preparation because of such erroneous

repre-

slmtations found to be false herein were contained in advertisements
dlsseminated prior to the issuance of the complaint herein and that
the Ieeord is silent as to whether or not respondents have contillued
to disseminate advertisements containing similar representations
since that time. It has further considered the fact that respondents
,

have at no time contended that they were not continuing to so advertise and have at all times vigorously contended that their said advertisements were proper and legal. Upon this record , the Commission

is of the opinion

likely to so advei'tise in the

that respondents are

future unless prohibited from doing so by an order of the Commis8ion
and that , therefore , the issuance of such an order is required in the

public interest.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents as herein found (excluding i hose referred to in Paragraphs Nine through Eleven incll1sive)

are an to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and dfceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
~1eaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission ,

respondents ' answers
thereto , testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition
to the allegations of the complaint introduced before a hearing examiner of the Commission , theretofore duly designated by it , the
hearing examiner s recommended decision and exceptions thereto by
counsel for respondents , and briefs and oral argument of counsel; and
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents have violated the provisions of the Federa1 Trade Comn1ission Act:
It is ordered That the respondents ,

Zonite Products Corporation

ai1d Erwin ',y asey & Company, Inc. , and their respective officers
agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the offering for sale , sale
or distribution of the cosmetic preparation , Forhan s Toothpaste , or

ZONITE PRODUCTS CORP. ET AL.
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any other preparation of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties whether sold under the same
name or under any other name , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated , any advertisement
by means of the United States mails , or by any means in commerce;
as "

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , which

advertisement represents , directly or by implication:
(a) That massaging the gums with said preparation is of any value
in making gums firmer or in the prevention of gingivitis or pyorrhea;
(b) , That massaging the gums or brushing the teeth with said
preparation is of any value in the treatment of gingivitis;
( c) That brushing the teeth with said preparation is of any value
in the prevention of ' gingivitis or pyorrhea other than to the extent
that locany caused

gingivitis may be prevented by keeping the teeth

clean;

(d) That the results obtained by the use of competing tooth pastes
are inferior.
2. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated , any advertisement
by any means , for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce
directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparation in commerce
as " commerce

" is deJined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , which

advertisement contains any of the representations prohibited in paragraph 1 hereof.
I t is /'u1,the1' O1YleTed That the respondents shall , wi thin sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.
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IN THE J\iL~ TTER

HOME :MACHINE SUPPLY , INC. ET AL.
CO~IPLAINT , FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATIO:\'

OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CO~GRESS APPROYED
Docket

5884.

Com:plaint ,

When articles of merchandise,

June

SEPT. 20 , HJ14

1951-Decision , AIJ1'. 9d4, 1952

exhibited and
purchasing public not marked or not
adequately marked showing that they are of foreign origin , or with markings covered or otherwise concealed, such public understands and believes
them to be wholly of domestic origin.
including sewing machines, are

offered for sale by retailers to the

There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantial number who
have a decided preference for products originating in the United States
over products originating in whole or in part in foreign countries, including

sewing machine heads.

Where a corporation and its two officers engaged in the competitive interstate
sale of sewing machine heads purchased by them from importers, and of
completed sewing machines made by attaching a motor to said heads in
process of which the words " l\Iade in Occupied Japan " or " Japan " were
covered(a) Failed adequatel;v to disclose on said heads that they were made in Japan
notwithstanding the presence upon the front of some of them of a medallion
which bore in small and indistinct words . the legend " Made in Occupied
Japan " or " Japan ; and thereby placed in the hands of dealers a means
whereby they might deceive the purchasing public as to the place of origin
of said heads; and
(b) Made such statements in their advertising as " Fully guaranteed" , without
disclosing the terms and conditions of the guarantee , effect of which was to
confuse and mislead the public and purchasers;
'Vith tendency and capacity to mislead members of the purchasing public into
the erroneous belief that their said product was of domestic origin and
thereby induce purchase of sewing machines of which said heads were a
part; and with effect of unfairly diverting trade to them from competitor
sellers of the domestic and of the imported products:
That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all
HeZel,
to the prejudice and injury of the public and of competitors, find constituted

unfair methods of competition in commerce and

unfair and deceptiye acts

and practices therein.
Before

Ll!1'

11/1,

il11' .

James A. Purcell hearing examiner.
TVilUmn L. Ta,qgart
for the Commission.
H. Robert LefohtB of New York City, for respondents.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Home ~1achine
Supply, Inc. , a corporation , and J\1ax Lippman , and :Max Albin , indi-

,'idually and as officers of saiel corporation , hereinafter referred to as
respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would
in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
that respect as follows:

P ARAGRAPI-I 1. Respondent ,

Home J\1achine Supply, Inc. , is a corpo-

l'ation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New Yor1\: with its office and principal place of business at
750 Avenue of the Americas , New Yor1\: , New York. Respondent J\1ax
Lippman is President and respondent 1\Iax Albin is SecretaryTreasurer of the corporate respondent

, and acting as such officers

formulate , direct and control the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation. The address of these individual respondents is the same
as that of the corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and have been for several years last
past , engaged in the sale of sewing machine heads purchased by them
from importers , and completed sewing machines of which said heads
are a part , to retailers who sell to the purchasing public. In the course

and conduct of their business

respondents cause their said sewing

machine heads , when sold ,

to be transported from their place of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof located in various
other States , and maintain and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained a course of trade in said prochlCts in commerce among and
between the various States of the. United States. Their volume of
trade in said commerce has been and is now substantial.
PAR. 3. 1Vhen the sewing machine heads are purchased by respond" ents the words " ILUade in Occupied Japan " or "Japan " appear on the

bac);;: of the vertical arm. Before the heads are sold to the purchasing
public as a part of a complete sewing machine it is necessary to attach
;t motor to the head in the process of whieh the aforesaid words are
covered by the motor so that they are not visible. In some instances
said heads when received by respondents , are marked with a medallion
placed on the front of the vertical arm upon which the words " J\1ade
in Occupied Japan " or
apan " appear. These words are , however
so small and indistinct that they do not constitute adequate notice to
the public that the heads are imported.
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PAR. 4. When articles of merchandise , including sewing machines
are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public and such articles are not marked or are not adequately marked

showing that they are of foreign origin or if marked and the markings
are covered or otherwise concealed , such purchasing public understands and believes such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.
There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantial number who have a decided preference for products originating
in the United States over products originating in whole or in part
foreign countries , including sewing machine heads.
PAR.
5. Respondents in their advertising make such statements as
the following:
Fully guaranteed"

he use of the word " guaranteed" in said advertising without disguarantee is confusing and
misleading to the public and purchasers and constitutes an unfair

closing the terms and conditions of the

and deceptive act and practice in commerce.
PAR. 6. R, espondents

by placing in the

hands of dealers

their said

sewing machine heads and completed sewing machines provide said
dealers a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and
deceive the purchasing public as to the place of origin of said heads.
business
are in substantial competition in commerce with the makers and sellers
of domestic machines and also sellers of imported machines , some of
PAR. 7. Respondents in the course and conduct of their

whom adequately inform the public

as to the source of origin of

their said product.

PAR. 8. The failure of respondents to adequately disclose on
sewing machine heads that they are manufactured in Japan has

the
the

tendency and capacity to lead members of the purchasing public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that their said product is of domestic origin , and to induce members of the purchasing public to
purchase sewing machines of which their heads are a part because of
such erroneous and mistaken belief. As a result thereof , trade has
been unfairly diverted to respondents from their competitors and
substantial injury has been and is being done to competition in
commerce.
PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein
alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondents ' competitors and eonstitute unfair methods of competition
and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

HOME MACHINE SUPPLY ,
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DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and
as set forth in the Commission s " Decision of the Commission and
Order to FIle Report of CompJiance , dated April 24 , 1952 , the initial
decision in the instant

as set

matter of hearing examiner James A. Purcell

out as follows , became

on that date

the decision of the

Commission.
INITIAL DECISION BY J AI~-IES A. PURCELL , HEARING EXAMINER

Pl1rsuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
on June 27 , 1951 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in the above-entitled proceedings upon the

the Federal Trade Commission

respondents Home :Machine Supply, Inc. , a corporation , and Max
Lippman and Max Albin , individually and as officers of said corporation , charging them with unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce in violation of said Act. On July 25 , 1951 , respondents
filed their answer to the complaint. Thereafter , ata hearing held
in New York , New Yor1\: , on Decem bel' 6 , 1951 , respondents moved the
Hearing Examiner for leave to withdraw the aforesaid answer and to
file in substitution thereof an answer admitting all of the material
allegations of facts set forth in the complaint , which motion was
granted on the record and confirmed by formal order filed herein on
December 7 , 1951. Such substituted answer reserved to respondents
the right and privilege to submit Proposed Findings and Conclusions
as provided by Rule XXI of the Commission s Rules of Practice , and,
also certain other reservations to respondents not necessary to be here
set forth. Testimony was received , which the Hearing Examiner has
retained of record , no motion to strike same having been made by either
party, which testimony is not herein considered because of the filing of
the admission answer , as above set out.
Thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration
by the above-named Hearing Examiner , theretofore duly designated
by the Commission , upon said complaint and answer thereto , Proposed
Findings and Conclusions not having been submitted on behalf of any,
party to the proceeding, and said Hearing Examiner , having duly considered the record herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest of
the public and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion
drawn therefrom , and order:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent , Home Machine Supply, Inc. , is a corporationorganized and existing under a, nd by virtue of the laws of the
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State of New York with its office and principal

.1S F. T. C.

place of business at

750 A venue of the Americas , New York , New York. Respondent Max

Lippman is President and respondent

l\fax Albin is Secretaryand acting as such officers
formulate , direct and control the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation. The address of these individual respondents is the same
as that of the corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and have been for several years last
past , engaged in the sale of sewing machine heads purchased by them
from importers , and completed sewing machines of ,vhich said heads
are a part , to retailers who sell to the purchasing public. In the
course and conduct of their business respondents cause their said
sewing machine he.nds , when sold , to be transported from their place
of business in the State of New York to purchasers thereof located
Treasurer of the corporate respondent ,

jn various other States

, and maintain and at all times

mentioned

herein have maintained a course of trade in said products in commerce
among and between the various States of the United States. Their
volume of trade in said commerce has been and is now substantial.
PAR. 3. When the sewing machine heads are purchased by respondents the words " l\fade jn Occupied Japan " or "Japan " appear on the
back of the vertic.nl arm. Before the heads are sold to the purchasing
public as a part of a complete sewing machine it is necessary to attach
a motor to the head in the process of which the aforesaid words are.
covered by the motor so that they are not visible. In 80me instances
said heads , when received by respondents , are marked with a medallion
placed on the front of the vertical arm upon which the words " l\Iade
in Occupied Japan " or " Japan " appear. These words are , ho"e"er
so small and indistinct that they do not constitute adequate notic.e
to the public. that the heads are imported.
PAR. 4. 'Vhen articles of merchandise , including sewing machines
are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public
and such articles are not marked or are not adequately marked show-

ing that they ,are

of foreign origin or if marked and the markings
are covered or otherwise concealed , snch purchasing pnh1ic under-

stands and believes

such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.
There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantial
number who have a decided preference for products originating in the
United States over products originating in whole or in part in foreign
conntries , including sewing machine heads.
PAR. 5. Respondents in their advertising make sncll statements as

the fol1owing:

HOME MACHINE SUPPLY ,
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"Fully guarante, ec1"

The use

of

the ",ord " guaranteed" in said advertising without dis-

of
the guarantee is confusing and
pnrchasel's and constitutes , an unfair
and deceptive act and practice in commerce.
of
dealers their said
\H. 6. Respondents by placing in the hands
sewing machine heads and completed sewing machines provide said
closing the terms and conditions

misleading to the public and

dealers a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and
deceive the purchasing public as

to the place

of

PAR 7. Respondents in the course and conduct

origin
of

in substantial competition in eommerce with the

said heads.

of

their business are
makers and sellers

said product.
of

imported machines ,

of

domestie machines and also sellers

hom adequately inform the public as to the source

of

origin

some
of

their

PAR. , 8. The failure ' of respondents to adequately disclose on the
sewing machille heads that the ," arenulnufactul'ed ill Japan has the

tendency and eapacity to lead members
the purchasing public into
of
the erroneous and mistaken belief that their said product is
of
domestie
origin , and to induce members
of
the purchasing public to purchase
sewing machines

of

which their heads are a part because

of

such errone-

As a result thereof , trade has been unfairly
diverted to respondents from their eompetitors and substantial injury
has been and is being, done to competition in commerce.
ous and mistaken belief.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices

of

respondents as herein found

respondents
of
competition and unfair
of
competitors and constitute unfair methods
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
of
of

are all to the prejudice and injury

the public and

ORDEn

It -is o)'cZeJ'ed
corporation ,

That the respondents ,

and its officers

vidually and as

officers

of

Home ~lachille Supply, Inc. , ft
, and ~:fax Lippman and :Max Albin , indisaid corporation

, and said

respOn(1ellts

representatiyes , agents and employees , directly or through any c.Ol' pOrate or other device , in connection with the. offering for sale , sale or
sewillg machine heads or sewing machines in comof
distribution
merce , as " commeree ~' is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
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1. Offering for sale
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, selling or distributing foreign made sewing

machine heads ,

or sewing machines of which foreign made heads are
a part , without clearly and conspicuously disclosing, on the heads , in
such a manner that it will not be hidden or obliterated , the country
of origin thereof.

2. Representing, directly or by implication , that their sewing
machine heads or sewing machines are fully guaranteed , or that they
are otherwise guaranteed , unless the nature and extent of the guarantee , and the manner in which the guarantor will perform thereunder
are clearly and conspicuously disclosed.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE
It is ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and fonll in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as.

required by said declaratory decision and order of April 24 ,

1952J.

ROl'-'IAN-
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Ro~rAN- RAICHERT COMPANY , INC. ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
F SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26 , 1914
Docket

5886.

Complaint ,

When articles of merchandise,

June

1951-Decision, Apr.

24, 1952

including sewing machines , are exhibited and

marked or not
are of foreign origin , or with markings covered or otherwise concealed, such public understands and believes
offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public not

adequately marked showing that they

them to be wholly of domestic origin.
There is among the members of the purchasing public a substantial number who
have a decided preference for products originating in the United' States
over products originating in whole or in part

in foreign countries , including

sewing machine heads.
and " Zenith" are the names or part of the names of
corporations doing business in the United States which are well and favorably known to the purchasing public and long established in various industries, some of which also use said words as trade names , marks or brands
for their products-particularly " Cadillac automobiles and "Zenith
radios -and there is a preference among members of the purchasing public
for products made by the concerns whose identity is connected with said

The names " Cadillac "

words.
Where a corporation and its three officers, engaged in the competitive interstate
sale to retailers of

sewing machine heads imported from Japan and of com-

pleted sewing machines which incorporated said heads through attachment

of a motor thereto , in process of which the words " Made in Occupied Japan

or " Japan "

were covered-

disclose on said heads that they were made in Japan,
notwithstanding the presence upon the front of some of them of a medallion
which bore in small and indistinct words the legend " Made in Occupied
Japan " or " Japan
(b) Falsely represented that their sewing machine heads were made by certain
well- known firms through printing on the front of the horizontal arms in
conspicuous letters the words " Cadillac " or " Zenith" , and through use in
their advertising of such trade names; and enhanced thereby the belief on
the part of the public that said heads were of domestic origin; and
(c) Made such statements in their advertising as " 20 year guarantee , without
disclosing the terms and conditions of the guarantee, effect of which was
to confuse and mislead the public and purchasers;
With result of providing dealers, in whose hands they placed said completed
sewing machines, a means to deceive the purchasing public as to the place of
origin of said heads and the manufacturers thereof; and with tendency and
(a) Failed adequately to

capacity to lead

substantial numbers

of the

purchasing public into the
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of

said products were

domestic origin and made

manufa. cturers; and to induce thereby purchase
such sewing machines, and thus unfairly divert trade and commerce

by well- known domestic
of

to them from their competitors, to the substantial injury

of

competition in

commerce:
H e7cl,

That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth , were' all

the public and of their competitors

and

constituted unfair methods of comvetition in commerce ami unfair

and:

of

to the prejudice and injury

deceptive acts and practices therein.
Before

a'm. B8

1li1'.

A. Pu'l'cell hearing examiner.

for the Commission.
Rotll7rwn , of Chicago , Ill. , for respondents.

lIIi' . lVilliam L. Taggcwt
f( o1'slwk

CO:MPLAINT
of
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Pursuant to the provisions
the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
of
virtue
by
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Roman- Raichert
and

Company, Inc. , and Roman Raiehel't , Leonard Raiehert and Edward
of
said corporation , hereinafter'
Raichert , individually and as officers
said Act
of
referred to as respondents , have violated the proyisions
it in respect
by
to
the Commission that a proceeding
and it appearing
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint

stating its charges in that respect as follo'ws:
, PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Roman- Raichert Company, Inc. ,
of

corporation organized and existing under and by virtue

is a

the laws

business
of
Illinois with its office and principal place
Respond,
Illinois.
Lincoln
Avenue
,
Chicago
located at 3855 North

of

of

the State

ents Roman Raichert , Leonard Raic.hert and Edward Raichert are,
President and Vice President , Secretary and Treasurer , respectively"
corporate respondent and acting as such officers , formulate , direct
of
of
said corporation. The'
and control the policies , acts and practices
the corof
same
as that
is
the
the individual respondents
of
address
pOl' ate respondent.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and have been for several years last

past , engaged in the sale
Japal1 ,

of

sewing machine heads imported from

and completed se,,'ing

of

mac.hines

part , to retailers who in turn sell them

which said heads are a

to the purchasing public.

respondents cause their said
business in
of
products , when sold , to be transported from their place
of

the course and conduct

the State

of

Illinois to purchasers

States and maintain ,

tained , a course

their business ,

of

thereof located in various other

and at all times mentioned herein have main-

trade in said products in

commerce among and
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bet"ween the various States
of
the United States. Their volume
trade in said commerce has been and is substantial.
PAR. 3. vVhen the sewing machine healls are received by respondents , the words "~lade in Occupied Japan " or "Japan " appear on the
back

of

the vertical arm. Before

chasing public as a part

of

the heads are sold to the pur-

a complete sewing machine , it is necessary

to attach a motor to the head in the process
of
which the aforesaid
words are covered by the motor so that. they are not visible. In some
instances , said heads , when received by respondents , are marked with
a medallion placed on the front

the yertical arm upon which the

of

words "l\'Iade in Occupied Japan " or " Japan " appear. These words
are , however , so small and inc1jstjnct that they do not constitute adeqiwte notice to the public that the

heads are imported.

PAR. 4. 1Vhen articles
of
merchandise , including sewing machines
are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the pnrchasing
l)ublic
and such articles are not marked 01' are not adequately marked showing that they are
of
foreign origin , or
covered or otherwise concealed , such

if marked and the markings are
purchasing public nnderstands,

and believes such articles to be wholly

of

PAR. 5. There is

the purchasing public a

of

substantial number who have a decided
inating in the

domestic origin.

among the members

preferenee for products

United States over products originating in whole

ori:1or-

in part in foreign countries ,

including sewing machine heads.
m. 6. Respondents have adopted and use the words " Cadillac
and " Zenith" for their said sewing machine heads , which ,yords are
printed on the front horizontal arm

of

the head in conspicuous letters

and use sueh trade names in their advertising.

and " Zenith" are the names or part

of

the names

The names " CadiIJac
of

a number

of

cor-

in the United States which

porations transacting and doing business

are and have been well and favorably known to the purchasing public
and which are and have been long established in various industries.
of
Some
these corporations use the words " Cadillac " or " Zenith" as
trade names , marks or brands for their products , particularly Cadillac
automobiles and Zenith radios.
PAR. 7. By using said trade names respondents represent that their
product is manufactured by the ,ye11 known firms with which said
names have long been associated , which is contrary to the faet.
PAR. 8. There

is a preference among members

of

the purchasing

public for products mannfactured by wen and favorably known and
long established concerns whose identity is connected with the words
Cadillac " and " Zenith" and the use
of
said trade names by respondents on their sewing maehine heads enhances the belief on the part
of

the public that the

213840- 54--

machine heads are

of

domestic origin.
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the rollowing :
PAR. 9. Respondents in their advertising

make such statements as

20 year guarantee

The use or the word " guarantee "

without

conditions or the guarantee is conrusing and misleading

disc.losing the terms and
to
the public

and purchasers and constitutes an unrair and deceptive practice.
PAR. 10. Respondents , by placing in the hands or dealers their said
sewing machine heads and completed sewing machines , provide said
dealers a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and
deceive the purchasing public as
to
the place or origin or said heads
and the manuracturer thereor.
PAR. 11. Respondents , in the course and conduct or their business
are in substantial competitimi in commerce with the makers and sellers
or domestic machines and also with sellers or imported machines , some
to
or whom adequately inrorm- the public as
the source or origin or
their said product.
PAR. 12. The railure or respondents to adequately disc.lose on their
sewing machine heads that they are manuractured in Oecupied Japan
and the use or the words " Cadillac " and " Zenith" as a trade or brand
name has the tendency and eapacity to lead substantial numbers or the

purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belier that their
said products are or domestic origin and are manuractured by the
well and ravorably known domestic manuracturers with which said
names have long been associated , and to induee substantial numbers
or the purchasing public to purchase sewing machines containing said
heads because or such erroneous and mistaken belier. As a result
thereor , substantial trade in commerce has been unrairly diverted

their competitors and substantial injury has been

resPQndents rrom

competition in eommerce.
PAR. 13. The aroresaid acts and practiees or respondents , as herein
alleged , are all to the prejudice and injury or the public and or respondent' s competitors and constitute unrair methods or competition
and unrair and deceptive acts and praetiees in commerce within the
intent and meaning or the Federal Trade Commission Act.
and is being done

to

DECISION OF THE COMMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII

or the Commission s Rules or Practiee , and

as set rorth in the Commission s "Decision or the Commission and
File R~port or Compliance , dated April 24 , 1952 , the
to
Order

the instant matter or hearing examiner James A.
Purcell , as set out as rollows , beenme on that date the deeision or the

initial decision in

Commission.
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INITIAL DECISION BY JAMES A. PURCELL , HEARING EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on June 27 , 1951 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in the above-entitled proceeding upon
respondents Roman- Raiche.rt Company, Inc. , a corporation , and
Roman Raichert , Leonard Raichert and Edward Raichert , individually and as officers of Roman- Raichert Company, Inc. , they being
respectively President and Vice- President , Secretary, and Treasurer
thereof , charging them with unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of said

Act. On July 20 , 1951 , respondents filed their answer to the complaint. Thereafter , at a hearing held in Chicago , Illinois , November

, 1951 , respondents moved the hearing examiner for leave to withdraw the aforesaid answer and to file in substitution thereof an
-answer admitting all of the material allegations of fact set forth in

the complaint , whieh motion was granted on the reeord and confirmed

by rormal order filed herein on November 16 , 1951. Such substituted
answer reserved to respondents the privilege to submit Proposed Findings and Conclusions as provided by Rule XXI or the Commission
Rules or Practice , and also certain other reservations to respondents
not necessary to be here set forth. Therearter the proceeding regu-

larly came on for final consideration by the above-named hearing

examiner , theretofore duly designated by the Commission , upon said
complaint and substituted answer thereto , proposed findings and conclusions submitted on behalf of the respondents ,

none such having

been filed by the attorney in support or the complaint; and said hearing examiner , having duly considered the record herein , finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the, public and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn therefrom , and order:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Roman- Raichert Company, Inc. ,

is a cor-

poration organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of I11ino:;8 with its office and principal place or business
located at 3855 North Lincoln Avenue , Chicago , Illinois. Respond-

ents Roman Raichert , Leonard Raichert and Edward Raichert are
President and Vice- President , Secretary and Treasurer , respectively,
of corporate respondent and acting as such officers , formulate , direct
and contro l the policies , acts and practices of said corporation. The
addre, ss or the individual respondents is the same as that of the corporate respondent.
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PAIL 2. Respondents are nm-v , and have been for several years last
past , engaged in the sale of sewing machine heads imported from
Japan , and completed se,wing machines of which said heads are a part
to retailers ,,- ho in turn sell them to the purchasing public.
III
the
course and conduct of their business , respondents cause their s,tid
products hE'n sold , to be transported from their place of business
in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in various other
States and maintain ,

tained ,

a course

and at all times mentioned herein have main-

sai!l products in commerce among and
between the various States of the United States. Their volmne of
trade in said c.ommerce has been and is substantial.
\.H. 3. 'Vhen the se,,- ing machine heads are receivecl by respondents , the ,,~ol'Cls " )lade in OC'cupied .Japan ~~ 01' " Japan " appeal' on the
of trade in

back of the yertical arm. Before the heads are sold to the purchasingpublic as a prn.t of a complete sewing maehine , it is neeessary to attach
a motor to the head in the, process of which the aforesaid ,yords are
In
some, instances
covered by the motor so that they fire Hot visible.
said heads hen reeeivec1 by respondents , are marked ,,- ith a medallion
placed on the front. of the vertiea.! arm upon which the words " j\Iac1e
in Occupiec1Japan ~ or " Japnn appeal'. These ,,- ords are , however,

so small and indistinct that. they do not constitute adequate notice to
the public that the heads are imported.
\R. 4. "Then articles of merchandife , including sewing machiJ1e~"
are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing pn blic
and such articles are not marked or are not adequately marked shmying
that they are of foreign origin , or if marked and the markings are
covereel or otherwise concealed , such purchasing public understands
and belieyes such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.
PAR. 5. There is among the members of the purchasing public a
substantial nmlllJer ,,-ho have a decided preference for products originating in the United States over produets originating in whole. or in
part ill foreign countries , including sewing machine heads.
PAR. 6. Respondents haTe adopted Hnd use the ,yards " C,lllillac
and " Zenith:' for their saiel sewing machine heacls , which wm'ds are
printed on the front horizontal arm of the head in conspicuous letters
and use such trade names in their advertising. The names " Cadillac
and '; Zenith~~ are the names 01' part of the names of a nmnber of corporations transacting and doing business in the United States which
are amI ha ve been ,,- ell

and fa vora

bly known to the purchasing public

and whieh are and have been long established in YHrious industries.
Some of these corporations lIse the words " Cac1illHc '~ or " Zenith~~ as
trade names , marks or brands for their procluds , particularly Cadillne
automobiles and Zenith radios.
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PAR. 7.

By using said trade means respondents represent that their

product is manufactured by the well known firms with which said
1lameS have long been associated ,

PAR. 8. There is

which is contrary to the fact.
a preference among members of the purchasing

public for products manufactured by well and favorably known and
long established concerns whose identity is connected with the words
Cadillac " and " Zenith" and the use of said trade names by respondcnts on their sewing machine heads enhances the belief on the part of
the public that the machine heads are of domestic origin.
PAR. 9. Respondents in their advertising make such statements as
t he following:

20 year gnarantee

The use

of the

word " guarantee "

without

disclosing the terms and

,conditions of the guarantee is confusing and misleading to the public
and purchasers and constitutes an un rail' and deceptive practice.
PAR. 10. Respondents ,

by placing in the hands of dealers their said
provide said
dealers a means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and
deceive the purchasing public as to the place of origin of said heads
and the manufacturer thereof.
PAR. 11. Respondents , in the course and conduct of their business
are in substantial competition in commeTce with the makers and sellers of domestic machines and also with sellers of imported machines
some of whom adequately inform the public as to the source of origin
sewing machine heads and completed sewing machines ,

of their said product.

PAR. 12. The failure of respondents to adequately disclose on their
sewing machine heads that they are manufactured in Occupied Japan
and the use of the words " Cadillac '~ and " Zenith" as a trade or brand
name has the tendency and capacity to lead substantial numbers of
the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that their
said products are of domestic origin and are manufactured by the well
and favorably known domestic manufacturers with which said names
have long been associated , and to induce substantial numbers of the
purchasing public to purchase sewing machines containing said heads
because of such erroneous and mistaken belief. As a result thereof
substantial trade in

commerce has been unfairly

diverted to respond-

ents from their competitors and substantial injury has been and is
being done to competition in commerce.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein found
are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of respondf.nts
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competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER
It is o'rde"f'ed That the respondents , Roman- Raichert Company, Inc.
a corporation , and its officers , and Roman Raichert , Leonard Raichert
and Edward Raichert , individually and as officers of said corporation
and said respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly

or through any corporate or other device ,
ing for sale

in connection with the offer-

, sale or distribution of sewing

machine heads or sewing

machines in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Offering for sale , selling or distributing foreign made sewing
machine heads , or sewing machines of which foreign made heads are
a part, without clearly and conspicuously disclosing on the heads , in
such a manner that it will not be hidden or obliterated , the country of.
origin thereof:

2. Using the words "Cadillac " or "Zenith " or any simulations
thereof , as brand or trade names to designate , describe or refer to
their sewing machines or sewing machine heads; or representing
through the use of any other words or in any other manner that their
sewing machines or sewing machine heads are made by anyone other
than the actual manufacturers.

3. Representing, directly or by implication , that their sewing machine heads or sewing machines are guaranteed for twenty years , or
for any other period of time , or that they are otherwise guaranteed

unless the nature and extent of the guarantee and the manner in which
the guarantor will perform thereunder are clearly and conspicuously
disclosed.
ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE
It is oTdeTed That the respondents herein shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as

required by said declaratory decision and order of April 24 , 1952J.

